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Abstract

This thesis describes the results of an experimental study and modelling of the response 
of a vibrofluidization technique for particle sizing. The principle of operation of the 
device is simple and relies on the fact that when a container, partially filled with a powder 
is vibrated in the vertical direction with a maximum acceleration greater than that due to 
gravity, the particles inside the container become effectively "fluidised". The degree of 
damping experienced by the vibrating system is a direct function of the average particle 
size; larger particles give rise to a higher degree of damping. In the case where the 
container is attached at the free end of a cantilever, the average particle size is directly 
related to the resonant amplitude of vibration of the cantilever. This forms the basis for 
the application of this type of device for particle sizing.

A convenient and deceptively logical explanation would be to attribute the observed 
damping of oscillation to particle/wall friction. Indeed, the response of the system was 
modelled accordingly by Mahgerefteh and Al-Khoory (1991) using visco-elastic vibration 
phenomena.

The results of this work show, using direct experimental evidence that the primary 
mechanism responsible for the observed damping is a consequence of the phase lag 
between the vibrating cavity and the test powder. The previously proposed particle/wall 
interaction mechanism although applicable, is simply a direct manifestation of the phase 
lag phenomenon. In addition preliminary results obtained proving the applicability of the 
device for particle size distribution analysis are also presented.

The phase lag between the vibrating cavity and the powder is monitored using a sonic 
technique. This is achieved by measuring the intensity of the noise generated as a result 
of the impact of the powder with the containing cavity during oscillations. The results 
show a direct correlation between phase lag and the average particle size. A semi- 
empirical model is also developed which satisfactorily predicts the system's response in 
terms of a large number of design and operating parameters. This model is expected to 
serve as a powerful tool for design optimization.

Particle size distribution data are obtained by vibration segregation of the test powder to 
various size fractions and measuring the average size and mass of each sub-sample using 
the vibrofluidization technique. The thesis also describes the optimal segregation 
conditions leading to the generation of particle distribution histograms for typical 2 g 
samples in ca 3 minutes. The corresponding resolution in terms of the average size for 
each size fraction is better than ± 5 pm for a test sample in the 20 -1000 pm size range.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

CHAPTER 1 

Introduction

Approximately one third of chemicals produced in the world are in form 

of powder (Shamlou 1988) and nearly all aspects of the technology 

relating to their handling , processing or application require at some stage 

a knowledge of the particle size. Particle size measurement is to powder 

technology as thermometry is to the study of heat (Allen 1990). In recent 

years, many devices of high sensitivity with different degrees of 

sophistication have therefore been developed. Unfortunately, the majority 

are either expensive, capable of handling small samples only or require 

special sample preparation prior to size analysis.

Approximately four years ago, in response to a need for a robust and 

cheap transducer, Mahgerefteh and Al-Khoory (1991) reported the 

preliminary design and development of a novel technique for particle size 

analysis.

The principle of operation of the device is simple and relies on the fact 

that when a container partially filled with a powder is driven into 

resonance in the vertical direction with a maximum acceleration 

greater than that due to gravity, the particles inside the container become 

effectively fluidised. The degree of damping experienced by the vibrating 

system is a direct function of the average particle size; larger particles 

give rise to a higher degree of damping. The average particle size of the 

vibrofluidized powder may therefore be easily obtained from a 

measurement of the resonance amplitude of vibration. The above forms 

the basis for the use of the device as a particle sizer.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The relative insensitivity of the instrument at large size ranges(> 400 jam) 

together with its inability to produce data on particle size distribution 

were recognised as two of the major drawback of the device.

To explain the basic mechanism governing the response of the system, 

Mahgerefteh and Al-Khoory (1991) attributed the observed damping of 

oscillations to particle/wall friction and hence modelled the response of 

the system accordingly.

This thesis describes the results of a series of experimental studies which 

elucidate the basic mechanism governing the system's response and its 

engineering design optimization. It also describes the results of some 

preliminary experiments relating to the use of the device for particle size 

distribution analysis.

The work is divided into nine chapters; each where appropriate, begins 

with a literature survey followed by a discussion of the main findings.

Chapter 2 is a brief discussion of particulate characteristics and 

fundamental definitions of particle size as reported in the open literature.

Chapter 3 is a review of the technical features together with the relative 

merits and disadvantages of the existing methods for particle size analysis. 

This is then followed by a brief review of work reported on particulate 

bed behaviour during vibrofluidization.

Chapter 4 first describes the basic design features of the proposed device 

for particle size analysis. It then deals with a systematic study and 

optimization of the system's response in terms of producing particle size 

data. The above involves conducting a large number of experiments in

14



Chapter 1 Introduction

which the effects of sample cell dimensions, surface roughness, elasticity, 

and shape as well as oscillation frequency, the vibrofluidized bed 

diameter/height ratio and the vibration force are investigated.

Chapter 5 describes the development of a semi-empirical model for 

predicting the system's response. As compared to a previous model 

proposed by Mahgerefteh et al. (1991), the present model incorporates a 

wider range of design and operating parameters. The validity of the 

model is tested by comparison with appropriate experimental data.

In chapter 6, it is shown, using direct experimental evidence that the 

primary mechanism responsible for the observed damping of oscillations 

of the system is a consequence of the phase lag between the vibrating cell 

and the test powder. The previously proposed particle/wall interaction 

model by Mahgerefteh et al. (1991) although applicable, is simply a direct 

manifestation of the observed phase lag phenomenon.

Chapter 7 deals with the utilisation of the vibrating reed system in order 

to produce data on particle size distribution. This involves size 

segregation of the test sample followed by determination of the average 

size and mass of each fraction using the vibrating reed technique.

Mahgerefteh and Al-Khoory (1991) also used free rather than forced 

vibration as an alternative method for particle size analysis using the same 

vibrating reed technique. In this case the decay profile was claimed to be 

a characteristic of the average particle size. Chapter 8 investigates the 

viability of this technique for producing data on average particle size.

Chapter 9 is a general conclusion of the main finding of the thesis.

15



Chapter 2 Particulate characteristics and fundamental definitions

CHAPTER 2

Particulate characteristics and fundamental definitions

This chapter briefly reviews the fundamental definitions of the parameters 

used in this thesis to characterise powders in terms of size, density, shape and 
classification. Various methods of presenting particle size distribution data 

are also discussed.

2.1 Particle size

The best definition for a powder particle is a small size of solid material with 
considerable surface area to volume ratio (Hausner 1980).

The behaviour of particles is widely dictated by the expanded surface area. 
Particle size can be characterised by the "diameter" of the particle. For 
spherical homogeneous particles, only diameter is sufficient to properly 
define the size, and for a cube, the length along one edge is characteristic, 

whereas for other regular particles such as cuboid and cone, more than one 

dimension may be needed. For irregular particles however, it is impossible to 
identify its size by one or two dimensions. In order to specify particle size 

with only one dimension a size dependent property is always perferred and 
the size is then expressed in terms of equivalent spherical diameter. Size 

dependent properties like optical density, hydrodynamic behaviour and 

geometrical similarities are to name but a few. The estimated size by various 

properties can differ substantially (Allen 1990). Table 2.1 shows different 

definitions of particle size. In the present study, the particle size is expressed 

on the basis of the sieve diameter. The corresponding definition is given in 
Table 2.1 .

16



Chapter 2 Particulate characteristics and fundamental definitions

Symbol Name Definition Formula

dv Volume diameter Diameter of a sphere having the 
same volume as the particle

ds Surface diameter Diameter of a sphere having the 
same surface as the particle

S  = ïïd^

dsv Surface volume Diameter of a sphere having the d^
diameter same external surface to 

volume ratio as a sphere
dd Drag diameter Diameter of a sphere having the 

same resistance to motion as 
the particle in a fluid of the 
same viscosity and at the same 
velocity (d j approximates to 
dg when Re  is small)

Fd  -  2 
where Cj^A = /(d^)

F d  = ^TTdfiVv
Re < 0 .2

df Free-falling Diameter of a sphere having the
diameter same density and the same free- 

falling speed as the particle in a 
fluid of the same density and 
viscosity

dstk Stokes’ diameter The free-falling diameter of a par ,  d l
ticle in the laminar flow region 
(Re < 0 .2 )

d^  = -----
dd

da Projected area Diameter of a circle having the
diameter same area as the projected area 

of the particle resting in a 
stable position

tr ,2 
A  da

dp Projected area Diameter of a circle having the Mean value for all
diameter same area as the projected area 

of the particle in random 
orientation

possible orientat
ions dp  = dg for 
convex particles

dc Perimeter
diameter

Diameter of a circle having the 
same perimeter as the projected 
outline of the particle

dA Sieve diameter The width of the minimum square 
aperture through which the 
particle will pass

dp Feret’s diameter The mean value of the distance 
between pairs of parallel tan
gents to the projected outline 
of the particle

dM Martin’s diameter The mean chord length of the 
projected outline of the
particle

f2ff

^  j  dRdÔR
dR Unrolled The mean chord length throu^

diameter the centre of gravity of the
particle

Table 2.1 Definitions of particle size (Allen 1990).
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Chapter 2 Particulate characteristics and fundamental definitions

2.2 Particle shape

Particle shape which is mainly a size dependent parameter, influences many 

properties relevant to powder handling such as flowability, bulk density and 
packing behaviour (Allen 1990 , Svarovsky 1987) .

There are two ways in which particle shape may be defined (Allen 1990). 

One is in terms of a number, mainly used for the purpose of comparison and 

hence, actual particle size is not important. The other is based on data which 

allows the regeneration of the original particle shape from the obtained data. 
One way or another, different sizes of a particle can be related to each other 

by reference to particle shape by using dimensionless parameters such as 
shape factors. The relationship between volume or surface area of a particle 
to its already estimated sizes are defined by shape coefficients.

2.3 Particle density

The ratio of the total mass of particle to the total volume is called particle 
density, which in itself depends on how the particle volume is measured 

(Svarovsky 1987). If the volume of the solid particle, free from open and 

closed pores, is considered, then the true particle density may be assigned. 
For porous particles with open pores on the other hand, apparent particle 

density may be computed. The effective particle density on the other hand, 

takes into account the volumes of both open and closed pores.

The bulk density, however, includes the voidages in between the particles. In 

the present study, particle density is taken as the apparent density.

18



Chapter 2 Particulate characteristics and fiindamental definitions

2.4 Powder classification

The particulate behaviour in a fluidised bed is mainly dependent on particle 
size and effective density. According to Geldart fluidization chart, any 

powder can be classified into one of four groups A,B,C,or D as shown in 

figures 2.1 and 2.2 (Svarovsky 1987 , Geldart 1986). Powders in group C, 

due to high ratio of inter-particle forces to hydrodynamic force, are very 

cohesive and hardly fluidised. Powders in group A, are most easily fluidised 

since the ratio of interparticle to hydrodynamic forces is less than unity. 
There are no interparticle forces in groups B and D and the bed expansion in 

group B is small. A transition group between groups A and C has recently 
been recognized as semi-cohesive.

2.5 Segregation and perculation

During powder handling i.e. mixing or fluidising operations, segregation 
phenomena to some extent demix the process by means of various 
mechanisms (Beddow 1980). The filtration of fine particles down through the 
moving larger ones is called percolation. The top layers of particles behave as 
a screen through which all but coarser particles are able reach to a stable 

position below.

2.6 Methods of presenting particle size distribution data

Particle size distribution data may be expressed in terms of Gaussian 

distribution in which the average particle size is measured. Allen and Khan 

(1970) have defined the following parameters to describe the average particle 

size.

19
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Figure 2.1 Powder classification according to Geldart fluidization 
diagram (Geldart 1990),
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Figure 2.2 Different types of fluidization showing; (a) bubbling, (b) 
slugging, (c) channeling, (d) jetting, and (e) spouting. The spout (1), 
occurs through the central part of the fluidization column. The column 
itself comprises the shell (2), the cone (3) and the screen (4). (Geldart 
1990)
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Chapter 2 Particulate characteristics and fundamental definitions

2.6.1 Average particle size : mean, median and mode

Arithmetic mean size (dj) refers to the particle size of the adjacent sieves 

between which the powder is retained after sieving process

d i 2 (2.1)

where; d\ and dh are aperture sizes for lower and upper sieves respectively. 

The powder mean size dp , is then defined :

I f
i (2.2)

and mass fraction, xj corresponding to the arithmetic mean size, dj having the 

mass, mj is given by;

m ,

X . =  ^

' (2.3)

where; Emj is the total mass sieved (x is often expressed in 'percentage').

Mass median size (MS) is the value of particle size in a probability size 

distribution graph at which x is 50% .

Mode is the value of particle size in the same graph, at which x is a 

maximum.

The above average values are not necessarily the same.

21



Chapter 2 Particulate characteristics and fiindamental definitions

2.6,2 Presentation and analysis of data from sieve tests

Mullin (1993) discusses the two common presentations of particle size 
distribution; "frequency polygon" and "frequency histogram". Figures 2.3a 

and 2.3b show examples of representing the variation of fractional weight per 

cent retained between any two sieves with sieve aperture width for the same 

analytical data plotted on arithmetic graph paper in two different forms; 

frequency polygon and frequency histogram respectively. Figures 2.4a and 

2.4b show alternative representations of the same data on semi-log graph 

papers in the two forms of frequency polygon and frequency histogram 

respectively These data are then converted to " cumulative undersize (or 
oversize) " and normally presented as weight percentage (wt%) versus sieve 

aperture size.

The cumulative wt% undersize fraction (0) is the total fraction smaller than 
size di :

d; dj
e = l x  or e = ^ x . d ( d . )  (2.4)

The cumulative wt% oversize fraction (0) is the total fraction larger than size 
di ;

0 = l x  or 0 = j x . d ( d )
d. d.1 1

Figures 2.5a - 2.5c show consequentely three different ways by which the 
cumulative data can be shown : the arithmetic, the semi-log and the log-log 
plots on graph papers. To avoid bunching at the lower end (due to /2  

expansion) the latter two forms of presentation are preferred.

22
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CorresDonaing 5.S. mesn numoers Corresponaing B.S. mesr. numoers
! 5 0  3 6  2 5 7 36 2530

c 2f

G.

J
5 :0  1000 500 200: 2500 0 lOOC 1500 2000 2500500
Sieve aperture widtf'.,/^rr.

(a)

S ieve aperture wiaîr.,^m

(b)
Figure 2.3 Particle size distribution data in terms of the variation of 
fractional weight per cent retained with sieve aperture width plotted on 
arithmetic graph paper: (a) the frequency polygon, (b) the frequency 
histogram (Mullin 1993).
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4 Particle size distribution data in terms of the variation of 
fractional weight per cent retained with sieve aperture width plotted on 
semi-log graph paper; (a) the frequency polygon, (b) the frequency 
histogram (Mullin 1993).
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100
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Figure 2.5 Particle size distribution data in terms of the variation of 
cumulative weight per cent (undersize and oversize) with sieve aperture 
width plotted on; (a) arithmetic graph paper, (b) semi-log graph paper, 
(c) log-log graph paper (Mullin 1993).
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Chapter 2 Particulate characteristics and fundamental definitions

The frequency percentage or frequency distribution versus size can be used to 

present the polygons and histograms for optical methods of determining 

particle size.
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CHAPTER 3

Literature survey on particle size measurement

3.1 Introduction

This chapter is divided into two main parts. A review of the technical 

features together with the relative merits and disadvantages of some of 

the main commercially available instruments for particle size analysis is 

given first. Various methods include sieving, optical and gravitational 

methods, electrical sensing zone, élutriation, sonic and pulse sensing, gas 

adsorption, cascade impactor, field flow fractionation, gas cyclones and 

X-ray techniques. The review also covers some of the important particle 

sizing instruments reported in the open literature which are at the 

research and development stage.

As the main principle of the technique for particle sizing adapted in this 

thesis relies on vibration induced fluidization, the second part of this 

chapter briefly reviews the important literature relating to particulate bed 

behaviour during vibrofluidization.

3.2 Review of existing methods for particle size distribution 

analysis

3.2.1 Sieving

Sieving which is the easiest, cheapest and probably the oldest method for 

powder sizing, is applicable to liquid suspensions (wet analysis) as well as 

for analysis of dry powders. In this technique, a number of sieves with

2 6



Chapter 3 literature survey on particle size measurement

different standard meshes are nested one on top of another in a 

descending order with the largest aperture size sieve on the top. The stack 

forms a cylinder which normally sits on a pan called receiver. Agitation 

results in an increase in sieving efficiency (Jelinek 1974 , Allen 1990).

According to Jelinek (1974), the sieve apertures are classified as coarse (4 

to 100 mm), medium (0.2 to 4 mm) and fine (less than 0.2 mm), which 

are mainly woven wire or punched plate sieves. Fine sieves below 0.04 

mm or micromesh sieves, however, are manufactured electrolytically 

from perforated metal foils. The weight of the sample depends on the 

density of test particles; a powder mass of 20 to 60 g of fine particles 

and 60 to 150 g of coarse ones are recommended for a sieve of 20 cm 

diameter. Sieve size is based on the median average of the particle sizes 
on the central sieve. The successive sieve size on the top, (a^) is defined in 

terms of immediate sieve size below (a^-i) in an array given by (Jelinek 

1974) :

(3.1)

The appropriate sieving time, however, is on the basis of different 

recommendations. BS 1796: Part 1: (1989) suggests that the sieving 

classification should be continued until less than 0.1% of the mass of the 

charge passes through in any 1 minute of the sieving process. In general 

20 minutes sieve classification time is sufficient for a successful dry 

analysis. According to Allen (1990) air jets have been employed to speed 

up the process. This in particular, is suitable for an on-line size analysis 

when there is inevitably a risk of blinding the apertures. The air drawn 

upwards and a negative pressure from the bottom of the sieves gently 

removes fine particles from the device. Fine particles are likely to be

2 7



Chapter 3 Literature survey on particle size measurement

aggregated during the process and the effect of this problem can be 

reduced by vibration and if necessary by adding 1% dispersant such as 

fine silica or stearic acid.

According to Allen (1990) wet sieving is recommended for particles size 

classification of less than 15 pm . It is also an alternative solution to 

aggregation problems. The sieve set is normally filled up with a suitable 

liquid phase in which the fine particles are suspended. The process is 

completed with aid of rinsing, vibration vacuum, ultrasonics or a 

combination.

The main problems associated with sieving are blinding and damage to 

the apertures due to vibration. Also, different particle shapes and surface 

patterns may result in analytical errors due to specific geometries or 

cohesive forces respectively. Prolonged test runs is also a disadvantage 

specifically as an on-line particle size analyzer.

3.2.2 Optical methods

3.2.2.1 Microscopy

Microscopy relies on statistical estimations following direct observation 

of a part of the field of view . The resolution of a microscope, d* is 

defined by (Jelinek 1974 , Allen 1990) :

*
d =

2n.sin(i) (3.2)

where, A is the wavelength of the light used (pm), n is the refractive 

index of the immersion medium, and (f) is the angular aperture. The term
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nsin<l) is called the numerical aperture and has a maximum value of 0.95 . 

The optical microscope is applicable from 0.8 - 150 pm particle size 

range. With electron microscopes however, particle size observation and 

counting down to 0.001 pm is possible (Silverman et al. 1971).

Figure 3.1 shows the main features of a microscope and lamp which 

consists of microscope, microscope lamp and filters, objectives, eyepiece, 

substage condenser, graticule and stage micrometer (BS 3406: part 4: 

1963). Figure 3.2 represents a grid that is used for particle size 

measurement. The grid may be employed either during testing by 

locating at the rear focal plane of the eyepiece or afterwards using a 

microphotographie procedure (Jelinek 1974).

According to Snowsill (1985) particle size distribution data are obtained 

by counting the number of particles in each individual size class of all the 

fields. In an automatic microscope size analyser however, particle size 

distribution data are generated by scanning the object field. These data 

are then analysed using a computer.

According to Allen (1990) and Jelinek (1974) microscopy is considered 

to be the most illustrative and sensitive method of size analysis which is 

not only used as an absolute particle size analyser, but also for the study 

of the shape , surface structure and colour of particles. There are three 

main limitations associated with microscopy. These include 'the resolution 

of image', 'the size of the field of view' and 'the height of the object 

under observation'. The latter is a function of the depth of focus. In 

addition, proper sample preparation requires skilled operators (Snowsill 

1985).
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Figure 3.2 Microscopic method: Field of counting for particle size 
analysis (BS 3406: part 4: 1963).
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3.2.2.2 Light interaction

Light interaction techniques are based on suspending test particles in a 

transparent fluid with a refractive index different from that of the 

particles, and relating the reflection, diffraction and (or) refraction of a 

light beam passing through a defined volume of the fluid to the particle 

size. Light extinction and light scattering are the two techniques based on 

this principle. In the former technique, the reduction of light caused by 

interruption is detected (BS 3406: Part 7: 1988).

Particle size analysis using light scattering is based on Rayleigh's work in 

the nineteenth century. The size, s of mono-dispersed particles following 

light scattered at a very small angle, 0 is given by (Jelinek 1974) :

KC
m' N 1 +

lÔTT^S^ s i n ^ ( y )

0 0
3X

(3.3)

where, K is defined as :

27T^n ^ dn

K = V

(3.4)

m ' = ^
(0) (3.5)

where, C is particle concentration in g /ml, Rq the reduced intensity of 

scattering for incident unpolarized light at a scattering angle, 0 . N is the 

Avogadro constant, X is the wavelength of the applied light in the 

medium, n represents the refractive index of the medium, n* is the
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refractive index of the system, m is the particle mass and P(0) , particle 

scattering factor.

The above equations show that particle size is a complex function of its 

shape, light source, refractive index of the particles and the dispersion 

fluid. A proper response from the system therefore, requires calibration 

of the apparatus before any size analysis.

According to Jelinek (1974), when the direction of the light is 

perpendicular to the axis passing through the particles, the scattered light 

will not be symmetrical. The technique based on this principle is known 

as dissymmetry and is applicable for determination of particle sizes in the 

range of wavelength of the incident light (0.1 - 0.6X).

Light scattering methods can also be employed for suspended particles in 

a gas for example aerosols and airborne particulate contamination in 

atmosphere (Allen 1990). In practice, the lower particle size limit for 

detection when using white light and a laser beam are 0.3 pm and 0.1 pm 

respectively. The upper size is limited by the sensitivity of the optical 

device (BS 3406: Part 7: 1988). In addition, the diffraction pattern is not 

affected by the position of particles relative to the axis of the lens. In this 

way, particle size analysis is independent of the motion of particles and 

their velocities (Snowsill 1985)

According to BS 3406: Part 7: (1988) there are three basic versions of 

light scattering method. These are near forward scatter, right angle 

scatter and wide angle scatter. Figure 3.3 is a schematic representation of 

a wide angle scattering technique. Right angle scatter in comparison with 

the other two methods is very sensitive to the minute changes in particle
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Figure 3.3 A schematic representation of wide angle scattering technique 
with optical configuration (BS 3406: part 7: 1988).
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size. However, it is strongly affected by the particle's refractive index and 

is therefore unsuitable for mixed aerosols tests. Near forward light 

scattering on the other hand can produce similar responses from more 

than one particle size.

Naqwi et al. (1991) developed a method for simultaneous measurements 

of particle size, velocity and refractive index based on phase-Doppler 

technique. In a mobile phase with particles moving along the main 

direction of flow, there are two scattered waves indicated by the detector. 

One wave has a higher Doppler-shifted frequency compared with another 

one. This effect can be used to characterize particles in the flow. By 

means of using an additional detector in a phase Doppler system it is 

possible to distinguish between the reflecting particles from refracting 

ones.

An incorrect measurement of refractive index using light scattering 

techniques can give rise to as much as a 10% error in the measurement of 

particle size distribution (Zhang and Xu 1992).

Light scattering techniques using laser beams to characterize particles 

have Gaussian intensity distribution. That is to say, signals scattered from 

a small particle passing through the field centre can be considered 

identical to that of a large particle passing through a low intensity region 

in the field. Xie et al. (1991) developed a novel overlapping optical field 

technique that transforms an optical field with typical Gaussian intensity 

into one with uniform intensity distribution.

Light scattering is very accurate, fast and there is no risk of aggregation 

during the test. Besides, the sample required for each test is very small.
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However, the suspension medium in which the particles are tested should 

be selected carefully so as to avoid any likely effects on testing particles. 

Saturation of fluid view by particles results in an experimental error. 

Light interaction methods require sample preparation prior to size 

analysis. In addition, all particle counters are affected by electrical noise 

(BS 3406: part 7: 1988).

3.2.3 Gravitational methods

3.2.3.1 Sedimentation

Sedimentation techniques are based on determining the size of particles 

from their rate of sedimentation at terminal velocity in a known fluid. BS 

3406: part 2: (1984) recommends that the sample may be introduced as a 

thin layer on top of a column of clear fluid or uniformly dispersed in the 

fluid. Sedimentation methods are classified as either ’cumulative' or 

'incremental'.

Cumulative methods for size analysis are used in conjunction with 

sedimentation balances. Particle size and its distribution can be found 

from the rate at which the particles settle out of suspension. This method 

is suitable for direct mass distribution analysis with only small amounts of 

sample. The size determination range is 1 - 75 pm.(BS 3406: part 2:

1984) Incremental sedimentation is based on changes in concentration or 

density of the suspension at a given depth as time varies. Particle size 

distribution is then determined by measuring concentration at different 

depths (Allen 1990). According to Bunville (1984).micromeritics 

sedigraphs are probably the most widely used instruments in
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sedimentation. Using soft X-ray or white light, particles in the 0.1 - 100 

pm size range may be analysed.

Simons and Williams (1992) reported a non-invasive dielectric sensors 

for particle size measurement in solid/liquid systems. The technique relies 

on the changes in population of particles between a pair of capacitance 

sensing electrodes. As a result, the effective dielectric constant or 

permittivity of the suspension varies. The changes in the measured 

capacitance therefore, can be related to solid concentration at a given 

time. The methodology of the capacitance measurement technique is 

similar to that of.X-ray sedigraph. They both operate in dilute 

suspensions (ie. <1% v/v). The settling rate of particles at their stokes 

velocity can be related to the particle size distribution.

The capacitance method is however limited to low conductivity media and 

requires calibration. Since the particle size is based on Stokes diameter 

and by definition is related to particle and fluid physical properties, 

particle size analysis using sedimentation is not straightforward 

(Hostomsky et al. 1986). Also, the sedimentation process suffers from 

various effects such as interference between the particles themselves. In 

addition, the sedimentation rate for high concentration of solids is 

unacceptably slow. (Jelinek 1974).

3.2.3.2 Centrifugal method

Centrifugal techniques for particle size analysis are suitable for particles 

below 5 pm (Allen 1990). According to Stokes' law, particle size can be 

calculated from the settling velocity given by (BS 3406: part 6: 1985) :
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i8n dD
------------------ X---------

(cy-p)to^D (3.6)

where, dst is the Stokes diameter, r| is the absolute viscosity of fluid, o is 

the immersed density of particle, p is the density of fluid, D is the 

distance of the particle from the axis of rotation of the centrifuge bowl, t 

is time, dD/dt is the settling velocity of the particle, (O is the speed of 

rotation of the centrifuge in rad/s .

Allen (1990) reports that size distribution analysis by centrifugal method 

is more difficult as compared to those using gravitational techniques. This 

is due to the fact that the velocity of a particle depends not only on its 

size, but also on its position in the sedimenting suspension. One solution 

to this problem is to use a long-arm centrifuge so as to make the 

centrifugal force uniform on all particles. Another solution is to use the 

line start technique by which all the particles of the same size can be 

located at the same rotational radius, and hence have the same velocity.

BS 3406: part 6: (1985) recommends that the upper size limit using this 

method depends on the reliability of analysis in the first minute of 

measurement. In general, the upper size varies between 2 - 5  pm. The 

lower limit however, is controlled by experimental conditions such as the 

absence of vibration and constant temperature. Under controlled 

conditions, 0.075 pm is given as the lower size limit.

Recent work on the development of a centrifugal technique reported by 

Devon et al. (1991) includes the analysis of particle size distribution using 

a disk centrifuge equipped with an optical detector. This instrument 

operates over a the range 0.01 - 50 pm based on Stokes law. Ortlepp and 

Panke (1991) on the other hand, used a multiplexer and video system to
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determine particle size and molecular mass distributions by an analytical 

ultracentrifugation. Hoffman (1991) developed an improved technique 

for particle size measurement using the line start technique. The machine 

is designed to measure particle size by sedimenting granules from a 

uniform dispersion in a small cuvette cell. Particle sizes in the range 0.1 - 

40 pm may be reported using this technique.

BS 3406: part 6: (1985) recommends that particle size distribution 

analysis using centrifugal techniques should be expressed in terms of 

frequency distribution which in turn depends on the technique of 

operation. There are two main techniques available for calculation of 

such data. These include incremental technique using a line start and 

incremental technique with homogeneous suspension.

In summary, centrifugal method overcome problems such as prolonged 

settling time or the effect of convection and Brownian motion that would 

otherwise occur during gravitational sedimentation analysis of fine 

particles. In addition, there is no risk of disturbing the suspension in 

centrifugal sedimentation. However, like gravitational sedimentation, this 

method is subjected to different effects such as : ’concentration of the 

suspended phase’, ’salvation', 'particle shape' and 'the electroviscosity' 

(Jelinek 1974).

3.2,4 The electrical sensing zone method

The electrical sensing zone method is mainly used in biological research 

and for the size analysis of environmental pollutants (BS 3406: part 5: 

1983). Figure 3.4 represents a schematic diagram of the device. The 

technique is based on size analysis of suspended particles at low
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Figure 3.4 Schematic diagram of electrical sensing zone method 
showing; manometer contacts (1), mercury manometer (2), aperture (3), 
stirred suspension (4), which is isolated by tap (5). The signals detected 
by the electrodes (6) are amplified by a main amplifier (7) and then fed 
into threshold circuit (8), pulse amplifier (9), and counter driver (10). 
The analytical results are obtained by digital register (11). The electrical 
signals are also displayed on scope (12) which is connected to a horizontal 
sweep (13). The suspension discharged by vacuum (14). The counter 
driver is connected to the manometer by counter start/stop (15).(BS 3406: 
part 5: 1983)
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concentration in an electrolyte solution. A precisely controlled volume of 

the well agitated electrolyte is passed through an orifice with an electrode 

on either side. The amplitude of the voltage pulse changes as particles 

pass through the orifice which is in turn proportional to the volume of 

particle. The electrical signal is then amplified and expressed in terms of 

particle size (Allen 1990).

Size analysis using the electrical sensing zone technique is independent of 

particle density, shape and conductivity. Particles in the range 0.6 - 250 

jum may be analysed. Particles smaller than 0.6 pm may be lost in the 

electrical noise of the system. Also, the maximum particle size that may 

be analyzed is limited by the size of the orifice; the orifice diameter must 

be at least twice the size of the largest particle. In addition, particles have 

to be dispersed in an electrolyte and the dispersion must be maintained 

uniform. Also, dilute suspensions must be used (BS 3406: part 5: 1983). 

In order to reduce coincident particle passage through the orifice and 

samples containing wide range of size distribution must be wet sieved 

prior to analysis. Bubble formations is also a serious drawback as it may 

lead to a false signal (Snowsill 1985 , Silverman et al. 1971).

3.2.5 Elutriation method

Elutriation is based on the analysis of proportion of particles carried off 

by a carrier gas at the particle's terminal velocity from a vertical column 

(BS 3406: part 3: 1963). Unless there is a chemical interaction between 

the carrier gas and particles or column, air as a supply gas is always 

perferred. Also the viscosity and density of the carrier gas should be 

appropriate to the operating temperature and pressure. The gas should be 

clean and dry with an inlet pressure in the range 0.3 -1 .0  kg/cm^ . The
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largest size of elutriated particle is calculated from Stokes's law as given 

by (BS 3406: part 3: 1963) :

(3.7)

where, dst is Stokes diameter of the particle (pm), r\ is absolute viscosity 

of gas in (poises), p is gas density (g7cm^), a is apparent density of 

particle (g /cm^), g is acceleration due to gravity (cm/s^), and v is free 

falling velocity of particle (cm/s). The above equation is valid for 

Reynolds number less than 2000. The minimum value of the linear gas 

velocity for a successful size measurement of a particle should be equal to 

its free falling velocity, v .

Two of the main air elutriators are down-blast and circulating types. 

Figure 3.5 shows schematically, a down-blast elutriator. The unit 

comprises multi-stage élutriation through columns of different diameters 

arranged in a descending order. Air flow passing through columns in 

sequence causes fine particles to be shifted and accumulated from a 

previous column on to the top of the next one. Stage by stage increase of 

the gas flow rate produces data on size distribution analysis.

The circulating type elutriator on the other hand is a single stage 

elutriator applicable for powders in the range of 5 - 75 pm which can not 

be processed in down-blast elutriators. In this case, the test powder is 

placed in a U-tube located at the bottom of the apparatus and air is blown 

into the system through the U-tube. The use of different thimble filters at 

the top of the device allows the collection of various size particles.
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Figure 3.5 Schematic diagram of a down-blast air elutriator with three 
tubes : A , B and C (the diameters varies in a descending order) The air is 
blown by a blower (1) into a gas cleaning system (2) and its pressure is 
monitored by a rotameter (3). The air enters into the smaller tube (4) and 
leaves fine dust inside a glass bell-jar (5). The air stream is then 
discharged by top attachment (6) and is blown to the next tube from the 
bottom. Powders are collected in a powder container (7) which is 
connected to a conical adaptor (8). (Allen 1990)
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Water and air elutriators are both available. For powders in the range of 

10 - 200 pm size range and with densities greater than 2.0 g Icrr? water 

elutriators are recommended (Allen 1990). The major problem associated 

with air elutriators is the adherence of fine particles to the walls and the 

breaking up of aggregated particles. Also, the technique is in general very 

time consuming.

3.2.6 Sonic method

When particles suspended in air are exposed to an intensive sound wave, 

they tend to vibrate. Cadle (1955) showed that the amplitude of vibration 

decreases with increasing particle size. The frequency of vibration varies 

from 65 to 1500 Hz. The sound source is a 7 W permanent magnet loud

speaker. The ratio of the amplitude, x of vibration of particles to that due 
to the sound wave, x^ is presented in terms of the particle size derived

from Stokes' equation corrected for slip, i.e;

X 1

1

r A /47t aNj

LV
9n 1 + + 1

(3.8)

where, Ni is the frequency of the sound, r is particle radius, L is the 

mean free path of the air molecules, q is the air viscosity, a  the is density 

of particle and Ai is Cunninggham constant (Cadle 1955). The particles, 

illuminated by a carbon arc lamp, are photographed through a low-power 

microscope using a 35 mm camera. This method is applicable for 

particles larger than 5 pm. The interaction of particles can affect 

vibration and result in random changes of vibrational amplitude.
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Hidaka et al. (1990) studied the effect of impact of sound between 

particles and a circular plate. The authors related such data for prediction 

of instantaneous particle size and flow rate measurement. The sound 

pressure is a function of the number of particles colliding with the plate 

and the particle diameter is proportional to the characteristic frequency 

of the sound. The intensity of the characteristic frequency component on 

the other hand, is related to particle size distribution. However, bouncing 

of particles after impaction produce secondary collision with the plate and 

hence result in size measurement error.

3.2.7 Pulse method

According to Jelinek (1974), particles when ignited or heated to glowing 

produce pulses that can be related to their size. More recent pulse-type 

devices are sensitive to any changes in pressure caused by particles on 

passing through an acoustic sensor. This in turn is converted into 

electrical signals the intensity of which may be related to particle size 

distribution.

Pulse methods are applicable for determination of drop size in immiscible 

two-phase liquid systems. This method is particularly suitable for 

continuous-flow size measurement when incorporating automated 

detecting devices. However, electrical noise in the detection system can 

produce analytical error.

3.2.8 Adsorption method

When a solid is exposed to a gas, a layer of gas molecules may be 

adsorbed onto its surface. This phenomenon is known as adsorption. The
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amount of gas or adsorbate is in turn directly related to the particle 

surface area in two different ways; gravimetric method, by which the 

changes in the mass of the gas source is determined. Alternatively, the 

changes in the volume of the gas source can be estimated at constant 

temperature and pressure. This is known as the volumetric method. The 

most common adsorbate is liquid nitrogen (Allen 1990).

Adsorption methods are particularly useful when a knowledge of the 

surface area rather than the actual size of particles is required. Direct 

methods for particle size measurement can only give the equivalent size 

of the smoothed particles rather than the true surface area (Snowsill

1985).

As many substances are naturally covered by impurities or adsorbates, the 

adsorption technique requires the clean up or degassing of the solid 

surface prior to analysis. This step is one of the major limitations of the 

technique. Adsorption is also affected by ambient pressure and 

temperature. In addition, the presence of 'dead-spaces' where gas can not 

be adsorbed is a further drawback (Allen 1990).

3.2.9 Cascade impactor

Snowsill (1985), reports that the cascade impactor operates on the basis of 

the fact that a flow of air carrying fine particles accelerates on passing 

through an orifice or a nozzle. The jet faces a flat plate which is placed 

further down the nozzle. The air stream diverges sharply to the sides 

whilst fine particles impact on the plate. The design characteristics of the 

nozzle and its distance to the plate in addition to the air velocity can be 

related to the size range of particles accumulated on the plate. By using a
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series of impactors with decreasing nozzle size, a cascade impactor can be 

set up. Size distribution data in the range of 0.4 pm to 15 pm can be 

obtained using this method.

Impaction surfaces have to be layered with an adhesive frequently to 

avoid re-entrainment from one stage to the next (Snowsill 1985 , 

Silverman et al. 1971). This is a serious disadvantage of this method.

3.2.10 Field flow fractionation

Field Flow Fractionation is based on the effect of a force field 

perpendicular to a particle stream flowing through a thin open channel. 

Electric cross-field and hydrodynamic lift forces are two of the most 

common fields employed in conjunction with this technique. Field flow 

fractionation is defined as one-phase chromatography with an interacted 

cross-field (Caldwell 1984 , Barth and Sun 1993).

The test stream carries particles either in the form of suspension or 

solution. The force due to velocity profile results in fractionation of 

particles among the streamlines and hence causes particle size elution. 

Stream velocity is maximum at the centre and is almost zero close to the 

walls. Therefore, coarser particles closer to the walls are less mobile 

whereas finer particles which diffuse into higher velocity profiles far 

from the walls can move faster.

When a splitter device is fitted at the outlet of the stream channel in order 

to separate higher mobile components from the test powder, a fast 

analysis can be achieved. This technique is known as SPLITT fractionation 

which may in turn be modified to run continuously and rapidly (<1
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minute). Fuh et al. (1992) claim that measurement of oversized particles 

in the range of 5 - 75 pm may be obtained using this technique.

In general, fractionation method is a separation technique for 

characterization of particles and macromolecules which cover a wide 

range of size from 1 nm to 100 pm. While applicable for poly-dispersed 

samples, the technique is particularly suitable to near-monodisperse 

particles. The detection device is usually chosen as optical detector based 

on light extinction technique. Fractionation methods however, require a 

pure solvent or a liquid phase. It is also necessary to calibrate the system 

(Benkreira 1990).

3.2.11 Gas cyclones

Cyclones have originally been designed to recover solid particles as a pre

collector before a filter. However gas cyclones may also be employed to 

produce size distribution data. The two important factors in particle size 

separation and hence analysis are the cyclone diameter and gas flow rate. 

When more than one cyclone is used, the arrangements can be in the form 

of either parallel or series arrays (Svarovsky 1983).

Smith and Wilson (1979) have reported that their five-stage cyclone could 

successfully produce cut sizes in the range 0.32 - 5.4 pm for solids of 1 

(g /cm^) density. The series array operated at 28.3 (lit/min) in reverse 

flow with selected cyclones diameters in the range of 1.5 - 4.47 cm. 

Yoshida et al. (1991) have recently studied size classification of sub

micron powders by air cyclones. Large particles are collected on the 

upper wall whereas fine particles on the conical wall. Particles with less
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inertia enter the dust box first and due to the upward velocity component 

they exit the cyclone.

In gas cyclones, the dust is first collected from each stage including the 

filter and then is weighed to produce particle size data (Benkreira 

1990) . The problem with parallel arrays is that each cyclone is fed

by the same sample and the cutting size operation relies on individual 

cyclones. This problem can be overcome using on-line gas cyclone in 

series arrangement which is also simpler. However, the associated filter 

and vacuum pump require routine maintenance. Atmospheric pollution 

especially in process line is an inevitable drawback of these systems.

3.2.12 X-ray method

In addition to the use of X-ray beams in sedimentation and centrifugal 

methods discussed earlier. X-ray absorption with two beams has been 

used as an on-line method for particle size analysis (Allen 1990). The 

method is based on the fact that only one of the two beams is sensitive to 

variation in particle size. A comparison between the two beams by a 

sensor can produce particle size data.

According to Allen (1990), an on-line stream X-ray fluorescence 

technique consists of two flow cells through which the slurry passes. The 

turbulent flow causes a mixing of slurry in cells. As a result of X-ray 

excitation, particles become fluorescent. The emission is measured and 

related to the particle size .
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Materials that are opaque to X-ray are ideal for use in conjunction with 

this technique. However, such techniques are in general expensive and 

require special safety precautions due to radiation hazards.

3.3 Conclusion

In this chapter various methods of particle size analysis with different 

operating principles have been reviewed. Table 3.1 is a summary of the 

relative merits and disadvantages of the main techniques reviewed. Some 

of the techniques are not suitable for on-line size distribution 

measurement. Others are either expensive or require sample preparation 

prior to size analysis. The majority of particle counters are affected by 

electrical noise which is a general problem.

Sieving is a time consuming method and involves the risk of blinding and 

damaging of the apertures.

There are three limitations associated with microscopy; 'the resolution of 

image', 'the size of the field of view' and 'the height of the object under 

observation'. Light interaction methods on the other hand suffer from the 

saturation of fluid view by particles which in turn results in experimental 

error.

Sedimentation suffers from interference between the particles themselves. 

Gravitational sedimentation of fine particles less than 5 pm is subjected to 

convection and brownian motions and hence result in prolonged settling 

times.
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Centrifugal methods overcome the above problem but suffer from other 

effects such as the 'concentration of the suspended phase, salvation, 

particle shape and electroviscosity.

The electrical sensing zone method is limited by bubble formation which 

in turn results in false signals. Also samples with wide range of size 

distribution must be wet sieved prior to test. This is another drawback of 

this method.

Elutriation is based on the analysis of proportion of particles carried off 

by a carrier gas at terminal velocity form a vertical column. Difficulties 

associated with preventing fine particles from adhering to the walls and 

the breaking up of the aggregated particles are the main limitations 

associated with this technique.

The impact sound generated following the collision of particles with a 

circular plate can be related to instantaneous particle size and flow rate. 

Data on particle size distribution on the other hand, may be obtained 

from the sound intensity and impact frequency. However, bouncing of 

particles and hence re-collision with the plate result in size measurement 

error.

The main drawback of adsorption methods is the necessity for cleaning up 

of the solid surface prior to particle size analysis. Also, there are some 

sites on solids known as dead-spaces where gas can not be adsorbed. This 

results in an error in surface estimation.
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The main disadvantage of the cascade impactor is a consequence of the 

fact that impaction surfaces have to be layered with an adhesive 

frequently in order to avoid re-entrainment from one stage to the next.

Field flow fractionation is based on the effect of a field perpendicular to 

the stream of suspension flowing through a thin open channel. The force 

due to the resulting velocity profile results in fractionation of particles 

amongst the streamlines and hence causes particle size elution. However, 

any changes in fluid dynamic properties requires the re-calibration of the 

system.

Gas cyclones are capable of producing particle size distribution data. 

However, they are mainly used as dust pre-collectors before filters in 

solid particulate processes. The use of this method as on-line particle size 

analyzer is inevitably limited due to pollution problems.
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M ethod Technical principle S ize
range(iam ) C om m en ts

Sieving Separation of̂  fractions from 
sieving medium through 
apertures.

> 5
Slow technique, the easiest and cheapest method. Applicable for both wet 
and dry analysis. Risk o f blinding and damaging the apertures .

Microscopy :
1. Optical
2. Electron

statistical estimations 
following direct observation o f  
a part of the field o f view.

0 . 8 - 1 5 0  
> 0.001

Very slow, limited to resolution o f the image, the size o f  the field o f view 
and the height of the object under observation. The most illustrative and 
sensitive technique used in particle size and shape studies.

light Interaction :
1. Extinction
2. Scattering

suspension o f particles in a 
transparent fluid with different 
refractive indexes and image 
formation.

1 -2500  
0 . 1 - 2 5

Very fast, accurate and no risk o f aggregation. Requires very small 
sample. Particles are highly affected by the suspension medium and the 
electrical noise. Error due to saturation of field o f view by particles. 
Requires sample preparation prior to size analysis.

Sedimentation determination of particle size 
from the rate o f settling in a 
fluid.

0.1 - 100
Very slow, sensitive to high concentration of solids. Particle sizing 
depends on fluid physical properties. Suffers from interference between 
the particles themselves. Suitable for direct mass distribution analysis with 
small amounts o f sample.

Centrifugal Particle sizing in a centrifugal 
force from the rate of settling 
in a fluid.

0.075 - 5
Fast settling time, overcomes Brownian motion problem during analysis 
of fine particles. No risk o f disturbing the suspension. Affected by 
concentration o f the suspended phase, salvation and particle shape.

Electrical sensing 
zone

Conductivity o f suspended 
particles at low concentration 
in an electrolyte solution.

0.6 - 250
Fast technique, limited to the size o f the orifice and concentration of 
suspensions. Requires sample preparation and uniform dispersion of 
particles. Bubble formations may lead to false signals.

Elutriation Separation of particles at 
terminal velocity from a fluid 
in an upward motion.

5 - 7 5
Slow technique, there are risks in adherence o f frne particles to the walls 
and the breaking up o f aggregated particles. The carrier fluid should be 
clean and dry. Water and air elutriators are both available.

Adsorption Adsorption o f gas onto the 
surface o f  particles. 0.001 - 0.1

Slow technique, highly affected by the process temperature and pressure. 
Requires careful sample preparation. Dead-spaces on solid surface result 
in an analytical error. Ideal for determination o f particle surface area.

1 .Cascade 
Impactor 
2.Gas Cyclone

separation of high speed 
particles from a carrier gas 
when is diverging sharply.

0.4 - 15 
1 -11

Fast technique if automated. Particle size detection depends on the design 
characteristics o f the apparatus and the gas velocity. Requires frequent 
cleaning and reconditioning.

n
f

I
§

1an>

Table 3.1 A list of different commercially available methods for particle size analysis with a summary of their technical 
principles , merits and disadvantages.
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3.4 Particulate bed behaviour during vibrofluidization

In the absence of vibration, a heap of particles is stable at any slope 

smaller than the maximum angle of repose of static heap (or maximum 

angle of stability). This angle reduces in the presence of superimposed 

vibration (Jaeger and Nagel 1992). When a horizontal assembly of 

particles is subjected to vibration, the surface of the bed becomes 

unstable. If the vibration acceleration exceeds a critical value, the free 

surface forms a mound.

This is followed by the flow falling of the surface known as 'avalanches'. 

The effect will be compensated by an upward convection motion of 

particles through the central core of the heap. This in turn results in the 

permanent formation of a heap. Vibration frequency and amplitude play 

key rolls in dictating the magnitude of this effect (Thompson 1992 , 

Evesque and Rajchenbach 1989)

The earliest work on vibrofluidization was reported by Faraday (1837) 

who studied powder circulation patterns and the effect of the air gap 

beneath the vibrated piles of powders.

Since the above study, vibrofluidization has received considerable 

attention in heat transfer (Gutman 1976) and drying of granules 

(Pakowski et al. 1984) and more recently, in mixing and demixing 

processes (Fan et al. 1990).

Vibration of a particulate bed at sufficiently large amplitude results in 

what is termed unstable bed behaviour, de Gennes (1992) described a 

mechanism for this instability which is based on two relevant states
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termed as passive and active regimes which occur during each oscillation 

cycle. In passive regime, in response to the upward motion of the 

containing cavity, particles become compacted and the heap behaves as a 

solid mass. The angle of repose can not exceed a maximum value. During 

active regime, the cell moves downward with acceleration greater than 

that of gravity. The bed becomes fluidised and an excess of granules are 

raised up to the unstable bed surface. In the consecutive passive lapse, the 

excess of particles start avalanching down the solid surface of the bed.

The heap formation pattern is related to particle interactive forces 

(Clement et al. 1992). In general, particles with low friction demonstrate 

fluidization in the top layers of the bed. Whereas, high inter-particle 

friction forces bring about avalanches and hence change the macroscopic 

behaviour of the vibrofluidized bed. When surface fluidization is 

hindered by internal dissipation, the convective motion results in heap 

formation. This proposed theory that convection is the main mechanism 

responsible for heaping is in agreement with the work reported by 

Taguchi (1992) who considered visco-elastic interactions between 

particles which in turn induce convective motion near the surface. The 

depth of this localized region increases as vibration becomes more 

aggressive.

Gallas et al. (1992) studied the effect of shear friction in beds of powders 

when subjected to vibration and undergoing convective motion. They 

simply referred to this as a convection cell. The authors found that 

various types of convection cells are due to either the effect of walls or 

due to changes in the amplitude of vibration. The direction of convection 

however, is solely a consequence of shear friction.
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Laroche et al. (1989) have pointed out that the convective flow is affected 

by two types of parameters termed as 'geometric' and 'external'. The 

former, is expressed as the ratio of the height of the unstable layer to the 

particle diameter. The latter, is directly related to the acceleration of 

vibration and frequency of excitation. As acceleration increases, the 

horizontal free surface of the bed becomes unstable and results in 

formation of a heap in the centre of the vibrating cell. Further increases 

in acceleration generates several small mounds with the most stable one 

close to the lateral boundary of the convective motion inside the cell. This 

is in contrast with the results given by Al-Khoory (1992) who considers 

size of the vibrating particles as the only responsible parameter in 

dictating the geometry of heap formation in beds during 

vibrofluidization.

Taguchi (1992) studied the onset of turbulent flow during 

vibrofluidization. He observed that as the vibration acceleration is 

increased, the depth of fluidised bed gradually increases. There are some 

local points in rigid parts of the bed which first become fluidised, then 

change into turbulent motion whilst other layers of the rigid bed are still 

solid and non-convecting. Aggressive vibration eventually brings about 

complete fluidization of the bed thereby, giving rise to convective 

motion. Taguchi argued that vibration in laminar flow is insufficient to 

bring about convective motion. Therefore, the motion of particles are 

turbulent even at the onset of vibration.

3.5 Conclusion

The precise behaviour of vibrofluidized beds has not been extensively 

studied. However, three different regimes have been identified when a
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bed of granules experiences vibration with an acceleration greater than a 

critical value. These are known as convective motion of particles towards 

the free surface of bed, heap formation, and avalanching.
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CHAPTER 4

Particle size measurement using vibrofluidization

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the basic design features together with the 

relative merits and disadvantages of a number of techniques for particle 

sizing were reviewed. The majority require either special sample 

preparation, are expensive or are non-robust. A common problem is 

associated with their inability to handle relatively large samples (>10 g ) 

rapidly on-line thus failing to address a major growing need in the 

powder manufacturing industries.

In the manufacture, for example, of industrial powders as diverse as paint 

pigments, cement and photocopier toner, there is a requirement to control 

tightly the particle size distribution. An on-line particle size measurement 

capability allows immediate re-adjustment of the process parameters 

which control the particle size if and when required. Presently, this 

involves taking samples to the laboratory for analysis and feeding the 

results to the process engineer sometime later.

This chapter describes the basic design features of the vibrating reed 

technique first developed by Mahgerefteh and Al-Khoory (1991) in order 

to address the above limitations. It also reviews some of the important 

preliminary results reported by the authors using the apparatus. These 

results form the basis of a number of investigations in the present study 

which attempt to identify the fundamental factors affecting the system's 

response.
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4.2 The apparatus

Figure 4.1a is a schematic representation of the apparatus used by Al- 

Khoory (1992) for particle size analysis. The system principally consists 

of a vibrating cantilever, in the form of a 3 mm diameter and ca. 100 mm 

long, steel rod (1) which is driven into sinusoidal vertical vibration by an 

electromagnet (2) placed under its free end. An aluminium cylindrical 

container, ca 15 mm diameter and 25 mm long filled up to about one 

third of its height with the test powder (3) is mounted on to the free end 

of the rod. The container is fitted with a screw to take on lid (4) which 

prevents loss of powder during tests. The reed is firmly clamped in 

between two mild steel jaws (5) using high tensile bolts (6).

A standard Radio Spares infra-red optical detector (7) consisting of an 

emitter and a receiver placed at either side of the reed is used to monitor 

the frequency and amplitude of vibration. The whole assembly is 

supported by a base plate (8).

The electromagnet is made of a laminated soft iron core wound with 

approximately 1500 turns of 0.3 mm diameter copper wire.

The major problems associated with the design of the above cantilever 

system are the complications associated with the lateral or sideways 

vibration tendency of the reed which was often observed to accompany 

vertical vibration. This problem was overcome by using a centrally 

driven reed.

Figure 4.1b is a schematic section view of the apparatus. It consists of a 

centrally-driven reed (1) that is clamped at both ends in a cylindrical
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(a)

Figure 4.1a A schem atic representation o f the vibrating reed 
apparatus for particle size analysis with one clamping point showing the 
vibrating reed (1), the electromagnet (2), sample cell (3), and lid (4). The 
reed is clamped in between two mild steel jaws (5) using high tensile bolts 
(6)Thc vibrations are detected using optical detectors (7). The whole 
assembly is supported by a base plate (8).Tlie apparatus was used by Al- 
Khoory (1992).
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chamber (2) using high tensile bolts (3). Test powder is placed in a 

container cell (4) at the centre of the reed. The cell might be made of 

aluminium. The reed is vibrated using an electromagnet (5) and tunes into 

a resonant frequency. The amplitude and the resonant frequency are 

measured using an optical detector (6).

Figure 4.1c shows the overall dimensions of the reed which is in the 

shape of a bow-tie and is made of suitable material such as spring steel. 

This shape reed has been arrived at using finite element analysis as it is 

expected to produce the maximum resolution in response in terms of the 

variation in resonant frequency with mass (Al-Khoory 1992).

Photograph 4.1a shows the position of the reed in relation to vibrating 

reed assembly. Photograph 4.1b shows a disassembled view of the 

apparatus showing the reed (1), the cover plate (2), and the supporting 

chamber (3) which houses the electromagnet (4) and the optical 

transducers (5).

4.2.1 The electronic drive and detection systems

Full descriptions of the electronic drive and detection systems are given 

elsewhere (Al-Khoory 1992) and hence only a brief account is given 

here.

Figure 4.2 is schematic diagram of the overall electronic drive and 

detection systems. The system operates either in an open or a closed loop. 

In the latter case, the system's response is automated on the basis of a 

regenerative feedback loop (General Electric Publication 1964) where the 

vertical oscillation of reed by the electromagnetic force is converted
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Figure 4.1b A schematic section view of the vibrating reed 
apparatus for particle size analysis with two clamping points and central 
displacement showing the vibrating reed (1), clamped onto the cylindrical 
chamber (2), using high tensile bolts (3). The sample cell (4) is mounted 
on the reed at its centre. Vibrations are induced to the reed by an 
electrom agnet (5). The output signals are detected using optical 
transducers(6)

Figure 4.1c A schematic diagram of the bow-tie shape reed and the 
overall dimensions.
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50 100 150

(a)

(b)

Photograph 4.1 The vibrating reed device used for mean particle size 
measurement showing: (a) the position of the reed in the assembly, 
(b) the main components of the device. This comprises the reed (1), 
the cover plate (2) and the supporting chamber (3) which houses the 
electromagnet (4) and the optical transducers ('5).
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into an electrical output signal by the optical transducers (standard radio 

spares infrared phototransistor 3 V, 50 mA @ 25° C). This is first 

amplified and is then fed back to a (30 W gain) 'pulse drive power 

amplifier', hence forming a closed loop. For open loop operation, the 

reed is manually driven into resonance using a function generator via the 

same pulse drive amplifier.

A Racal-Dana 'universal counter' (model 1990) with ±lxlO"^ Hz 

resolution is used to measure the resonant frequency. The vibration 

amplitude on the other hand is monitored using a type 175 auto-ranging 

Keithley 'multimeter' with ±1 mV resolution. This type of transducer 

produces a linear response (0.9998 correlation coefficient) for the ranges 

tested.

Two types of signal generators are used in this work in order to drive the 

reed into sinusoidal oscillations. These include a 'function generator' 

(Philips PM 5190 LF synthesizer 1 mHz - 2 MHz) with a resolution ±0.01 

Hz for driving the reed at selected frequencies and a 'sweep generator' 

(Model 183 XCG) for measuring the Q characteristics (see appendix A). 

In the present study, approximately 60 second sweep times operating in 

the frequency range 5 - 60 Hz are employed.

4.2.2 Computer aided data acquisition and analysis system

A fully integrated data acquisition and analysis computer interface has 

been developed. The data acquisition system is automated using an 

embedded control computer containing software object modules for 

analogue to digital conversion (A to D) and frequency measurement. The 

A to D convertor operates on the amplitude of vibration. Both the
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Universal Counter 
(Frequency Meter)

Oscilloscope
Multimeter

Vibrating
Cell

divider

Pulse Power 
Amplifier

Function Generator 
or

Frequency Sweeper 
J Z Z 3 L

Vibrating

System

K4

PC IBM 
Compatible

□

Figure 4.2 A schematic diagram of the overall electronics drive and 
detection systems used in vibrofluidization particle size measurement.
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frequency and the digitalized amplitude of vibration are fed directly into 

the RS232 (serial) port of a computer. Automatic frequency sweeps 

between designated frequency ranges are possible using a 'K4' embedded 

control computer with an on-board forth interpreter. This system is 

basically an intelligent data acquisition unit which generates Q curves (see 

appendix A). These raw data (frequency and amplitude) are then placed 

in a file and passed to a custom built written data analysis module. The 

module automatically displays Q curves and calculates Q values. For data 

averaging purposes, the programme has an inbuilt capability of repeating 

the signal monitoring and analysis procedure for a designated 

measurement and a given number of times. This hardware is capable of 

accepting signals from either of the two signal generators described 

earlier in section 4.2.1 .

Photograph 4.2 shows the apparatus used in the study of vibrating reed 

technique for particle size analysis showing: the particle sizer (1), pulse 

power amplifier (2), function generator (3), frequency sweeper (4), 

multimeter (5), universal counter (6), DSA(7), K4 data acquisition unit 

(8), oscilloscope (9), pc IBM compatible (10), and printer (11).

4.3 Methodology for the measurement of average particle size 

using the vibration technique

Figure 4.3 shows the variation of the displacement of vibration at 

resonance versus various particle sizes for 1.5 ±10'^ g spherical Ballotini 

glass samples previously classified by sieving.

These data were first reported by (Mahgerefteh and Al-Khoory 1991). 

Resonance relates to the frequency corresponding to the maximum
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800 12000 400
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Figure 4.3 The variation of ihe displacement of vibration at resonance 
versus particle size for 1.5 ± 0.001 g spherical Ballotini glass samples 
(2.93 g /cm^) at 60 Hz frequency and 6g acceleration. Samples were 
previously classified by sieving. Similar data were reported by 
Mahgerefteh and Al-Khoory (1991).
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amplitude of vibration (Main 1993). The data indicate that the damping of 

oscillation increases with increasing particle size. The resolution (the rate 

of variation of resonant amplitude with particle size) decreases 

dramatically beyond 400 pm size range. The effects of powder mass and 

density on the system's resolution are discussed in the following sections.

4.3.1 The effect of powder mass

Figure 4.4 shows the variation of resonant amplitude with particle size 

for different masses of glass Ballotini in the range 1.0 - 3.3 ±10'^ g . 

Curve A shows the response for 1.0 g sample. Curves B and C show the 

corresponding responses for 1.5 g and 3.3 g samples respectively. The 

dimensions of sample cells and masses are given in the figure legend. The 

resonant frequency and vibration acceleration are 62 Hz and 6g 

respectively. For comparison purposes, it was ensured that the total mass 

of the powder and test cell remained constant throughout the three tests. 

This was done by changing the mass of the sample cell.

The data indicate that for the same particle size range, an increase in 

powder mass results in a decrease in the resonant amplitude of vibration.

4.3.2 The effect of powder density

Figure 4.5 shows the effect of using various powders of different 

densities and shapes on the system's response. The data refer to 1.5 ±10"^ 

g samples of coal (1.36 g lew?), glass spheres (2.93 g /cm ^), alumina 

(3.96 g few?), and bronze shots (8.75 g /cm 3). Densities of the test 

powders were measured using a AccuPyc 1330 Pycnometer
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Figure 4.4 The effect of powder mass on the variation of resonant 
amplitude of vibration with particle size.for glass Ballotini spheres at 62 
Hz resonance and 6g acceleration. Aluminium cells (15 mm dia. and 25 
mm long) with different masses were employed. The data refer to: curve 
A; 1.000 g sample in ca. 7.010 g cell, curve B; 1.500 g sample in a 
ca.6.510 g cell and curve C; 3.300 g sample in a ca.4.710 g cell.
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Figure 4.5 The effect of powder density on the variation of resonant 
displacement o f the vibrating system with particle size for 1.500 g 
samples ; coal; 1.36 g Icvcfi, glass spheres; 2.93 g le w ? , alumina; 3.96 
g ic w ?  and bronze shots; 8.75 g /cm^. The resonant frequency and 
vibration acceleration are 62 Hz and 6g respectively.
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(Micromeritics 1989) with 1x10“̂  g lew? resolution. The resonant 

frequency and vibration acceleration are 62 Hz and 6g respectively.

The data indicate that the damping in amplitude of vibration increases 

sharply as powder density increases. This effect however, is more 

pronounced in the fine particle size range ( < 500 pm).

Particle size analysis using the vibrating reed device therefore involves 

the measurement of the amplitude of vibration for a known mass of 

powder and referring to a previously generated calibration curve (e.g 

figure 4.3). The sample mass may be accurately (±5x10“̂  g ) and rapidly 

(ca. 1 second intervals) determined from the resonant frequency as it is 

independent of particle size. Such data are shown in figure 4.6. The linear 

response is in accordance with theoretical predictions (Mahgerefteh et al. 

1988 , Briscoe et al. 1986) for a vibrating cantilever with a concentrated 

mass attached at the free end. In the following sections, unless otherwise 

stated, mass of the test samples are reported with ±10“̂  g resolution.

4.4 Optimization of the system's response in terms of 

resolution in particle size measurement

As indicated in figure 4.3, the system's response in terms of particle size 

measurement dramatically decreases in the large particle size range (> 

350 pm). The reminder of this chapter is devoted to investigating the 

effects of changing a number of operating and design parameters on size 

resolution. These include the effects of changes in vibration intensity, test 

cell atmosphere and its design together with the effect of the ratio of the 

particulate bed height to the diameter of the test cell. At the same time, 

the results of appropriate experiments are presented which elucidate the
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Figure 4.6 The variation of resonant frequency with the mass of 
vibrating container at 0.275 W driving power.
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main mechanism responsible for the damping of oscillations during 

vibrofluidization.

4.4.1 The effect of vibration intensity

The degree of fluidization and hence the system’s response is directly 

affected by the intensity of vibration. The maximum vibration intensity, 
Imax is defined by (French 1970 ) :

^max (4.1)

where A and co are the maximum amplitude of vibration and angular 

frequency respectively. In the present study, a dimensionless acceleration, 

r  is introduced which is based on the absolute value of vibration 

intensity:

r =
I (4.2)

where, g is acceleration due to gravity. By combining equations 4.1 and

4.2 , the intensity of vibration takes the form:

 ̂max (4.3)

Figure 4.7 shows the effect of changes in frequency of vibration on the 

system’s response at resonance. The data relate to vibrofluidization of 2 

g glass Ballotini spheres (2.93 g /cm 3) at 0.236 W ±0.006 driving 

power.
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Figure 4.7 The effect of resonant frequency on the variation of 
amplitude of vibration with particle size for 2.000 g glass spheres at 
0.236 W driving power.
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Different vibration frequencies were obtained by changing the container 

mass whilst conserving its overall internal dimensions and geometry. 

According to the data, the system’s resolution decreases with decreasing 

vibration frequency. At low frequencies (<39 Hz), the amplitude of 

vibration becomes relatively insensitive to changes in the average particle 

size. This is primarily because at such ranges, vibrofluidization of the test 

particles is not achieved as confirmed by visual inspection.

Figure 4.8 shows the effect of driving power and hence the vibration 

intensity on the variation of amplitude of vibration with particle size for

1.5 g Ballotini glass spheres. The results were obtained at a constant 

frequency of 62 Hz. The dimensions and the mass of vibrating cell are 

given in the figure legend.

As it may be observed, at low vibration intensity (< 5g), the response is 

relatively insensitive to particle size due to insufficient vibrofluidization. 

The particle bed is observed to behave more like a rigid mass. On the 

other hand, at vibration intensities between 5g to 7g, a turbulent motion 

of particles is visually observed, and the vibration amplitude becomes 

more particle size dependent. It is interesting to note that as the vibration 

intensity is increased further to maximum lOg, the amplitude of vibration 

begins to increase with particle size at above 300 pm size range. This 

observation forms the basis of the work described in chapter 6. For the 

time being, it is clearly undesirable to operate in this region as the same 

amplitude of vibration can be obtained at two different average particle 

sizes.
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Figure 4.8 The effect of driving power and hence the vibration intensity 
on the variation of resonant amplitude with particle size for 1.500 g 
glass spheres in an aluminium cell (15 mm dia., 25 mm long and ca.4.710 
g mass). The resonant frequency of vibration is 62 Hz .
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4.4.2 The effect of presence of air in the sample cell

Figure 4.9 shows the effect of air in the test cell on the system's response 

during vibrofluidization. The data obtained at 3.1 g acceleration relate to 

2 g glass Ballotini spheres (2.93 g /cm ^). Curve A shows the data 

obtained under atmospheric conditions whereas curve B shows the same 

data but using a sealed cell under 50 mm Hg vacuum. The prevailing 

experimental conditions are given in the figure legend.

Although the data follow similar trends, the results obtained under 

atmospheric conditions exhibit less scatter. This is believed to be a 

consequence of the fact that during vibration, air defuses through the bed 

in the opposite direction relative to the bed vibration in order to fill up 

the empty spaces consequentely bed expansion and compaction take place. 

Continuous air displacement therefore, regulates the particulate bed 

motion and hence less scatter in the data is observed.

Indeed the data in Figure 4.10 indicate that the damping effect of air 

becomes more important with increasing air pressure. These data have 

been obtained using air in the test cell at atmospheric (curve A) and 4 

bars pressure (curve B). All other conditions are the same as those 

described in figure 4.9. It appears that the effectiveness of the ambient 

fluid medium in synchronizing the movement of the particulate bed 

relative to the oscillating sample cell improves with an increase in its 

viscosity and/or its density.
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Figure 4.9 The effect of air in the test cell on the variation of resonant 
amplitude of vibration with particle size for 2.000 g glass Ballotini 
spheres. The resonant frequency and vibration acceleration are 47.6 Hz 
and 3.1g respectively. The data refer to: curve A; atmospheric conditions, 
curve B~ 50 mm Hg vacuum.
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Figure 4.10 The effect of air in the test cell on the variation of 
resonant amplitude of vibration with particle size for 2.000 g glass 
Ballotini spheres. The resonant frequency and vibration acceleration are 
47.6 Hz and 3.1g respectively. The data refer to: curve A; atmospheric 
conditions, curve"B; 4 bar pressure.
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4.4,3 The effect of the vibrating cell design

4.4.3.1 Internal surface roughness

Figure 4.11 shows the variation of resonance amplitude of vibration with 

average particle size for 2 g sample of spherical glass particles at 4.2g 

acceleration. Curve A shows the response for a smooth internal wall 

aluminium container. Curve B represents the corresponding data using a 

container of similar geometry, and mass but with a rough internal 

surface. The latter was fabricated by threading the internal cell wall using 

0.4 mm pitch thread. The results indicate that particle/wall friction or 

interaction has negligible effect on the damping of oscillations.

4.4.3.2 The effect of the cell internal diameter

Figure 4.12 shows the effect of changes in the container internal diameter 

on vibration amplitude for 2 g Ballotini glass spheres at 58 Hz resonant 

frequency and ca. 6g acceleration. Three cylindrical aluminium cells of 

equal mass but different internal diameters of 7, 15, and 20 mm were 

chosen. According to the data, larger diameter containers are expected to 

involve a greater degree of particle/base interactions. It is envisaged that 

for a given average particle size, the above is manifested in a greater 

degree of damping thus leading to improved resolution in size 

measurement.

It should however be noted that for the same mass of powder, a change in 

the cell diameter directly alters the static height of bed (bed height prior 

to vibration). The effect of the ratio of static bed height to cell diameter 

on the system’s response is investigated in the following section.
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Figure 4.11 The effect of container wall surface roughness on the 
variation of resonance amplitude of vibration with particle size for 2.000 
g spherical glass particles. The resonant frequency and vibration 
acceleration are 57 Hz and 4.2g respectively. Aluminium containers of 
similar geometries and masses (15 mm dia., 25 mm long and ca.6.510 g ) 
were employed. The data refer to: curve A; smooth and curve B; rough 
internal areas.
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Figure 4.12 The effect of container internal diameter on the 
variation of resonant amplitude of vibration with particle size for 2.000 
g spherical glass particles. The resonant frequency and vibration 
acceleration are 58 Hz and 6g respectively.
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4,4.3.3 Bed height to the cell diameter ratio ( ^ )

Figure 4.13 shows the effect of container diameter on resonance vibration 

amplitude for a constant bed height. Different containers of equal mass 

(ca 8.850 g ) each containing a total of 1 g Ballotini spherical samples 

were employed. The bed height remained the same for each test by using 

assemblies of equal diameter cylindrical containers. For example, curve 

A relates to the data where the container comprises 4 identical aluminium 

tubes, each 5.9 mm internal diameter and 40 mm long attached to a 

vibrating base. The test sample was divided equally in each tube. For 

curve B on the other hand, only two aluminium tubes of ca. 8.3 mm 

internal diameter and 40 mm long were used. In the final case (curve C), 

a single aluminium tube of 11.9 mm internal diameter and 40 mm long 

held the 1 g sample. In all three cases, the bed height prior to vibration 

(static bed height) and the total container cross sectional area were ca 3.1 

mm and 110 mm^ respectively.

The results indicate that for a constant bed height, the container diameter 

has a negligible effect on the damping of the oscillations. In addition, 

particle / wall interactions are also of no consequence: the container 

internal area for the three tests varied in the range, ca. 116 - 230 mm^.

Figure 4.14 shows the effect of static bed height on the variation of 

resonant amplitude of vibration with particle size for constant masses of 

glass spheres and container. The results relate to two cases: curve A 

shows the response using an assembly of four equal diameter (ca 5.9 mm) 

aluminium tubes each containing 0.250 g of the test sample. The 

corresponding bed height in each tube is 3.1 mm . Curve B on the other 

hand refers to the data generated using the same assembly, however, with
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Figure 4.13 The effect of container diameter on the variation of 
resonant amplitude of vibration with particle size for 1.000 g glass 
spheres at constant static bed height (3.1 mm). Cells of equal masses and 
cross sectional areas (8.850 g and 110 mm^ respectively) were 
employed. The resonant frequency and vibration acceleration are 62 Hz 
and ca. 6g respectively. The data refer to: curve A; four identical tubes, 
each 5.9 mm internal diameter, curve B; two tubes of ca. 8.3 mm internal 
diameter and curve C; a single tube of 11.9 mm internal diameter.
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Figure 4.14 The effect of static bed height on the variation of 
resonant amplitude of vibration with particle size for 1.000 g glass 
spheres. The resonant frequency and vibration acceleration are 62 Hz and 
ca. 6g respectively. The data refer to: curve A; the response using an 
assembly of four equal diameters (ca 5.9 mm) aluminium tubes each 
containing 0.250 g of the test sample, curve B; tlie results of the same 
assembly when only one tube is filled with the total amount of test 
powder.
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only one tube filled with the total amount of test powder (1 g ), The bed 

height in this case is 12.5 mm .

The data indicate that for a constant mass of powder, the damping of 

oscillations decreases with increasing bed height. It therefore follows that 

for the same mass of powder, denser samples (lower static bed height) 

should give rise to a larger degree of damping. This is indeed in 

agreement with the results presented earlier (see figure 4.5).

4.4.3.4 The effect of the base shape of the vibrating cell

Figure 4.15 shows the effect of container base shape on the system’s 

response for 2 g samples of glass Ballotini. The data relate to three base 

geometries including convex, concave, and flat designs. Figure 4.16 

depicts the appropriate dimensions. Returning to figure 4.15, the 

vibration resonant frequency and acceleration were 52 Hz and 3.6g 

respectively.

As it is clear from the data, the design of the test cell base has no 

measurable effect on the system’s response.

4.4.3.5 The effect of sample cell elasticity

Figure 4.17 shows the effect of the sample cell elasticity on the system’s 

response using 2 g samples of various size glass Ballotini. Two sample 

cells one made of aluminium (curve A) and the other rubber lined 

aluminium (curve B) both with same mass and similar internal geometries 

were used. The vibration conditions are given in the figure legend.
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Figure 4.15 The effect of container base shape on the variation of 
resonant amplitude of vibration with particle size for 2.000 g spherical 
glass particles at 52 Hz frequency and 3.6g acceleration.
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Figure 4.16 Schematic diagrams of three test cells similar in 
external geometries however varying in base configuration: (a); flat , (b); 
convex and (c); concave.
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Figure 4.17 The effect of elasticity of the container internal area on 
the variation of vibrating amplitude with particle size for 2.000 g 
spherical glass particles. The resonant frequency and the acceleration of 
vibration are 51 Hz and 3.3g respectively. Two containers with equal 
masses and similar geometries but different internal compositions.were 
used. The data lefer to: curve A; aluminium and curve B; rubber lined 
aluminium.
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According to the data, the rubber lined cell produces a sharper drop in 

the resonant amplitude at above 300 pm size range.

The above observation may be explained by considering the fact that the 

dissipated energy following impact increases with wall plasticity as well 

as particle size. In the present case, the latter effect becomes important 

above the 300 pm size range.

4.5 Conclusion

During oscillations, the vibrational energy of the container is partly used 

in displacement of the bed (which in turn controls the degree of 

vibrofluidization), with the remainder being dissipated in the form of 

collision between the test cell base and the powder. At this stage, it is 

postulated that it is the relative ratio of the magnitudes of these two 

effects which ultimately controls the degree of damping.

So far, the data indicate that the damping of oscillations is primarily 

dictated by the extent of particle/base interactions the magnitude of which 

directly increases with increasing particle size. Indeed visual observation 

of the particulate bed reveals that the smaller size particles are more 

readily fluidised and hence a smaller proportion of the test cell energy is 

lost or dissipated through particle/base collision. These in turn produce a 

smaller degree of damping as compared with the response obtained in 

conjunction with the large particles.

An increase in vibration energy results in a corresponding increase in the 

degree of fluidization which in turn produces a smaller degree of 

damping as the proportion of energy lost due to particle/base interactions
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will be naturally smaller. Denser powders are less readily fluidised and 

hence a larger fraction of the test cell energy is lost through particle/base 

interactions. This is consistent with the observation that for the same mass 

of powder, the degree of damping increases with increasing bed density.

It is however, interesting to note that at high vibration intensities (> lOg), 

and at size ranges above 400 pm, the converse in the above response is 

observed; the degree of damping decreases with increasing particle size. 

This is believed to be primarily due to the phase-lag between the 

particulate bed and the test cell. This topic will be further examined in 

chapter 6 .

Another factor which affects the degree of damping is the static bed 

height. The data indicate that for the same mass of powder, the vibration 

amplitude increases with increasing static bed height. This is consistent 

with a view that the relative proportion of the total test cell energy used 

up in order to produce bed expansion or vibrofluidization increases with 

increasing bed height.

It is therefore reasonable to assume that in the case of two powders with 

the same mass but different densities, the denser powder (smaller static 

bed) should give rise to a larger degree of damping. This is indeed 

consistent with the observed experimental results.
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CHAPTER 5

Theoretical modelling of the system’s response for particle 

sizing

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the development of a semi-empirical model for 

prediction of the particle sizer response in terms of the variation of 

resonant amplitude of vibration with average particle size. The model is 

based on a modification of that previously proposed by (Gary and Rhodes 

1972) for the study of the behaviour of vibrofluidized beds. Its 

applicability is tested in conjunction with a variety of particles of 

different average size, mass and density such as glass Ballotini, bronze, 

coal and copper. In addition, the model is shown to successfully predict 

the effects of changes in the sample test cell geometry and vibration 

intensity on the system's response for particles in the range 90 - 1000 pm.

A critical review of some of the important models describing the 

behaviour of vibrofluidized beds reported in the open literature is given 

first.

5.2 L iterature survey of th eoretica l models in 

vibrofluidization

Vibrofluidization of granular materials is widely used in different 

processes such as drying, vibro-compaction and powder handling. 

Subsequently, the topic has been the subject of a number of experimental 

studies. However little work on theoretical modelling has been reported.
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The dynamics of bed models are based on a simple force balance given by 

(Pakowski et al. 1984) :

mu 1 —— + >+ m b | + N + =0
(5.1)

2 d^Z
where, m. is the mass of powder bed, and — are the vertical 

D dt  ̂ dt̂
acceleration components of bed relative to the supporting plane and

supporting plane relative to stationary coordinate system respectively, g is

acceleration due to gravity, N is normal vertical force at the bottom of 
bed, and is the sum of all resisting forces (friction, drag etc.).

Following a number of simplifications, the above equation can be 

manipulated to predict bed behaviour subject to vibration. For example at

time, (tf) following lift off from the base = 0), the normal force

acting on the base is zero (N=0) . Therefore, equation 5.1 for unit mass 

reduces to :

A ■ ™b (5.2)

On the other hand, acceleration of the bed at time, (tj) relative to a 

stationary coordinate system is equivalent to that of the base when 

completing an harmonic oscillating motion described by the following 

equation (Beards 1983) :

d 'Z c
= "Ac(m)“  sin(wt)-v-v (5.3)
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where is the maximum amplitude of base during vibration and co is

the angular frequency of oscillations. Assuming that the downward 

acceleration is negative and combining equations 5.2 and 5.3, we have :

Ac(m)W
(5.4)

where ;

-1
cot j = sin

Ac(m)W'
(5.5)

Figure 5.1 shows schematically, the position of bed during flight relative 

to that of vibrating plate (Pakowski et al. 1984) .

In this study, for simplification purposes, vibrofluidized bed models 

reported in the literature are reviewed in accordance to two main 

categories. In one case, the bed is assumed to behave as a plastic body. In 

general, vibrated beds of large particles at bed depth more than about six 

particle diameters behave as single, coherent, plastic body mass (Thomas 

et al. 1989). In the other category, the vibrating bed is represented as a 

mass-spring dash-pot arrangement whose behaviour is described by a 

visco-elastic body model (Gary and Rhodes 1972). The plastic body 

model forms the basis of the majority of the theoretical models describing 

the behaviour of vibrofluidized beds reported in the open literature.
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Figure 5.1 A schematic representation of the position of vibrofluidized 
bed during flight period relative to that of vibrating plate (Pakowski et al. 
1984).
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5.2.1 Plastic body model

The plastic body model proposed by Takahashi et al. (1968 ) simulates the

circular motion of powder in a two dimensional hopper shaped vessel

subjected to vertical sinusoidal vibration. Figure 5.2 shows the forces

acting on a unit volume of particle bed during vibration along an inclined

plane with angle of elevation 0 to the horizontal. The plane vibrates at 
angular frequency lo and amplitude of oscillation, .

Subscripts 'b* and 'c' represent the bed and the vibrating plate 
respectively. Py is the bulk density of bed , g is acceleration due to

gravity , Q is the normal reaction force on the plate , Ff is friction force 

between the bed and the plate. F^ and Fy are the resultant force

coordinates on the horizontal and the vertical axes. The vertical pressure 

P, imposed by the vibrating bed on the unit volume at any time, t is given 

by :

P = P,tg{l + sin((ot-cp)} (5 6)

where, is the static pressure and, cp is the phase lag between the bed

and the oscillating plate. The parameter, j is the ratio of horizontal to the 

vertical pressure.

Depending upon the relative magnitude of bed velocity of vibration, Zbto

that of plate, Zc » the friction force, F  ̂ can be defined by means of 

friction coefficient, X as :

Ff = when Zb<Zc

Ff = -XQ when Zb>Zc
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P=^t g{l+sin(w t-cp)}

7 7

Figure 5.2 A schematic representation of the forces acting on a unit 
volume of particle bed during vibration along an inclined plane subject to 
transverse sinusoidal vibration (Takahashi et al. 1968).
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^ when Zb=Zc (5.7)

By establishing force balances on both horizontal and vertical coordinates, 

Takahashi et al. (1968) calculated the particle velocity for different values 

of the friction force. In their work, the bouncing effect of the vibrating 

bed at the instant of collision to the inclined plane is shown to play an 

important roll. Figure 5.3 shows schematically the bouncing effect on the 

motion of a single particle on a vibrating plate.

The above model has been extended by various workers in order to

account for the effects of gas compressibility, wall friction and gas flow.

These are reviewed as follows :

5.2.1.1 Incompressible gas model

Thomas et al. (1989) proposed that in vibrated beds of coarse particles, 

the drag of gas moving downward which provides a gap between the bulk 

of bed and its bottom has relatively little effect on lift-off time. The effect 

on the Newtonian mechanism of bed free upward motion is however 

considered to be significant. The same view had previously encouraged 

Kroll (1954) to take into account the effect of drag but ignoring gas 

compressibility. Kroll (1954) simplified equation 5.1 for an 

incompressible gas model in the absence of wall friction. The 

corresponding equation for the mass of unit area is given by :

d^S , 
dt^ dt^

(5.8)
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Figure 5.3 Schematic representations of displacement of vibrating 
particulate bed with inelastic collisions: (a) non bouncing or completing 
steady motion of one cycle unit (nQ<n|<nQ+l), (b) unsteady motion 
(n|>nQ+l and n2> n^+Z) and, (c) motion with two cycle unit ( n p n ^ + l
and no< n^+Z), (Takahashi et al. 1968).
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where, is pressure in the air gap, is ambient pressure and is bed 

mass per unit area. By using equation of state for gases we have :

(5.9)

S, is the air gap thickness, is the amount of gas contained in the air

gap per unit area, R is specific gas constant and T is the temperature. 

From Darcy's law it is shown that :

'“ "‘ -k eP
*  ® I Pa J (5.10)

where; is the flux of gas in the air gap, k is permeability constant 

for laminar flow, and e is voidage fraction.

By substituting equations 5.9 and 5.10, in equation 5.8 , the analytical 
solution gives the values of both S and ?l as a function of time; (figure

5.5b).

In the above theoretical model, the bed is assumed to move like a porous 

piston. The voidage of the vibrating bed is constant and the air is treated 

as an incompressible fluid. Kroll's model is only valid for particles larger 

than 400 pm vibrated at 50 Hz frequency.

Yoshida and Kousaka (1967) reported an incompressible gas model 

dealing with and without gas flow through the bed. The model is 

applicable to shallow beds for which the effects of wall resistance may be 

ignored.
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In the case of no gas flow through the bed, the equation of vibrating bed 

is :

A 2 ^dt^ -  (5.11)

where, Zy refers to the displacement of the solid bed. Equation 5.11 is 

applicable from the instant of bed lift-off, (tj) to when the bed collides 

with the vibratory plate, (t ĵ) . Based on Newtonian mechanism at time, tj

we can write :

=Zc(hf) sin((üti)c(hf) - ' V - y /  (5 .12)

= sin((oti) = -g
' "  -  (5.13)

where, is half the displacement of vibration. Given the above

boundary conditions the locus, Zy can be rearranged as :

Zb =  - ^ i ( t  -  t j  ) ^  +  | z ^ ( j , f ) c o c o s ( c o t i  ) ) ( t -  ti ) + sin(cot J )

(5.14)

By applying the following dimensionless variables :

Zb
^ ‘’ 'Zc(hf)

g

n = cot (5.15)
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The loci of a vibrated bed for various T values are shown in figure 5.4a .

In case of gas flow through the bed, the equation of motion can be 

modified to :

_ pfdS\
dt^ V dt / -  rcl “  ̂“ 0  (5.16)

180̂  p i-G
C =

(5.17)

where, S is the difference between displacement of the bed and the 
vibratory plate, Pp is fluid viscosity, 4> is particle shape factor, d^ is

particle diameter, is powder density, and e is bed voidage fraction.

Equation 5.16 is applicable from the instant when the bed lifts-off, (t̂ )

until the bed collides with the vibratory plate at time, (t^ )̂ The

dimensionless presentation of locus of the vibrated bed is given by :

i+n*Vr^-iXb = —1— (n * sin (n) -  COS (n)) -  
" n*^+l n*l m*2(n*2+i)

(5.18)

p
where, n* is dimensionless drag force due to air flow and known as ^  

(see equation 5.17). Figures 5.4b 5.4c represent loci of a vibrated bed 

with various values of T and n* . The dynamic model proposed by 

Yoshida and Kousaka (1967) accounts for the powder density, size of 

particles and oscillating conditions. However, the effect of the geometry 

of the vibrating test cell is not considered in the model.
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Figure 5.4 Schematic representations of the loci of a vibrated bed 
relative to that of vibrating plate for incompressible gas model in shallow 
beds when wall resistance is ignored; (a) with no gas flow through the 
bed for various F values (n^=0), (b) with gas flow through the bed for 
various K values (n"^=0.5), (c) with gas flow through the bed for various 
K values (n^=5), ( Yoshida and Kousaka 1967 ).
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Zik et al. (1992) reported a theoretical model with 

fluidization/solidification events during each vibrating cycle. The 

granular bed was assumed to fall as a rigid body.

Based on Newtonian mechanism, the authors first derived an equation for 
the bed displacement, (Zy=Z(.) at time, t when acceleration of oscillation

is equal to gravity (ie. solid phase) :

Zb =
g sin(27Tft+cp)

where, cp is phase shift, f is frequency of oscillation, t is time and g is 

gravitational acceleration. When the maximum acceleration of the cell 

exceeds that of gravity, the duration of free flight, T* for a 

vibrofluidized bed can be modelled as :

Solutions to equations 5.19 and 5.20 require experimental measurements 

for which Zik and co-workers used a single metal sphere (320 pm 

diameter) in a vibrating bed of 100 pm glass particles.

5.2.1.2 Compressible gas model

Gutman (1976) incorporated the effect of gas compressibility into Kroll's 

model. He then determined the pressure distribution within vibrated beds 

of particles in the 100 - 800 pm size range undergoing vibration from 20 

to 60 Hz frequency and 0 - 6g acceleration.
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Gutman assumed that air undergoes an isothermal compression during

vibration. The change in bed pressure with time, ^  at depth, I is given
dt

by :

dP . a^p
(5.21)

where, k is permeability constant. According to Darcy's law, the 

superficial air velocity, u is given by :

k£ ap

(5.22)

Equation 5.22 shows that the superficial air velocity depends on the 

pressure gradient across the bed. By applying boundary conditions :

uId " ^ I I dt (5.23)

where, u|^ and u|^ are superficial gas velocities relative to gas distributor

dS
and the bed bottom respectively. The derivative, — is the vertical

component of bed velocity relative to the supporting plane. By 

substituting equation 5.23 in 5.22 , and assuming continuity, equation 5.22 

can be modified to produce :

d s _  kE rap 
dt p„ aia (5.24)
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Equations 5.24 and 5.21 together with equation 5.1 form a compressible 

gas model which ignores wall friction effects.

Figure 5.5a is a schematic representation of a compressible gas model for

a vibrofluidized bed in accordance to the above model. The air gap 
pressure, is assumed to undergo a steady cyclic vibration which can be

approximated by Fourier series. S, represents the bed throw height for a 
bed of depth, L under atmospheric pressure, vibrated with a maximum

amplitude of vibration, at an angular frequency, co. 1, represents an 

element of bed depth as measured from the top.

Figure 5.5b shows the variation of bed throw height, S and pressure, ? l 

during one oscillating period.

The compressible gas model developed by Gutman is valid only for 

shallow beds. In case of generation of tensile stresses (ie. when the 

pressure at a given height of the bed is below atmospheric), lager 

fluctuations in bed voidage take place which are in contrast with the 

assumption made for compressible gas model that the bed voidage is 

constant during vibration.

Thomas et al. (1989) introduced a dimensionless bed-permeability 

parameter, ip for a vibrated bed of depth, L at atmospheric pressure and 

converted the Kroll and Gutman’s model into a dimensionless form as 

given by :

^ g ^ ‘̂ c ( m )  (5 25)
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Figure 5.5 The gas compressible model developed by Gutman; fa) a 
schematic representation of a vibrating bed with pressure gradient across 
the bed, (b) a comparison between the variation of bed throw height, S 
and pressure, over one oscillating cycle as predicted by Gutman and
Kroll  ( G u tm a n  1976).
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where, jUg is viscosity of gas within bed , is maximum base

displacement and, co is angular frequency of vibration. The bed 
permeability, for particle diameter, dp is defined as :

(5.26)

Substituting equation 5.26 into equation 5.25, we have

3

180 |UgCo(l -  e) L ^c(m)
(5.27)

Logarithmic plot of ip versus ^  at constant frequency of vibration for a

given gas provides a family of straight lines for various ratios of 

vibrating amplitudes to particle diameter.

5.2.1.3 Wall friction model

Assuming negligible drag force experienced by large particles and taking 

into account the effect of wall friction, Ryzhkov and Baskakov (1974)

modelled the behaviour of relatively deep beds  ̂ l) by modifying

equation 5.1 as given by :

d^S . '  +g + sm (f)F f... =0dt2 dt: ë (dt/ fw (5,28)

where, Ff^ is the ratio of wall friction force to the bed mass which is 

described by means of two empirical coefficients known as coefficient of
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acceleration attenuation,r| and side friction factor, r. These coefficients 

are defined on the basis of the following equations respectively :

=ZgCO^ 5̂ 29)

(5.30)

where, a^ is the acceleration of bed particles at height, x . H is the static 

bed height, is normal vertical stress at height, x and, is tangential 

stress at the wall at height, x . It is worth noting that for a given diameter 

of a vibrofluidized bed and at very small values of r and q relative to the 

bed height, this model reduces to a single grain model. The model 

however, is not applicable to shallow vibrating beds.

Muchowski (1980) investigated circulating flow pattern in vibrofluidized 

beds by considering particle/wall friction. The author developed a 

theoretical model from which the bed velocity at the layer next to the 

container wall was computed.

The displacement, of the vibrating plate during harmonic vertical 

oscillation with angular frequency, (O and maximum displacement,

follows the equation of motion given by :

^c(m) sin((Ot) (5.31)

The packing acceleration, Zy during flight period can be derived from a 

force balance given by :

Zb=q(Zc-Zb)-g (5.32)
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where, q is frictional constant, determined experimentally to be 0.4co, the 
angular frequency. Z^, and Zy, are coordinates of velocities relating to

those of the vibrating plate and the packing respectively, g, is 

gravitational acceleration. The dimensionless air gap size, Ç on the other 

hand, is defined as :

^ c (m )  ^ c (m )  ( 5 . 3 3 )

where, Zy is packing displacement and, S is the size of air gap between 

the plate and the packing.

Particle/wall friction introduces a circulating motion in the vibrated bed. 

On this basis, Muchowski (1980) assumed that the bed vibrates in the 

form of several coincided cylinders. However, this mechanism becomes 

significant only at the layer next to the wall for which the following 

equation is derived :

^  b ^p,w (^c ^  b ) § (5.34)

where, qp^ is the friction constant next to the wall (qp^^> q) 

Muchowski then calculated the velocity. Up of the layer next to the 

wall, at the instant of collision of the bed with the cell from the equation :

„  ZcS(tcl)
P>'̂  2n “  (5.35)

The above particle/wall friction model was shown to be applicable for 

particles larger than 400 pm in size.
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5.2.1.4 Expanding bed model

Thomas et al. (1987) noted that as the vibrated bed lifts off, the base 

acceleration become less than ’g'. The difference between the acceleration 

of the bed and the vessel results in a pressure drop below the bed. 

Consequently the air flows down to the empty gap between the bed and the 

vessel base thereby resulting in bed expansion.

The same mechanism however, had been suggested almost a decade 

earlier by Buyevich and Gapontsev (1978) as well as Buyevich and 

Kharisova (1978). The above workers developed a vibrofluidized model 

on the basis of the following assumptions :

i) The bed of particles undergo a uniform expansion during free 

flight and compression during resting period whilst, the bed centre 

of gravity remains in the middle of the varying bed height.

ii) Drag is the only significant resistant.

iii) The bed pressure drop is a linear function of gas velocity.

Figure 5.6 represents schematically an expanding bed model showing the

bed centre of gravity relative to the vibrating plane and the distributor 
plate. The bed vibrates under the atmospheric pressure, The air gap

thickness and pressure are, S and ?l respectively. The gas pressure at

distributor is, Pg

Based on the above assumptions the force balance given in equation 5.1 

changes into :

 —  = -g  +  u
dt -  ">A (5.36)
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Figure 5.6 A schematic representation of expanding bed model. The bed 
centre of gravity oscillates relative to the vibrating plane and the 
distributor plate (Buyevich and Gapontsev 1978 , Buyevich and 
Kharisova 1978).
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where, h*^g is the height of centre of gravity of the bed relative to the 

distributor plate (ie. steady coordinate system) during flight period, ky is 

bed permeability constant, m^ is the mass of powder per unit area and u

is the superficial gas velocity.

The superficial gas velocity, Uq at the distributor plate can be derived 

from the following equation :

k D (5.37)

where, Uq is initial air velocity in static coordinate system, and kj) is

distributor plate permeability constant. For an incompressible gas, the gas 
velocity relative to the bed’s centre of gravity, uj^g may be re-written as :

dh eg
^'cg dt (5.38)

where, ĥ .g is the height of bed centre of gravity relative to the vibratory 

plane.

By substituting equations 5.37 and 5.38 into equation 5.36, the 

acceleration of centre of gravity of the bed relative to the distributor plate 

during flight period is given by :

d"h eg

dt m

dh
eg

1 +
ko J

dt
g + sin (cot)

(5.39)
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where, is the maximum displacement of the vibrating plate, co is

angular frequency. The analogous equations for the upper and the lower 

bed surfaces are respectively given by the following equation.

dt^ m
“ a

dt

(5.40)

where, H* is the dynamic upper (or lower) height of the bed relative to 

the centre of gravity, and a* is the ratio of particle drag force on the bed 

boundary to that inside the bed.

According to the model, a reduction in resistance due to the distributor or 

an increase in gas flow rate result in a higher bed throw height. Also, 

during upward gas flow, bed resistance is decreased whereas, for 

downward gas flow, this resistance is increased.

5.2.2 Summary

The majority of the models reviewed so far have been found to be either 

applicable to narrow size ranges only, or do not consider particle density 

as an additional parameter. Also, the effect of the depth of the vibrating 

bed on the dynamic response is often ignored. For example, the wall 

friction model by definition is only suitable for deep beds whereas the 

compressible gas model is applicable to shallow beds only.

As these models primarily relate to forced driven systems oscillating with 

a constant driving power and vibration amplitude, the effects of the 

powder on the container amplitude and ultimately its role on the bed 

behaviour is universally ignored. None of the models reviewed therefore
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consider for example, the effect of container geometry on the system’s 

response .

The plasticity of the particles subject to vibration depends on the 

coefficient of restitution, Cr of the bed and varies in the range of 0 - 1 

(Thomas et al. 1987) . The behaviour of a particulate bed can therefore 

vary dramatically from solely plastic (Cr = 0) to purely elastic (Cr = 1). If 

this coefficient is zero, the collision is solely plastic and hence, there will 

be no rebound. This implies that the energy of impact is dissipated in the 

bed. In reality however, the value of this coefficient can not be zero but 

close to zero. The effect of the above on the validity of the plastic body 

models (e.g Takahashi et al. 1968) has not been established.

5.2.3 Visco-elastic body model

Gary and Rhodes (1972) reviewed different types of visco-elastic body 

models where the vibrating system comprising the container and the 

powder are approximated as a mass/spring dash-pot arrangement. This 

approach is more applicable to the work reported in this thesis as it may 

be adopted in order to take into account the effect of the vibrating 

platform on the dynamic response of the system.

The most recent work on the basis of the above approach is that reported 

by Mahgerefteh et al. (1991) who employed a visco-elastic body model 

with two degrees of freedom in order to investigate the effect of average 

particle size on the resonant amplitude of the container.

Figure 5.7 represents a schematic representation of the visco-elastic body 

model first proposed by (Gary and Rhodes 1972) and later modified and
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m

e >  L ± JI ^Vibration absoroer 
reoresennng tfie powaer

Z c f
n M

F sin (wt)

Primarv system  
recresenting structure

/ / / / / /

Figure 5.7 Schematic representation of visco-elastic body models with 
vibrating powder acting as a mass/spring dash-pot arrangement first 
proposed by Gary and Rhodes (1972) and later modified and adopted by 
Mahgerefteh et al. (1991).
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adopted by Mahgerefteh et al. (1991). The constants, K and, e 

respectively represent the vibrator and the powder stiffness constants, c, 

is the powder viscous damping coefficient and M is the mass of the cell 

containing the powder of mass, m . In Gary and Rhodes model, c and e, 

are taken as system variables, so as in Mahgerefteh et al.'s model.

Starting from the basic equation for a body experiencing simple harmonic 
motion, the respective displacements, and Zy of the container and the

powder are given by :

Zc = Zc(m)

Zb sin(wt-(p)

where, Z^^  ̂ is the maximum displacement or amplitude of oscillation.

The subscripts, c and b respectively relate to the cell and the bed of 

powder, cp, is the phase lag between the cell and the powder. The force 

balance for the cell is given by :

M—   Fsin(cot)-KZ„ ~e ( Z .  - Z u ) - c ( Z „  ~ Z u )
dt (5.42)

(z  -  Zy j is the relative velocity of the cell and the powder.

The corresponding force balance for the powder is :

d^Zb
- e ( Z c  " Z y ) - c ( Z g  - Z y )m — -

*2 - ' '  (5.43)
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By substituting equation 5.41 into both equations 5.42 and 5.43 and 

solving the equations 5.42 and 5.43 respectively, the maximum 

displacement of the cell is given by :

(e-mco^) +(cco)
c(m)

- ^ l ^ e -  mco ^ ) ^ K  +  e - M ( o ^  j - e ^  ] +  |^K - M c o ^  -  mco ^ ^ c o ]

(5.44)

In Mahgerefteh et al.'s work, the powder stiffness, e was found by trial

and error. Its value corresponded to that producing the closest agreement

between the model and experimental results. For 1 ±10"^ g powder this

is estimated as 110 N/m . Based on experimental data, the damping 
coefficient, c is related to the average particle size, dp , particle density,

Py and powder mass, m in terms of the following equation

c = Em^p, ,dp
(5.45)

The constant, E obtained by experiment, is found to be 9.31x10^  ̂m^/kg^s. 

Substitution of equation 5.45 into equation 5.44 allows the calculation of 

the maximum amplitude of vibration as values of all the parameters on 

the right hand side of the equation are known. On this basis, Mahgerefteh 

et al. (1991) were able to successfully validate their model in conjunction 

with data obtained by experiment using glass Ballotini, coal, sand and 

bronze particles.

There are however, several drawbacks associated with Mahgerefteh and 

co-workers model. These include ;
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i) Values for the damping coefficient, c and stiffness constant, k have to 

be found by trial and error on the basis of producing best fit to the 

experimental data.

ii) The effect of container geometry is not explicitly expressed in the 

displacement equation. The latter is a serious limitation when the 

proposed model is used for optimization purposes. The container 

geometry has been shown to play an important role in affecting the 

system's resolution (figure 4.12) in terms of particle size measurement.

iii) Experimental data indicate (figures 4.4 and 4.7) that an increase in 

sample mass results in a reduction in the system's resolution. This is 

problematical during on-line applications as the sample mass will not 

necessarily remain constant. One approach is to compensate for the above 

effect by adjusting the vibration intensity (figure 4.8). A prior prediction 

of the system's response following changes in the vibration intensity is 

clearly useful. This is not possible using Mahgerefteh's model as vibration 

intensity is another parameter which is not explicitly expressed in the 

displacement equation (ie. equation 5.44 ).

The following describes the development of an alternative approach, 

based on a visco-elastic model incorporating dimensional analysis which is 

aimed to address the above limitations.

5.3 Theoretical modelling of the vibrofluidized bed

In this case, the powder mass is assumed to be directly attached to the 

vibrating container. Figure 5.8 is a schematic representation. All symbols
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Vibrating
system
structure

m

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 m = Powder mass

M = Container mass

Figure 5.8 A schematic representation of the visco-elastic body model 
employed in this study with a mass/spring dash-pot arrangement. The 
powder mass, m is directly attached to the vibrator with a stiffness, K and 
a viscous damping coefficient, c .
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have been described previously. The reed stiffness is given by (French 

1970):

=  AT
^  Ax (5.46)

where, AF (N) is the force required to displace the reed by Ax (m) from 

its equilibrium position. The reed stiffness is obtained experimentally and 

is found to be ca. 3448 (kg/s^) when the reed is deflected in the range 0 - 

1 mm .

The maximum displacement, of the vibrating cell is given by

(Beards 1983) :

Z c(m )
^ ( K - M jCo2)2  +(cto)

(5.47)

where, M̂. is the total mass of the vibratory system including the test 

powder.

Rearranging equation 5.47, the damping of oscillations for the forced 

vibrated structure is given by :

c =
^ c ( m )

CO (5.48)

The calculation of the vibration displacement from equation 5.48 requires 

a knowledge of the powder damping coefficient, c. This is determined by 

deriving and solving functional relationships between the damping
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coefficient, the various characteristics of the container, the test powder 

and at the same time taking into account the effect of vibration intensity. 

The proposed is as follows.

5.3.1 Variation of damping coefficient with powder mass

Figure 5.9a shows the variation of resonant amplitude with powder mass 

for various sizes of Ballotini spheres (2.93 g /cm^). All samples were 

vibrated in an aluminium cell (ca. 4.710 g ,15 mm internal diameter) at 

64 ±10"^ Hz frequency and 6.9g acceleration.

Figure 5.9b shows the corresponding variation of damping coefficient 

with powder mass. These plots were obtained by inserting the data in 

figure 5.9a into equation 5.48 and solving for damping coefficient.

For each average particle size, the data in figure 5.9b may be 

approximated by various quadratic equations. These are given in table 

5.1:

Mean Size 

(pm)

Damping Equation Correlation

Coefficient

83 c = 5.0189+5.3015m-1.3132m^ 0.963

137 c = 3.2515 + 10.593 m -  2.3785m^ 0.939

231 c = 1.3844 + 16.736m -  3.6752m^ 0.934

328 c = -0.41303 + 20.286m -  4.6341m^ 0.961

550 c = -3.5151 + 25.989m -  6.3049m ^ 0.978

Table 5.1 Best fit equations representing the variation of 
damping of oscillations, c with particle mass, m for a range of 
particle sizes (data extracted from figure 5.9b).
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The equations indicate that the damping coefficient is approximately 

proportional to the square of the powder mass.

5.3.2 Variation of damping coefficient with powder density

Figure 5.10 shows the variation of damping coefficient plotted against 

particle density for various powders including coal (1.36 g leva?), glass 

Ballotini (2.93 g /cm^), alumina (3.96 g /cm^), and bronze shots (8.75 

g /cm^). Sample densities were obtained using a AccuPyc 1330 

Pycnometer (Micromeritics 1989) with ±10"^ resolution. The results 

refer to 1.5 ±10'^ g samples vibrated at 62 ±10"^ Hz frequency and ca.7g 

acceleration.

For each average particle size, the data in figure 5.10 may be 

approximated by various quadratic equations. Table 5.2 shows such 

correlations :

Mean Size 

(pm)

Damping Equation Correlation

Coefficient

98 c = 3.7506 + 5.4232[pp ) -  0.35518(pp ) 0.992

138 c = 0.83672 + 8.0728(pp ) -  0.5694s(pp ) 1.000

275 c = 6.3437 + 9 .4229(P p ) " 0 .75813( Pp ) 0.971

390 c = 15.441 + 4.7373(pp] -  0.3225(pp ) 1.000

550 c = 20.582 + 3.9677(pp ) -  0.27214(pp ^ 0.935

Table 5.2 Best fit equations representing the variation of 
damping of oscillations, c with particle density,Pp for a range of 
particle sizes (data extracted from figure 5.10).
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The above equations indicate that the damping coefficient is proportional 

to the square of the particle density.

5.3.3 Variation of damping coefficient with cell internal 

diameter

Figure 5.11 shows the variation of damping coefficient against cell 

internal diameter. The data refer to 1 ±10"^ g glass Ballotini samples of 

different sizes. The system was vibrated at 61.5 ±10"^ Hz frequency and 

ca. 6.5g acceleration. The corresponding fitting equations together with 

their correlation coefficients are given in table 5.3.:

Mean Size 

(pm)

Damping Equation Correlation

Coefficient

83 c = 8.0067 + 0.21735D -  4.8955D ^ 0.953

137 c = 6.9696 + 0.75767D -  2.3295D ^ 0.933

231 c = 12.043 + 0.608560 -  2.55190^ 0.948

328 c = 10.058+ 1.17740 -  4.39680^ 0.864

460 c = 5.4547 + 2.13760 -  8.05630^ 0.763

Table 5.3 Best fit equations representing the variation of 
damping of oscillations, c with the vibrating cell diameter, D for a 
range of particle sizes (data extracted from figure 5.11).

The above equations indicate that the damping coefficient is proportional 

to the square of the cell internal diameter.
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5.3.4 Variation of damping coefficient with vibration intensity

Figure 5.12 shows the variation of damping coefficient with vibration 

intensity at ca. 62 ±10'^ Hz resonant frequency for various sizes of 1.5 

±10"^ g samples of glass Ballotini. The cell dimensions are given in the 

figure legend. The corresponding fitting equations together with the 

correlation coefficients are given in table 5.4 :

Mean Size 

(pm)

Damping Equation Correlation

Coefficient

98 c = 13.045 + 1.2247(r) -0 .11392(r)^ 0.669

196 c = 7.6244 + 4.9196(F) -  0.36678(F)^ 0.906

355 c = 5.2819 + 7.0832(F) -  0.5239(F) ̂ 0.975

550 c = 4.3616 + 7.4092(F) -  0.53789(F) ̂ 0.949

925 c = -0.38899 + 9.0953(F) -  0.66744(F)^ 0.988

Table 5.4 Best fit equations representing the variation of 
damping of oscillations, c with the intensity of vibration, T for a 
range of particle sizes (data extracted from figure 5.12).

The results indicate that the damping coefficient is approximately 

proportional to the square of the vibration intensity.

5.3.5 Variation of damping coefficient with particle size

Figure 5.13 shows the variation of damping coefficient plotted against 

square root of particle size for the Ballotini samples. The data relate to 

various powder masses in the range of 0.5 - 2.5 ±10"^ g vibrofluidized 

in a. cell with 15 mm diameter, 25 mm long and ca. 4.710 g mass at ca.
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64 ±10"^ Hz frequency and 6.9g acceleration. Table 5.5 shows the fitting 

equations together with the corresponding correlation coefficients :

powder 

mass (g )

Damping Equation Correlation

Coefficient

0.5 c = 5.3634+ 0.18859Üdp ) 0.544

1.0 c = 4.6665 + 0 .5 2 3 3 3 f .^ | 0.944

1.5 c = 4.5845 + 0 .7 5 4 0 9 |jd ^ ) 0.948

2.5 c = 4.5352+ 0 .8 4 1 3 l [ .^ ) 0.910

Table 5.5 Best fit equations representing the variation of 
damping of oscillations, c with particle size for a range of masses 
of the test sample (data extracted from figure 5.13).

where, dp is the particle diameter. The results show that the damping

coefficient is approximately proportional to the square root of particle 

size.

In summary, the functional relationship between the damping coefficient, 

c with various parameters relating to the particulate bed, the sample cell, 

and the maximum intensity of vibration takes the form :

(5.49)

The precise relationship between the various parameters appearing in 

equation 5.49 is established in the following section.
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5.3.6 Number of equivalent layers of particles

In order to predict the displacement of the cell during oscillation, a 

dimensionless parameter, 'Number of Equivalent Layers of Particles' 

(NELP) is defined as :

Vy 1 
NELP = - ^ x ^

dp (5.50)

where, Vy is solid volume of the bed (no voidage) and. By is bed cross

section area which is equal to container base area. The ratio of these two 

terms is equal to the solid height of the bed. According to equation 5.50, 

each layer is one particle size thickness. For a bed of mass, m , density, 
py , and diameter, D in a cylindrical container, equation 5.50 can be

rearranged as :

NELP------
" " D 'd p  (5,51)

From equations 5.49 and 5.51 , the damping coefficient, c based on 

NELP is given by

_ Pym^(rg)^
c a

(N E L P )^

or

3
-  »  Pb™ (rg)
c = K

'" “ W  (5.52)

where K is the constant of proportionality.
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According to equation 5.48, The Left Hand Side (LHS) of equation 5.52 

has the dimensions of (kg/s). For the Right Hand Side (RHS) of equation 

5.52 however, we assume :

K [=]k (5.53)

where, k is the dimension of constant K. Therefore from equation 5.52 

we have :

RHS kgxlO   ̂ (kg X10
[=]

(m x lQ -2 )^  (m x lQ -6 ) as
m X 10

sec

-3

(5.54)

Rearranging equation 5.54 we have

15 4m sec (5.55)

From equations 5.52 and 5.55, the proportionality constant has the 

dimensions given by :

k [=]
m sec ^

kg (5.56)

And from equation 5.52 ,

RHS [=] 10
-9 kg

sec (5.57)

Finally by comparing equations 5.53, 5.57 and 5.52 the exact relationship 

for the damping coefficient takes the form :
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c = - x lO - ^
7T

Pym^(rgj
NELP

* P (5.58)

and,

4 _ Q  A 
K = - x i o ^ k

7T

The constant (4/tt =1.273) is given by calculation of the cell surface area 

based on NELP. In equation 5.58 the mass of powder is in (g ), the 

density of powder is in (g /cm^), the cell diameter is in (cm), the particle 

size is in (pm) and the intensity of vibration is in (m/s^).

The damping coefficient,c given by equation 5.58 is calibrated against 

that given by, c from equation 5.48 in the range 3g to 9g intensity of 

vibration. Figure 5.14a - 5.14f show such calibrations of damping 

coefficients for 1.5 ±10"^ g Ballotini spheres. Table 5.6 shows the results 

of these calibrations.

The coefficients computed for the calibration curves presented in table

5.6 are then used to generate a continuous calibration equation of 

damping for various intensities of vibration in the form :

c = Alc^ +B1C+C1 (5.59)

where, Al, B l, and Cl are the parametric coefficients determined by 

interpolation of the data in table 5.6. The procedure is as follows:

Figures 5.15a - 5.15c show the variation of the parametric coefficients 

with intensity of vibration for the calibration of the system described 

above.
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Figure 5.14 The variation of damping coefficient at resonance 
calculated from equation 5.48 against the corresponding values obtained 
from equation 5.58 for 1.500 g Ballotini spheres at various intensities of 
vibration : (a) 3g, (b) 4g, (c) 5g, (d) 6g, (e) 7g, (f) 9g .
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Figure 5.15 The variation of parametric coefficients related to the 
equation of damping of oscillation with vibrating intensity: (a) second 
order coefficient, (b) first order coefficient, (c) constant of the equation 
(Data extracted from table 5.6).
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vibration

Intensity

(m/s^)

Calibration Equation 

c(eq.5.48) v c(eq.5.58)

Correlation

Coefficient

3g c = - l . l l  x lO ”^c^ + 2.72 X 10"^ c + 4.370 0.923

4g c = -7 .0 2 x lQ -^ c^  + 2.66 X 10 “^ c - 0.062 0.968

5g c = -3 .3 8 x lO “^c^ +1.97 X 10”  ̂c - 0.697 0.932

6g c = -2 .2 7 x l0 ”^c^ +1.80 X 10"^ c - 5.615 0.960

7g c = -1 .2 4 x l0 ”^ c ^  +1.29 X 10”  ̂c - 4.409 0.964

c = -5 .84x lO "^c^  +9.32X 10”  ̂c -9.401 0.925

Table 5.6 The calibration of the damping of oscillation, c from 
equation 5.48 against that given by c from equation 5.58 in the 
range 3g to 9g intensity of vibration. Test samples, 1.5 ±10"^ g 
Ballotini glass (2.93 g /cm^) of various sizes in the range 80 - 1040 
pm are vibrated in a cell (1.5 cm diameter) at ca. 63 ±10"^ Hz 
resonant frequency.

The corresponding curve fittings functions are given in table 5.7 :

Parametric

Coefficient

Curve Fittings Function Correlation

Coefficient

2nd order A l= -4 2 2 x l0 "^ r^  +6.74x10”  ̂r -2.73x10”^ 0.989

1st order 81 = 1.54x10""^ -5.09x10"^ r+ 4 .23x10"^ 0.962

constant Cl = 0.150r^ -3.954F+14.358 0.936

Table 5.7 The curve fitting functions show the variation of 
parametric coefficients, Al, Bl, and Cl with the intensity of 
vibration (data derived from table 5.6).

In summary, from the data in table 5.7 for a desired intensity of 

vibration, a quadratic equation is generated and may be used to calibrate
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equation 5.58 in order to determine the damping of oscillations for 

various masses of the test sample, particle sizes and densities, in addition 

to the cell internal diameter and the resonant frequency. The damping of 

oscillation is in turn used to predict the displacement of the vibrating cell 

from the following equation :

c(m )

i

/ ]  1.273x10”^
(rg)^

NELP
CO

(5.60)

where /  is a function of damping of oscillation in the form of quadratic 

equation for which the parametric coefficients are obtained from table 

5.7.

5.4 Model validation

Figures 5.16 to 5.20 respectively show the experimentally obtained data 

for the variation of cell displacement with particle size as a function of 

particle mass, density, cell diameter, resonant frequency and vibration 

intensity for particles in the range 100 - 900 pm. The prevailing 

experimental conditions are given in the figure legends. Also included in 

the figures, are the corresponding data produced on the basis of the 

proposed model.

According to figure 5.16, although the general trend between the 

experimental data and those obtained on the basis of the model is 

conserved, it is evident that for the same conditions, the model predicts a 

lower damping of oscillations as compared to that measured. The
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deviation becomes more pronounced with decreasing powder mass and 

particle size. One explanation could be that for the small size ranges, 

particles tend to agglomerate more readily thereby leading to an effective 

increase in the average particle size of the vibrofluidized bed. Their 

effective size therefore increases thereby resulting in higher damping of 

oscillation in comparison with the theoretical prediction. This can explain 

the observed discrepancy between the model and experimental data as 

larger particles are expected to lead to a higher degree of damping.

The data in figure 5.17 show a fair agreement between the theoretically 

obtained data and the experimental results except for low density and fine 

particles. In such cases, once again, experiment predicts a higher damping 

of oscillation as compared to the model. Particle agglomeration effects 

can be considered as plausible mechanism giving rise to the above 

observation.

Examination of figure 5.18 fails to indicate a clear trend in disagreement 

between the data predicted using the proposed model and the experimental 

data. It may be argued that for the small cell diameter, (10 mm) particle 

agglomeration effects become important hence, the observed is a smaller 

calculated degree of damping as compared to that actually measured.

The calculated data in comparison with the experimental results for larger 

cell diameters (20 mm) however, are in contradiction with the above 

argument. It is worth noting that the model predicts smaller bed height 

than the actual values on the basis of the solid volume of the test powder 

free from voids. This effect may be argued to play a key roll in this case.
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Figure 5.16 The effect of mass of the vibrating bed on the variation 
of resonant displacement with average particle size for glass Ballotini 
spheres(2.93 g /cm3). The test samples vibrofluidized in a cell (15 mm 
internal diameter, 25 mm long and ca. 6.540 g ) at ca. 62 Hz resonance 
and 6g intensity. The data refer to: curves a; the experimental results, 
curves"b; the theoretical predictions.
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Figure 5.17 The effect of density of the vibrating bed on the 
variation of resonant displacement with average particle size for 1.500 g 
of various powders. The data refer to: coal particles; 1.36 g / c m 3 ,  glass 
spheres; 2.93 g /c m 3  and bronze shot; 8.75 g / c m 3 .  The test samples 
vibrofluidized in a cell (15 mm internal diameter, 25 mm long and ca.
6.540 g ) at ca. 62 Hz resonance and 6g intensity. The data refer to: 
curves a; the experimental results, curves U; the theoretical predictions.
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Figure 5.18. The effect o f internal diam eter of the vibrating 
container on the variation of resonant displacement with average particle 
size for 1.500 g Ballotini glass spheres (2.93 g /cm3). The resonant 
frequency and the acceleration of vibration are ca. 58 Hz and 4.5g 
respectively. The data refer to: curves a; the experimental results, curves 
b; the theoretical predictions.
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Figure 5.20 The effect of driving power on the variation of 
resonant displacement with average particle size for 1.500 g Ballotini 
glass spheres (2.93 g /cm3). The test samples vibrofluidized in a cell (15 
mm internal diameter, 25 mm long and ca. 6.540 g ) at 62 Hz resonant 
frequency. The data refer to; curves a; the experimental results, curves b; 
the theoretical predictions.
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Returning to figure 5.19 the results indicate that on this occasion, the 

proposed model predicts higher damping of oscillations than that 

measured. The disagreement increases with a decrease in the resonant 

frequency of oscillations.

Lower resonant frequency of vibration corresponds to higher mass of 

sample cell which in turn results in a higher vibration amplitude . The 

above leads to a higher magnetic flux linkage between the vibrating cell 

and the electromagnet thus further contributing to the increase in the 

vibration amplitude. As this effect is not accounted for in the proposed 

model, it would be expected to lead to a lower prediction of the vibration 

amplitude than that actually measured. This is consistent with the data 

indicated in the figure.

Returning to figure 5.20 the data obtained using the model generally 

indicate a lower damping of oscillations as compared to those predicted 

from theory. Once again, this effect can be explained by considering 

particle agglomeration effects.

5.5 Conclusion

A semi-empirical, visco-elastic model has been developed in this chapter 

which is used to predict the amplitude of vibration of the particle sizer 

from a number of system's design and operating parameters.

The damping of oscillations at resonance which is directly measured in 

terms of vibration amplitude is expressed in terms of a damping 

coefficient, in turn related to a dimensionless parameter termed as the 

Number of Equivalent Layers of Particles (NELP). The latter takes into
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account two important particulate characteristics such as size and density. 

At the same time, containing cell diameter and mass of bed powder, as 

well as the intensity of vibration at resonance are expressed in terms of 

the damping coefficient.

The deviation of the results predicted by the model as compared to the 

experimentally obtained data, in general, may be accounted for in terms 

of the behaviour of powder and the vibrating system during 

vihrofluidization. For example, agglomeration effects are not considered 

in the model. Additionally variations in the magnetic flux linkage between 

the vibrating cell and the electromagnet on the other hand, although 

present in practice, are also not accounted for in the model.

Further, the proposed model is based on the solid volume of the bed of 

particles free from voids. It also considers monosized particles only.

Particles having the same average size but with different size distribution 

are expected to affect the system's response. This is further discussed in 

chapter 7 .

An obvious application of the simulation is its use as an optimization tool 

for identifying the optimum design and operating conditions 

corresponding to maximum sensitivity in response for the vibrating reed 

system.
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CHAPTER 6

The measurement of the phase lag between the vibrating cell 

and the fluidised bed

6.1 Introduction

In chapter 4 (figure 4.8), it was shown that at sufficiently high vibration 

intensities, a reduction in the damping of oscillations with increasing 

particle size was obtainable. This was of course in converse to the usual 

trend.

A possible explanation for the observed phenomenon is that during part 

of a cycle, the bed of particles loose contact with the container. The more 

intense the vibration, the longer is the flight period and hence the phase 

lag. According to Gary and Rhodes (1972), at low intensity of vibration 

the motion of a bed of large spheres (3 mm diameter) is characterised by 

repetition each cycle of the oscillator. Figure 6.1a shows this type of 

vihrofluidization. Curve A refers to the motion of the vibrating bed and 

curve B refers to the oscillation of the container. At high intensity of 

vibration however, there is a type of motion by which the bed of large 

spheres looses contact with the container for more than one cycle. The 

particle and the container once again oscillate in phase for a fraction of 

one cycle soon after collision. Figure 6.1b is a computed representation 

of this type of phenomenon reported by Gary and co-worker. Similarly, 

curve A and curve B refer to the motion of the vibrating bed and the 

container respectively. The vibrating conditions are given in the figure 

legend. According to these two figures the relative phase lag of the bed 

and the container during oscillations varies as a function of vibration 

intensity.
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Figure 6.1 Schematic representation of displacement of a vibrofluidized 
bed. The data refer to: curves A; trajectory of a bed of 3 mm phosphor 
bronze balls and curves B; the motion of container cell. The data 
computed at different intensities of vibration: (a) 50 Hz , 3g and (b) 50 Hz 
, 7g (Gary and Rhodes 1972).
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Based on the above notation, this chapter sets out to show, using direct 

experimental evidence that the primary mechanism responsible for the 

observed damping of oscillations is a consequence of the phase lag 

between the vibrating cell and the test powder. The previously proposed 

particle/wall interaction model although applicable, is simply a direct 

manifestation of the observed phase lag phenomenon.

6.2 Experimental arrangement

6.2.1 Selection of signal detector

As the cyclic oscillation of the test powder may differ from that due to 

the container cell, two separate detectors are required for monitoring the 

motion of the bed of particles and the vibrating cell.

The displacement of container is easily measured by means of 

conventional displacement detectors such as optical, electromagnetic or 

capacitance transducers. In the present study, an infrared optical detector 

was employed for this purpose (see chapter 4). The selection of an 

appropriate detector for monitoring of the motion of particles is however 

problematical primarily because a particulate oscillating bed does not 

move in concert as would be the case with a solid mass.

Several methods for the measurement of powder displacement during 

vibration were evaluated. These included pressure transducers, optical 

detectors and sonic techniques. Pressure transducers have been widely 

used for such purposes (Laroche et al. 1989). However, these have 

limited value in the present study as they rely on direct electrical contact 

with the vibrating container thereby interfering with the vibrations.
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Experiments with optical transducers on the other hand produced results 

with low resolution due to undefined bed surfaces during vibration.

The technique finally adopted in the present study relied on the 

measurement of the collision noise following the impact of the particles 

with the container during vibration using a crystal microphone placed in 

close proximity of the vibrating cell.

The technique offered the advantage of being non intrusive based on a 

simple electronic circuit. The only drawback of microphone in practice is 

the effect of a.c mains which manifests itself in the form of background 

noise.

The microphone used in this work was a passive piezoelectric crystal type 

(Gayford 1970). These basically possess low to medium output efficiency 

and operate in the range of 0 - 2 MHz.

6.2.2 Phase lag measurement electronics

The displacement signals detected by the optical transducer and the 

microphone are captured and relayed using a Digital Storage Adaptor, 

(DSA524 : Thurlby Electronics Ltd.). Figure 6.2a shows typical traces. 

Curve A shows the data relating to the cell detected by the optical 

transducer whereas curve B show the corresponding data monitored by 

the microphone. Figure 6.2b on the other hand, shows a layout of the 

phase lag measurement electronics.

The digitising of the input signals by the DSA from the detectors was 

performed simultaneously on two channels each having its own digitising 

memory of 4k words.
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Figure 6.2.a Typical traces of a vibrofluidized bed are captured and 
relayed using a Digital Storage Adaptor (DSA524). The data refer to: 
curve A; signals detected by an optical transducer via channel 1 and curve 
B; the corresponding signals detected by a microphone,via channel 2 .
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Figure 6,2.b A schematic diagram of the phase lag measurement 
electronics layout.
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The DSA was operated by a trigger signal which defined the exact 

moment at which digitising took place. A time delay function set the time 

between the trigger event and the start of the digitising process. The delay 

could either be positive or negative. Positive ( post trigger) delay made 

the system capture waveforms after the trigger event whereas negative 

(pre trigger) delay allowed the part of the waveform which occurred 

before the trigger to be stored and observed.

6.3 Results

The precise choice of the containing cell configuration in which the 

particulate bed impact noise for the measurement of the bed displacement 

could be monitored was problematical. Several configurations were 

experimented. The following is a summary of the various approaches.

Figure 6.3a shows a simple arrangement where the cell is partially filled 

with a powder. Figure 6.3b shows the results of the associated 

oscillograph in which the collision impact of the powder in this case, 1 

±10"^ g of the 355 - 420 jum size range Ballotini, was directly measured 

during resonance (ca. 64 ±10“̂  Hz and 4.9g ±0.1 acceleration). The data 

show the variations of vibration amplitude, expressed in terms of the 

voltage signal relayed by the DSA as a function of time. Curve A shows 

the data detected by the optical transducer and relating to the cell whereas 

curve B show the corresponding data monitored by the microphone.

Figure 6.3c shows the oscillograph of the above system after power cut 

off when the vibrofluidization ceased. Similarly, the data in curve A is 

related to the cell and curve B (background noise) shows the 

corresponding data monitored by the microphone. Clearly, using the 

above powder/cell configuration, the data in figure 6.3 can not be used to
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A schematic diagram of the vibrating ceil configuration
(12.430 g , 17.5 mm dia., 40 mm long) for vibrofluidization of 1.000 g 
glass spheres (2.93 g /cm^) of the 355 - 420 um particle size range.

Figure 6.3b The corresponding oscillograph of this system shows 
the variation of amplitude of vibration with time. The data refer to: curve 
A; the cell signals and curve B; the powder signals. The resonant 
frequency and acceleration of vibration are ca. 64 Hz and 4.9g 
respectively.
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Figure 6.3c The traces of the system described in figure 6.3b after 
excitation shut off when the vibrofluidization ceased. The data refer to: 
curve A; the cell signals and curve B; the background noise detected by 
microphone.
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obtain information on the displacement of the powder as the generated 

signal is completely overshadowed by a.c (50 Hz) background noise.

Figure 6.4a is schematic representation of another powder/cell 

arrangement in which the test powder is contained within an aluminium 

cylinder, close at one end which is in turn placed inside the vibrating cell. 

The outer diameter of the tube is marginally less (ca 0.5 mm) than the 

internal diameter of the main cell so that it is free to vibrate relative the 

main cell. The inner_cell is intended to magnify the collision noise. Other 

conditions are the same as those in figure 6.3a. Figure 6.4b shows the 

corresponding oscillograph of the system over several cycles. Curve A 

refers to the displacement of the main cell detected by the optical 

transducer whereas curve B refers to the vibration of powder and 

detected by microphone. Despite the apparent change in the signal as 

compared to the previous configuration (figure 6.3a), it is clear that the 

data are of limited value as the generated signal is mainly overshadowed 

by background noise.

Figure 6.5a is schematic representation of the final configuration adopted 

in the present study. In this case, the arrangement is very similar to that 

described above except that a 4 mm diameter glass sphere is placed in 

between the two containers in order to magnify the collision noise.

Figure 6.5b is the oscillograph presentation of the two displacement 

signals. Curve A represents the displacement of the cell whereas curve B 

is the displacement of the powder. This configuration shows an 

improvement in detection of the sonic signals as the contribution of the 

test powder signal to the background noise is clearly observed.
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Figure 6.4a A schematic diagram of the vibrating cell configuration
(9.560 g , 20 mm dia., 40 mm long) with an aluminium cylinder (2.870 
g , 17.5 mm internal dia.) inside the cell. This arrangement was used for 
vibrofluidization of 1.000 g glass spheres (2.93 g /cm^) of the 355 - 420 
Jim particle size range.

Figure 6.4b The corresponding oscillograph of this system shows
the variation of amplitude of vibration with time. The data refer to: curve 
A; the cell signals and curve 6; the powder signals. The resonant 
frequency and acceleration of vibration are given in figure 6.3b.
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Figure 6.5a A schematic diagram of tlie vibrating cell configuration 
(dimensions are given in figure 6.4a). A glass sphere (4 mm dia. and 
0.160 g ) vibrates below the aluminium cylinder at the bottom of the cell. 
This arrangement was used for vibrofluidization of 1.000 g glass spheres 
(2.93 g /cm^) of the 355 - 420 pm particle size range.

Figure 6.5b The corresponding oscillograph of this system shows 
the variation of amplitude of vibration with time. The data refer to: curve 
A; the cell signals and curve B; the powder signals. The resonant 
frequency and acceleration of vibration are given in figure 6.3b.
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Figures 6.6a and 6.6b show the corresponding variations of the amplitude 

of vibration with frequency around resonance. The sonic transducer 

successfully identifies the resonant frequency of the system.

Figure 6.7 shows the variation of the amplitude of the vibrating cell with 

particle size for 1 ±10"^ g samples of glass Ballotini spheres in the range 

30 - 1000 jum. The experimental conditions are given in the figure 

legend. The vibration intensity was 4.9g and the particle/cell 

configuration is the same as that depicted in figure 6.5a.

Figure 6.8 shows the corresponding variation of the phase lag between 

the vibrating cell and the vibrofluidized bed plotted against the average 

particle size. It is noted that an increase in particle size results in a rapid 

increase in the phase lag up to ca 350 jum size range. Larger particle sizes 

result in little or no change in phase lag.

Figure 6.9 shows the corresponding variation of phase lag with resonant 

amplitude of oscillations. The data have been extracted from figures 6.7 

and 6.8 . The results indicate that an increase in the phase lag between the 

container results in an approximately linear increase (correlation 

coefficient equal to 0.965) in the damping of the oscillations.

Figure 6.10 shows the results of the variation of resonant amplitude with 

particle size at high vibration intensity (6.9g). The corresponding 

variation of phase lag with average particle size is given in figure 6.11. 

On the basis of the fact that one complete cycle is ca 16 ms, the maximum 

increase in the phase lag is equal to 10% of a full cycle.

Figure 6.12, on the other hand shows the variation of phase lag with 

amplitude of vibration. Once again, the data seem to suggest that a
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Figure 6.6 The variation of the amplitude of vibration of the cell with 
frequency around resonance for 1.000 g of the 125 - 150 pm size range 
Ballotini spheres. The cell configuration is given in figure 6.5a. The 
output signals are monitored using: (a) an optical detector, (b) a 
microphone.
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Figure 6.7 The variation of the amplitude of vibration with particle size 
for 1.000 g glass spheres. The resonant frequency and acceleration of 
vibration are 57.5 Hz and 4.9g respectively. The cell comprises an 
aluminium cylinder(2.870 g , 17.5 mm dia.) which holds test powder and 
vibrates on top of a glass sphere (0.160 g , 4 mm dia.). The whole 
assembly is placed freely inside a container (9.560 g , 20 mm dia., 40 
mm long), (see figure 6.5a).
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Figure 6.8 The variation of the phase lag between the vibrofluidized test 
powder and the vibrating cell with particle size for the system explained 
in figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.9 The variation of the phase lag between the vibrofluidized test 
powder and the vibrating cell with the resonant amplitude of vibration 
(data extracted from figures 6.7 and 6 .8).
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Figure 6.10 The variation of the resonant amplitude with particle 
size for LOGO g glass spheres. The resonant frequency and acceleration 
of vibration are ca. 57.5 Hz and 6.9g respectively. The cell configuration 
and dimensions are given in figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.11 The corresponding variation of the phase lag between 
the vibrofluidized test powder and the vibrating cell with particle size for 
the system described in figure 6 .10.
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Figure 6.12 The varia tion o f  the phase  lag betw een the 
vibrofluidized test powder and the vibrating cell with the amplitude of 
vibration at resonance (data extracted from figures 6.10  and 6 .11).
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reduction in the damping of oscillations is accompanied by a reduction in 

phase lag.

6.4 Conclusion

This part of the study was promoted as a consequence of a previous 

observation that at sufficiently high vibration intensities, it was possible to 

obtain, contrary to the usual trend, a reduction in the damping of 

oscillations with increasing particles size. The above coupled with the fact 

that the results of complimentary experiments have also discounted 

particle/wall friction as a primary source for damping of oscillations, 

initiated a series of experimental studies. These tests were dedicated to 

establishing the way in which the phase lag between the vibrating cell and 

the fluidised powder varies with average particle size and hence 

ultimately affects the degree of damping of oscillations.

An optical transducer and a microphone were respectively used to 

monitor the displacement of the cell and the test powder during 

oscillations for this purpose. For clear interpretation of the sonic signals 

detected by the microphone, the sound of collision of the vibrating bed 

with the cell was magnified by means of introducing an aluminium shell 

and a glass bead within the vibrating cell.

The results indicate that the damping of oscillations is directly 

proportional to the phase lag between the vibrating cell and the fluidised 

powder. The larger the average size of the fluidised particles, the greater 

the observed phase lag. Indeed, the previously observed reduction in the 

damping of oscillations with increasing average particle size at high 

vibration intensities is shown to be a consequence of a reduction in the 

phase lag. This change is however not sufficiently large to account for the
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previous explanation that particles loose contact with the container for 

more than one cycle.

Despite the importance of the above conclusion, it is appreciated that the 

appropriate experiment described can only be treated in a qualitative 

manner. The use of the rather complicated powder/cell configuration 

which was assumed to represent the behaviour of the simple cell 

containing the fluidised powder is a clear example.

Nevertheless, in the absence of a more satisfactory experimental 

technique for measuring phase lag, on the basis of the experimental 

results obtained so far, it is fair to assume that the phase lag between the 

vibrating cell and fluidised powder is the governing mechanism affecting 

the system's response.
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CHAPTER 7

Particle size distribution analysis using vibration segregation 

method

7.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the feasibility of two different techniques, both 

involving the use of the vibrating reed technique for obtaining particle 

size distribution data. The first method attempts to produce such data 

from the reed’s vibration characteristics such as its Quality Factor 

(appendix A). The second technique is based upon segregation of the test 

sample to various size fractions followed by measurement of the average 

size and mass of each segregated sub-sample using the vibrating reed 

device.

7.2 Particle size distribution analysis using the vibrating reed 

device

Figure 7.1 shows the variation of resonant displacement with average size 

for 2 ±10"^ g coal samples of various size distributions. Curve A shows 

the data for a ’narrow’ size distribution whereas curves B and C are 

respectively for ’medium' and ’wide’ size distributions. Table 7.1 shows 

the corresponding size range for each sample. The vibration frequency 

and acceleration are 40 ±10"^ Hz and ca.3.1g respectively.

From the data in figure 7.1 it is clear that for the same mass of powder, 

the damping of oscillations at resonance is primarily a function of the 

mean particle size and not its distribution.
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Figure 7.1 The variation of resonant displacement with average particle 
size for 2.000 g coal (1.36 g /cm-^) samples in an aluminium cell (20 mm 
dia. , 40 mm long and ca.9.560 g ). The frequency and intensity of 
vibration are ca. 40 Hz and 3.1 g respectively. The data refer to: curve A; 
narrow, curve B; medium and curve C; wide particle size distributions
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Particle Size 

Range (um)

Arithmatic Mean 

Size (jum)

Ditribution

Class

150 - 152 151 narrow

125 - 180 153 medium

53 - 250 152 wide

210-212 211 narrow

180 - 250 215 medium

125 - 300 213 wide

250 - 300 275 narrow

125 - 425 275 medium

53 - 500 277 wide

420 - 425 423 narrow

355 - 500 428 medium

250 - 600 425 wide

500 - 600 550 narrow

250 - 850 550 medium

106 - 1000 553 wide

Table 7.1 A list of coal samples with various particle size distribution 
ranges.
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Figure 1 2  shows the corresponding variation of Quality Factor with 

average particle size for 2 ±10“̂  g coal samples of narrow, medium and 

wide size ranges vibrated at 40 ±10'^ Hz and 2.2g acceleration. The 

Quality Factor is a measure of the sharpness of resonance for a vibrating 

structure. Appendix A describes the appropriate calculation procedure for 

its determination. Figure 7.3 shows the same data as those as in figure 7.2 

but obtained at a higher acceleration of 3.1 g. Evidently, both sets of the 

data fail to show any clear trend between particle size distribution and the 

system's Quality Factor.

The results shown in figure 7.4 are however more interesting. The data 

relate to the variation of resonant amplitude of vibration with Quality 

Factor for three samples of coal with narrow (250 - 300 pm; curve A), 

medium (125 - 425 p m ; curve B) and wide size distributions (53 - 500 

p m ; curve C). All the samples have an average size of ca 275 p m .  

According to the figure, there are three distinct regimes depending on the 

amplitude of vibration. These include :

i) At high amplitude of vibration (>1.25 V), where good mixing is 

observed, the system Quality Factor tends to be relatively independent of 

particle size distribution and approaches the same value for all three 

categories of powder.

ii) At intermediate amplitude of vibration (1.0 - 1.25 V), the system 

Quality Factor is dependent, in a clear manner, on the particle size 

distribution. In general, for the same amplitude of vibration. Quality 

Factor increases with an increase in the spread of the particle size 

distribution. It is postulated that this is because at such vibration 

amplitudes, particle size segregation occurs. The magnitude of the
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Figure 7.2 The variation of Quality Factor with average particle size for
2.000 g coal (1.36 g /cm^)  samples in an aluminium cell (20 mm dia. , 
40 mm long and ca.9.560 g ). The frequency and intensity of vibration 
are ca. 40 Hz and 2.2g respectively. The data refer to: curve A; narrow, 
curve B; medium and curve C; wide particle size distributions
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Figure 7.3 The variation of Quality Factor with average particle size for
2.000 g coal (1.36 g /cm^) samples at 3.1 g intensity of vibration. The 
rest of experimental conditions are the same as those given in (figure 
7.2). The data refer to: curve A; narrow, curve B; medium and curve C; 
wide particle size distributions.
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Figure 7.4 The variation of resonant amplitude of vibration with Quality 
factor for three samples of 2.000 g coal (1.36 g /cm^) particles. All the 
samples have an average size of ca 275 jum and vibrofluidized in an 
aluminium cell (20 mm dia. , 40 mm long and ca.9.560 g ) at ca. 52 Hz 
frequency. The data refer to: curve A; narrow (250 - 300 jum), curve B; 
medium (125 - 425 ,um) and curve C; wide (53 - 500 pm;) particle size 
distributions
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segregation would be expected to be directly related to the spread of the 

size distribution. The induced segregation has the same effect on the 

amplitude of vibration as changing the average size of the test powder.

iii) At low amplitude of vibration (<1.0 V), the system Quality Factor 

becomes, once again independent of size distribution. In such cases, it is 

postulated that little or no particle fluidization occurs and hence the 

system Quality Factor becomes independent of average size or the spread 

of the size distribution.

Evidently, it is difficult to obtain particle size distribution data using the 

above approach. However, the proposed particle size segregation believed 

to become dominant at intermediate amplitude of vibration, forms the 

basis of an alternative approach described in the following section for 

obtaining data on particle size distribution.

7.3 Particle size distribution analysis using segregation

This section describes the utilisation of the vibrating reed technique for 

particle size distribution analysis. The method is based upon segregation 

of the test sample to various size fractions followed by measurement of 

the average size and mass of each segregated sub-sample using the 

vibrating reed device. Particle size distribution data are presented in the 

form of a plot of cumulative weight percent undersize versus particle size.

Clearly, the resolution with which particle size distribution data are 

obtained depends, to a large extent, on the degree of size segregation of 

the test powder. In an attempt to address the above in the present study, 

the following is a review of the most important situations and the
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corresponding mechanisms in which particle segregation occurs at the 

same time elucidating the segregation mechanism for each case.

7.4 Particulate segregation literature survey

Segregation is the separation or classification of particles according to a 

number of physical properties such as size, density, shape and roughness 

(Williams 1963, Haff and Werner 1986, Brown 1939).

The most common way in which particles are segregated is according to 

size (Meakin and Jullien 1992). Even if samples of different sizes and 

densities are subjected to segregation, separation by size plays a dominant 

roll (Harwood 1977 , Rippie et al. 1964).

Segregation normally occurs during particulate processes such as mixing, 

filling and discharging of bunkers. Even well mixed particles will unmix 

on handling (Williams 1990).

There are a number of ways by which segregation of particles occurs. 

These include fluidization (Pell 1990), pouring heaps (Williams 1963), 

shear (Haff and Werner 1986), radial and axial segregation (Donald and 

Roseman 1962), cohesive segregation (Fan et al. 1990), shaking (Rosato et 

al. 1987), and vibration (Williams 1963).

7.4.1 Gas fluidization

This method is based on flow of gas through a bed of multicomponent 

particulate mixture. According to Pell (1990), at high velocities, a well 

mixed bed of fine and coarse, light and dense particles forms. As velocity
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decreases, coarse or dense particles tend to sink to the bottom whereas 

light and fine ones tend to rise to the top. There is a critical gas flow rate 

above which the bed becomes fluidised. This is called as minimum gas 

fluidization velocity and directly depends on particle size and density. 

Beyond this threshold, the pressure drop across the bed remains constant 

(Geldart 1986).

Rowe et al. (1972), studied powder density segregation by gas 

fluidization. This type of segregation normally occurs at low gas velocity. 

In another work by Chen and Keaims (1975) powder segregation by gas 

fluidization was studied as a function of pressure drop across the bed. 

Chen and co-worker found that at high gas velocities i.e. above the 

minimum gas fluidization velocity when the bed is fully fluidised, powder 

segregation according to density occurs at high presure whereas at low 

pressures, particle segregation in accordance to size becomes prevalent.

7.4.2 Pouring heaps

When particles of different sizes are poured into a heap, the larger ones 

run more easily down the side of the heap and collect around it hence 

giving rise to a cone in which the central core contains the small particles 

(Williams 1963 , Brown 1939). This type of segregation has not been 

extensively studied. Lawrence and Beddow (1968) studied powder size 

segregation during die filling. Their experimental results on binary 

mixtures show that an increase in the height from which the powder is 

poured decreases the degree of segregation. Particle shape and density 

have little effect on the separation of this type. The authors also 

investigated the effect of varying the mass fraction in binary mixtures 

during size segregation. In an excess of finer particles, an inverse of the
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usual trend was observed, so that fine particles collected on the outer 

surface. It is suggested that the flow of coarse particles towards the sides 

are restricted by the excess of finer particles and therefore, the pattern of 

particle size segregation changes.

7.4.3 Shear segregation

When a container is filled with powder and then agitated large particles 

tend to rise toward the surface. Haff and Werner (1986) suggested that 

shear motion which is induced by agitation, drives large particles to roll 

up over the neighbouring fine particles. Segregation in this way strongly 

depends on the grain-grain friction coefficient. When this coefficient is 

too small, the coarser grains can rise up by slipping. Whereas, if this 

friction coefficient is sufficiently high, the larger particles can solely roll 

up over the smaller ones. At intermediate values of friction coefficient 

however, the matrix of smaller grains can support the upward motion of 

the larger grains.

7.4.4 Radial and axial segregation

When multicomponent granules undergo mixing process, there is a risk 

that the mechanism responsible for mixing becomes one of segregation if 

the process is allowed to proceed unchecked (Bridgwater and Ingram 

1971).

Donald and Roseman (1962) studied the behaviour of mixtures of 

different particle sizes and densities in a rotary horizontal drum. 

According to their investigations, a complete separation of components is 

possible under certain conditions. Finer and denser grains are accumulated
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parallel to the axis in a central core by a mechanism of radial segregation 

process. Larger and less dense materials therefore are collected around 

this zone which resembles pouring heap segregation. This separation is 

then followed by an axial segregation through which particles can be 

distributed according to their sizes into a number of alternate layers of 

components. Differences in the angle of dynamic repose between the 

coarse particles and the mixture is said to be responsible for this 

phenomenon.

7.4.5 Cohesive segregation

According to Fan et al. (1990), a mixture of carrier large particles and 

cohesive tiny ones may be segregated in two ways : "ordered mixture 

constituent segregation" and "ordered unit segregation". The former 

normally occurs in two stages. The first stage which is known as small 

scale involves the separation of adhering particles from their carrier 

particles. This is then followed by large scale segregation by which 

individual fine particles attach to either each other or another carrier 

particle. Although segregation is responsible for this process, the result 

however, is a stable mixture. "Ordered unit segregation" on the other 

hand, refers to a mixture of carrier grains when small adhering particles 

are attached to them. The greater the size range of carrier particles, the 

more ready the mixture segregates.

7.4.6 Shaking

When mixtures of particles varying in size are shaken, the larger particles 

rise to the top of the bed. Rosato et al. (1987) indicated that this process 

happens even if the size ratio of the larger particles to the small ones is
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close to unity. Their relative densities do not affect the results either. In 

case of considerable size ratio in the mixture, tiny granules filter down 

through the larger ones. Therefore, the overall potential energy of the 

system decreases as the result of shaking. Jullien et al. (1992) suggested 

that smaller particles fall down through the open gaps during each shake 

and move beneath the larger ones hence, causing a relative upward motion 

of larger particles.

The size or diameter ratio of the larger particles to the smaller ones and 

the amplitude of shaking are two of the primary factors affecting 

segregation by shaking (Rosato et al. 1986). Barker et al. (1993) on the 

other hand, indicated that simultaneous motion of particles on the whole, 

is common during segregation by shaking. The period of this motion 

depends on both the quantity and the quality of the driving force. 

Therefore, in order to analyze this type of segregation the driving force 

must be well defined.

7.4.7 Vibrational segregation

When a mixture of particles of different sizes is subjected to vibration, the 

smaller sizes percolate down to the bottom of the bed through the 

voidages whereas the larger ones rise up to the top. This process is 

independent of their relative density (Williams 1963). Only when a 

mixture of particles of same size but varying density is subjected to 

vibration, the more dense particle tend to fall to the bottom of the bed. 

For a given vibrating condition however, the particle size is believed to be 

the major controlling factor for this kind of segregation (Harwood 1977). 

In general, vibrational segregation increases with increase in the particle 

size ratio. Also, particle size segregation is faster when size fractions of
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low densities are dealt with (Khan Ahmad and Smalley 1973). Important 

external parameters in this type of segregation are the frequency and the 

amplitude of vibration which may be expressed in terms of the vibration 

acceleration (Williams and Shields 1967).

Khan Ahmad and Smalley (1973) found that for a given value of 

oscillation acceleration, an increase in the frequency of vibration 

decreases the degree of segregation. On the other hand, the quality of 

segregation increases with an increase in the magnitude of acceleration. 

Therefore, acceleration is believed to be an important parameter in 

vibrational segregation. It is interesting to note that according to the 

authors, particle size segregation using this method is independent of the 

shape of particles.

In some cases, more than one type of segregation occurs. Lawrence and 

Beddow (1968/69) for example, reported that vibration reduces radial 

segregation on the surface of a vibrating bed in a container. The same 

authors also investigated the bouncing effect that reduces the degree of 

segregation in their experiment with vibratory die filling. Onset churning 

of the powder however, increases segregation. During prolonged 

segregation some mixing effects appear at the bottom of the vibrating 

container. In their work, the mean size of a binary mixture was reduced 

maintaining the size ratio equivalent to four. Lawrence and co-worker 

noticed that coarser grains tend to sink to the bottom of vibrating cell.
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7,5 Segregation mechanism

7.5.1 Trajectory segregation

According to Williams (1990), trajectory segregation occurs when 

particles of a powder in a fluid medium are thrown across the surface. 

Larger particles therefore, travel further away as compared to smaller 

particles in the horizontal direction. The distance travelled, L for a 

particle is proportional to its diameter as given by Stokes’s law :

where, v^ is the projected horizontal velocity of a particle with diameter, 

dp and density, pp . p, is the viscosity of the fluid through which the 

particle travels.

7.5.2 Fluidization

The minimum fluidization velocity, Uj^f depends on particle size and 

density given by (Wen and Yu 1966) :

Umf = i i 3 d  o 11(33.7)2+0.0408V Â ?|-33 .7
P g

where.

A, = ̂ lX^.(L.3d,)3
(7.2)

where, p is density (subscripts g, p and f stand for gas, particles and fluid 

respectively) and g, is gravitational constant.
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The fluid pressure drop, AP across the bed is based on the submerged 
mass of the bed, Mp and the cross section area, A of the fluidization

column given by (Geldart 1990) :

where, g is gravitational constant.

(7.3)

The dependency of gas pressure drop on gas velocity for a bed of 

multicomponent mixture has been examined by Chen and Keaims (1975).

7.5.3 Percolation of fine particles

When a bed of particles of various sizes is subjected to either vibration, 

stirring, shaking or pouring, gaps between the particles are frequently 

formed. Through these gaps, the smaller particles drop into the layer 

below by the gravitational force. This mechanism is known as percolation. 

Even slight changes in the particle size cause percolation. However, the 

finer the particles size, the quicker the percolation (Williams 1976). This 

mechanism is a consequence of the relative dilation taking place between 

two neighbouring layers of particles. The interface which is about ten to 

fifteen particle diameter is called failure zone or failure plane. Through 

such planes, finer granules penetrate down (Bridgwater et al. 1978). 

Percolation of finer particles results in the rising of the coarser particles 

up to the bed surface thus resulting in particle size segregation.

Fine particles may slip down either through considerable void fractions* in 

the local bed structure or by spontaneous inter-particle percolation 

(Bridgwater and Ingram 1971). The latter occurs when the diameter ratio
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of the percolating particles to the bulk particles is less than the critical 

ratio of 0.155 (Fan et al. 1990).

Percolation however, is the main mechanism responsible for both 

segregation and mixing in a bed of particles. Local positions affect 

percolation of fine particles specifically close to the walls where coarse 

particles are very mobile owing to the insignificant shear planes effect. In 

addition to the particle size, changes in the powder density of monosized 

particles results in particle density percolation which is considered to be 

less important (Bridgwater et al. 1969).

7.5.4 The rise of coarse particles during vibration

Williams (1976) observed that coarse particles independent of their 

density always tend to rise up during vibration. In fact, the denser the 

coarse particles the easier they rise up. This might be due to an increase in 

pressure caused by the larger particles on the region below. Consequently, 

compacting of the bed underneath blocks the downward migration of finer 

particles. Any further rising of the larger particles allows the smaller ones 

to accumulate under the larger particles and the result is a continues rise 

of coarse particles.

According to Rosato et al. (1986), simple geometrical parameters affect 

the rise of coarse particles during shaking. Fine particles fill up the 

existing voids below the coarse particles during immigration to the bed 

bottom thus causing the coarser particles to rise up. If a large number of 

fine particles filter down simultaneously through the immediate voids, the 

coarser particles inevitably fall down as a result of the sudden formation
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of Openings below. According to Rosato and co-workers, this scenario 

however, is rare.

Jullien et al. (1992) emphasized the importance of the voids below the 

coarse particles. For a binary mixture of granules in a three dimensional 

bed when the ratio of the diameter of the larger particles to that of 

smaller ones become greater than a critical value of 2.8, segregation can 

take place.

Duran et al. (1993) investigated the arching effect for the rise of coarse 

particles. In a two dimensional bed when the diameter ratio of the larger 

particles to the smaller ones become greater than 12.9, larger particles 

begin to rise up continuously. In three dimensional beds however, this 

threshold in diameter ratio reduces to 2.8 which is coincidentally similar 

to the value proposed by Jullien and co-workers.

7.5.5 Convection effects

Knight et al. (1993) identified convection effects as the main mechanism 

giving rise to segregation. This is in contrast with the previously proposed 

model by (Jullien et al. 1992) that local avalanches are responsible for 

separation of granules in a vibrational field. Particles of different sizes 

rise up through the central core in the cell as a result of convection 

effects. They then fall down in a thin layer at the boundaries whilst 

leaving the coarser particles on the top. This is due to the differences 

between the size of the coarse particles and the thickness of the downward 

moving layer around. Wall and particle interaction greatly affects the 

convection.
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To confirm the above mechanism Knight and co-workers conducted an 

interesting experiment by which the geometry of the vibrating cell 

changed from vertical walls to slant outward walls. This configuration 

changes the direction of the convective motion. Particles therefore, move 

down through the central core of the vibrating bed and rise up in a thin 

layer next to the wall. If the size of coarser particles are greater than the 

thickness of the up moving layer, they then remain at the bottom of the 

bed. This results in particle size segregation with an opposite direction 

observed in vibration segregation.

7.5.6 Elutriation segregation

Elutriation mechanism studied by Williams (1990) is based on the vacuum 

produced inside the source of powder stream during discharging process 

into the top of hoppers. The presence of considerable amount of fine 

particles less than about 50 pm increases the degree of segregation. If the 

upward air velocity becomes equal or exceeds the terminal velocity of the 

discharging fine particles, a suspension phase of fine particles is then 

produced. As long as the discharging process is on, the suspended phase 

will not cease. Fine particles will eventually begin to settle down on top of 

the larger ones.

7.6 Kinetics of segregation

Olsen and Rippie (1964) proposed that segregation by shaking of mixtures 

ultimately leads to a first order kinetic equilibrium state between mixed 

and unmixed systems during the first two half lives. The rate constant in a 

binary mixture is directly proportional to the particulate volume ratio of 

the size fractions. The segregation rate itself depends considerably on the
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weight ratio of particles. The effect of an intermediate size is a reduction 

in the rate of segregation. Although segregation is not very much 

influenced by powder density, however^ the denser the finer particles the 

faster is the segregation rate (Olsen and Rippie 1964 , Bridgwater et al. 

1978). Percolation velocity on the other hand, depends on particle size 

ratio of the powder mixture. In addition to this, spontaneous percolation 

of tiny particles have found to be slower through the moving beds in 

comparison with static ones (Bridgwater et al. 1978).

Knight et al. (1993) reported that in the case of a vibrofluidized bed of 

particles, the velocity of the particles moving upward through the central 

core depends on their distance to the surface of the bed. In general 

however, the downward motion of the particles in the surrounding is 

faster than the upward motion in the central core. According to the 

authors, the observed trend has nothing to do with particle size ratio.

7.7 Experimental

7.7.1 Apparatus

Based on the work reviewed above, a number of techniques for 

segregating particles in the present study were considered. Pouring heaps 

and fluidization were not employed primarily because of the practical 

difficulties associated with adopting these techniques for continuous on

line operation. On the other hand, trial runs using air fluidization or 

mechanical vibration of particles on their own in different diameter 

cylindrical containers failed to produce any appreciable degree of size 

segregation.
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Chapter 7 Particle size distribution analysis using vibration segregation method

The technique finally adopted is based on mechanical vibration of the test 

powder in a column containing some relatively large diameter particles 

which act as a variable diameter filter in response to external vibration. A 

device based on mechanical vibration is considered to be advantageous as 

from a practical point of view, it could, in principle, share the same drive 

and detection electronics as the vibrating reed device.

Figure 7.5a is a schematic diagram of the particle segregation unit. Figure 

7.5b shows an exploded view of the same device. Basically, the unit 

comprises a 25 mm i.d and ca. 215 mm long perspex column (1). Perspex 

is used as the material of construction as it allows visual observation of 

particle circulation patterns during vibration. A 1 mm aperture diameter 

wire gauze (2) is used as a support for some ca.2 mm diameter particles 

(3). These have an average size greater than that of the test particles and 

facilitate the segregation of the test powder by effectively acting as a filter 

whose aperture may be controlled by adjusting the frequency and 

amplitude of vibration. The choice of the appropriate type and mass of 

support particles through which the test powder filters is discussed later.

The wire gauze is supported by a brass base plate (4) which is in turn 

sandwiched in between the gauze itself and a brass conical nozzle (5). A 

rubber seal (6), having the same diameter as the perspex column is used to 

prevent the particles escaping from the sides of the column.

The brass nozzle is screwed into the base plate and has a height and 

discharge diameter of 33 mm and 2 mm respectively through which the 

segregated test powder is discharged into a receiver cell (7). The whole 

assembly is mounted using four ca. 8 mm diameter and ca. 10 cm long 

brass rods (8) on top of an electrodynamic vibration generator (9).
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^ 0 0 %
o  ( 9 0 ^

Figure 7.5 Schematic representation of segregation column employed for 
particle size segregation analysis, (a) The assembly of the column and the 
vibration generator, (b) an exploded view of the same device. Both 
diagrams showing the co lum n(l) ,  wire gauze(2), supporting bed 
particlesO), brass base plate (4), brass conical nozzle (5), rubber seal (6), 
receiver cell (7), brass rods (8) and the vibration generator(9).
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Chapter 7 Particle size distribution analysis using vibration segregation method

Photographs 7.1a and 7.1b respectively show the assembled unit and the 

main components of the column. Figure 7.6 shows the electronic drive 

configuration.

The LSD electro-dynamic vibration generator, (model 406 Long Dynamic 

System 1988), is driven sinusoidally using a frequency function generator: 

Philips PM 5190 LF; 1 mHz - 2 MHz (±10'^ Hz), via a variable gain 30 

Watt pulse power amplifier. The unit comprises two armature drive coils 

of differing impedances. These operate directly from the power amplifier. 

The vibrator has a vibration coil impedance of 2.3 ohm at 500 Hz and a 

rated peak sinusoidal force of 97.9 N corresponding to maximum 

displacement and acceleration of 7 mm and 50g respectively. Column 

displacement is directly measured using a Vernier scale (±10“̂  mm 

resolution).

Test samples are weighted using a BDH AA-250 weighing balance with 

±10'^ g accuracy.

The particle size of each segregated sample is determined using sieving. 

Figure 7.7 shows the results, in terms of repeatability for two successive 

sieve tests performed using the same sand particles in conjunction with an 

array of seven 10 cm diameter sieves with aperture sizes in the range 90, 

125, 250, 300, 500, 710 and 1000 pm. The total sieving time for the 

6.830 g sample tested is approximately 15 minutes. According to the raw 

data, the repeatability for sieve operation is better than ±1% .
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a

(b)

Photograph 7.1 Panicle size segregation apparatus showing: la) the 
assembled unit comprising (from the right to the left) function 
generator, pulse power amplifier, and segregation column mounted on 
the vibration generator. The main components of the segregation 
column are shown in photograph 7.1b. This comprises the column (1), 
packing material (2), rubber seal (3), wire gauze (4) brass base plate 
(5). conical nozzle i6), and receiver cell (7).
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Function
Generator

Pulse Power 
Amp

Electro-Dynamic 
Vibration Generator

Segregation
Column

Figure 7.6 A schematic diagram of the electronic drive configuration 
used in particle size segregation analysis.
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Figure 7.7 The variation of cumulative weight percent undersize with 
particle size for 6.830 g sand samples. An array of seven 10 cm diameter 
sieves with aperture sizes in the range 90, 125, 250, 300, 500, 710 and 
1000 pm are employed. The total sieving time is ca. 15 minutes. The data 
show the repeatability of the results for two successive sieve tests, curve 
A; first run and curve B; second run.
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Chapter 7 Particle size distnbution analysis using vibration segregation method

7.7.2 Results :

7.7.2.1 Vibration segregation : Optimization of segregation 

efficiency

The following describes the effect of changes in a number of design and 

operating parameters on the segregation efficiency of the system. The 

various factors investigated include supporting particles height, density, 

size, vibration frequency and segregation time. The effects of the 

supporting gauze and the discharge nozzle are also investigated.

Sand is chosen as the test material due to its similar density to that of the 

glass supporting particles (cf sand : 2.6 g /cm^, glass : 2.46 - 2.87 

g /cm^). This ensures that any segregation obtained is primarily 

dependent on size rather than density differences. This is in particular 

important when the kinetics of segregation are examined. It also offers the 

advantage of testing a powder comprising irregular shaped particles 

whose motion may be easily observed in the segregation column. 

Relatively high acceleration and low frequency of vibration were 

employed in accordance to Khan Ahmad and Smalley’s (1973) 

recommendation for maximum segregation efficiency.

All tests were conducted with a 12 g sample of sand comprising equal 

masses corresponding to sieve aperture sizes in the ranges 90 - 106, 250 - 

300, 425 - 500, and 850 - 1000 p m . For simplicity, the powders are 

referred to in terms of their lower size. Particles less than 90 p m  could 

not be statisfactorily segregated. Figures 7.8a and 7.8b demonstrate this 

fact. The data relate to segregation of two binary mixtures of sand 

comprising equal masses with the size ranges of 90 - 106 p m  and 425 -
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500 jum as one sample (figure 7.8a) and 75 - 90 pm and 425 - 500 pm 

(figure 7.8b) as the other. Their size distributions were determined using 

sieving conducted in accordance to British Standards for Test Sieving (BS 

1796: Part 1: 1989). The support particles comprise 10 ±0.1 g of 2.2 mm 

Ballotini particles. The segregation frequency and acceleration are 10 Hz 

and 2.6g respectively. The segregation time for collecting each successive 

sub-sample increased dramatically from a few seconds for the first sub

sample to approximately five minutes for the last sub-samples. This is 

discussed further in section 7.7.2.1.1 .

Returning to the data in figure 7.8b, it is clear that in contrast to the data 

in figure 7.8a the majority of the sub-samples collected still remain in a 

mixed state. This is surprising as it would be expected that the segregation 

efficiency should increase with an increase in the size ratio of the large to 

small particles (Khan Ahmad and Smalley 1973) (c.f 425/90 or 4.7; figure 

7.8a and 425/75 or 5.7; figure 7.8b).

One explanation could be that the 75 pm particles tend to agglomerate 

thereby effectively leading to an increase in their average size. This in 

turn results in a reduction in segregation efficiency. Indeed particle 

agglomeration of the bulk powder in the size range < 75 pm was clearly 

observed.

7.7.2.1.1 The effect of supporting particles height

Figures 7.9a - 7.9c show the effect changes in the height of the support 

particles on the segregation efficiency for a 12 g sand sample comprising 

equal masses of 90, 250, 425 and 850 pm particle. The vibration 

frequency and acceleration are 10 Hz and ca. 2.6g respectively
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Figure 7.8 The variation of fractional weight per cent with successive 
sub-samples for segregation of two 10.000 g binary sand particles with 
equal compositions (50% by Wt). The support particles comprise 10.0 g 
Ballotini particles (ca.2.2 mm dia. and 2.74 g /cm^). The segregation 
frequency and acceleration are 10 Hz and 2.6g respectively. The size 
ranges of mixtures are given as (a) 90 - 106 pin and 425 - 500 pm and 
(b) 75 - 90 pm and 425 - 500 pm .
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Figure 7.9 The effect of the height of the support bed on the variation of 
fractional weight per cent with successive sub-samples for segregation of 
12.000 g sand samples comprising equal masses of 90, 250, 425 and 850 
um particle. The vibration frequency and acceleration are 10 Hz and ca. 
2.6g respectively. The support bed comprises glass Ballotini spheres 
(ca2.2  mm dia. and 2.74 g /cm^) at various static heights (a) 2 cm , (b) 8 
cm , and (c) 13 cm .
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Figure 7 .9  (contd).
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Chapter 7 Particle size distribution analysis using vibration segregation method

corresponding to a vibration amplitude of ca,7 mm. The support bed 

comprises different amounts of ca 2.2 mm diameter glass Ballotini spheres 

corresponding to static support bed heights of 2, 8 and 13 ±0.1 cm 

respectively.

Between 7 - 9  sub-samples of equal mass were collected using the 

segregation column. In the case of the shortest height of support particles 

(figure 7.9a), the segregation time for the first sub-sample was ca 1 - 2 

seconds increasing to ca 24 seconds for the last sub-sample. Figure 7.10 

for example shows such data obtained in conjunction with a ca. 13 cm 

high support bed. The corresponding data for a ca. 2 cm bed are also 

included in the same figure for comparison.

Returning to figures 7.9a - 7.9c it is clear that an increase in the height of 

the support bed results in an improvement in segregation. However, this is 

at a cost of an increase in the total analysis time.

Unless otherwise stated, the same experimental conditions as those 

employed to produce the data in figure 7.9c are used in the following 

experiments described.

7.7.2.1.2 The effect of support gauze

Figure 7.11 shows segregation data using exactly the same arrangement as 

the data shown in figure 7.9c but in the absence of the support wire gauze. 

As it may be observed, the support wire gauze results in an increase in the 

segregation efficiency. This is believed to be due to the fact that in the 

absence of the support gauze, partial blocking of the nozzle discharge hole
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Figure 7.10 The variation of cumulative weight discharged with 
time for the system described in (figure 7.9). The data show a comparison 
between the discharge rates from the column using different static heights 
of the support bed: curve A; 13 cm and curv^e B; 2 cm .
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Figure 7,11 The varialion of fractional weight per cent with 
successive sub-samples for 12.000 g of a four component sand particles 
segregated in the absence of the support wire gauze. The composition of 
the test sample and the rest of the experimental conditions are the same as 
those given in figure 7.9c.
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Chapter 7 Particle size distnbution analysis using vibration segregation method

occurs which in turn prolongs the sampling process. This results in re

mixing of the segregated sample at the discharge point.

7.7.2.1.3 The effect of discharge nozzle

Figure 7.12 shows segregation data in the absence of the discharge nozzle. 

In such a case, the main practical problem was the rapid and uncontrolable 

discharge of the test powder from the column and also the poor 

segregation performance of the system. According to the data, it appears 

that some degree of segregation also takes place within the nozzle.

7.7.2.1.4 The effect of vibration frequency

Figures 7.13a - 7.13d and figure 7.9c show the effect of changes in the 

vibration frequency in the range 10 - 50 Hz on the segregation efficiency. 

The corresponding vibration acceleration varies in the range 2.6g - 50g as 

given in the figure legends. The size ratio of the supporting spheres to the 

coarse particles, 0  is 2.6 (i.e.0=22OO/85O)

The data indicate that high frequency vibration facilitates the segregation 

of fine particles whereas operation at low frequency results in the 

discharge of the large particles (> 450 pm).

The above is believed to be due to the fact that high frequency vibration 

results in mixing of the support particles with the coarse fraction of the 

test sample. This allows the smaller particles to percolate down through 

the segregation column. It is interesting to note that according to Khan 

Ahmad and Smalley (1973) high frequency vibration is expected to 

promote mixing.
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Figure 7.12 The variation of fractional weight per cent with 
successive sub-samples for 12.000 g of a four component sand particles 
segregated in the absence of nozzle. The composition of the test sample 
and the rest of the experimental conditions are the same as those given in 
figure 7.9c.
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Figure 7.13 The effect of vibrating frequency and hence intensity of 
vibration on the variation of fractional weight per cent with successive 
sub-samples. Data refer to segregation of 12.000 g sand samples 
comprising equal masses of 90, 250, 425 and 850 pm particle. The 
support bed is 13 cm long, and comprises glass Ballotini spheres (ca.2.2 
mm dia. and 2.74 g /cnvb. (a) 20 Hz at l l g .  (b) 30 Hz at 24g , (c) 40 Hz 
at 42g , and (d) 50 Hz at 50g .
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Chapter 7 Particle size distribution analysis using vibration segregation method

It appears that the size segregation of a test sample may be obtained by 

controlling the vibration frequency. Therefore, it is expected that the 

separation of a desired particle size fraction from the test sample may be 

facilitated by vibrating the column at an appropriate frequency. This is 

discussed later (section 7.7.2.2.1.2).

7.7.2.1.5 The effect of vibration prior to sample collection

Figure 7.14 shows the effect of prior vibration on the segregation 

efficiency. The data were obtained by blocking the support wire gauze and 

vibrating the system for ca 5 minutes prior to collecting the various sub

samples. Comparing the results with those shown in figure 7.9c, it is clear 

that pre-vibration of the test sample results in a reduction in the 

segregation efficiency as the system reaches equilibrium between the 

mixing and unmixing effects. A similar observation was made by Olsen 

and Rippie (1964).

So far, the data indicate that the efficiency of particle size segregation 

increases with an increase in length of the supporting particles, supported 

by a wire gauze. In addition the use of a nozzle at the discharging point 

from the column promotes segregation. The frequency of vibration 

controls the degree of segregation / mixing effects of the coarse particles 

with the supporting particles. Prolonged particle size segregation results 

in some mixing effects of the segregated sub-samples prior to discharge 

from the column.
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Figure 7.14 The effect of prior vibration on the segregation 
efficiency. The results show the variation of fractional weight per cent 
with successive sub-samples for segregation of 12.000 g sand samples 
comprising equal masses of 90, 250, 425 and 850 pm particle. The 
vibration frequency and acceleration are 10 Hz and ca. 2.6g respectively. 
The support bed is 13 cm long and comprises glass Ballotini spheres 
(ca.2.2 mm dia. and 2.74 g /cm^). The test sample vibrated for ca 5 
minutes prior to the collection of sub-samples.
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7.7.2.1.6 Presentation of particle size distribution data 

obtained from vibrofluidization : Primary results

Figure 7.15 show particle size distribution data expressed in terms of 

cumulative weight percent undersize against average particle size for 12 

g of sand comprising equal masses of 850, 425, 212, and 90 pm sized 

particles. Curve A represents the data obtained on the basis of sieving 

analysis. Curve B on the other hand shows the data obtained from 

vibrating reed after the sample has undergone size segregation at 30 Hz 

frequency and ca. 24g acceleration. The support bed height is 13 ±0.1 cm.

The data indicate that segregation of particles larger than 425 pm is 

almost complete. Particles less than 425 pm however are poorly 

segregated. One possible explanation is that the voids among the 

supporting particles are large enough for all particles smaller than 425 

pm to undergo spontaneous inter-particle percolation and hence discharge 

from the column without any further segregation.

7.7.2.1.7 The effect of support particle density

Figure 7.16 shows the particle size distribution data for the four 

component mixture described in figure 7.15 using the same segregation 

conditions but using lead spherical shots (2.2 mm diameter and 11.26 

g /cm^) as support particles. The results of sieving analysis are given by 

curve A whereas the data obtained from vibrating reed technique are 

represented by curve B. The results indicate that there is some 

improvement in the size segregation of particles less than 200 pm . This is 

however, at the cost of some mixing in the intermediate particle size range 

(2(X) - 6(X) pm).
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Figure 7,15 Particle size distribution results in the form of 
cumulative weight percent undersize against average particle size. The test 
sample is 12 g sand particles comprising equal masses of 850, 425, 212, 
and 90 pm sized particles. The data refer to: curve A; sieving analysis and 
curve B; vibrating reed technique for which the test sample was size 
segregated prior to size analysis at 30 Hz frequency and ca. 24g 
acceleration. The support bed is 13 cm long and comprises glass Ballotini 
spheres (ca.2.2 mm dia. and 2.74 g /cm^).
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Figure 7.16 Particle size distribution results in the form of 
cumulative weight percent undersize against average particle size. The 
data refer to 12 g sand particles : curve A; sieving analysis and curve B; 
vibrating reed technique for which the test sample was size segregated 
prior to size analysis. The support bed is 13 cm long and comprises lead 
spherical shots (2.2 mm diameter and 11.26 g /cm^). The composition of 
the test sample and the rest of the experimental conditions are the same as 
those given in figure 7.15.
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A possible explanation could be that for the same driving force of 

vibration and the corresponding intensity; denser beds are less readily 

fluidised hence giving rise to smaller voids as compared to those present 

during the vibration of less dense particles. The column therefore, 

becomes more efficient in segregating small particles when support 

particles of high density are employed. In such cases however, the test 

sample is at the serious risk of attrition during vibration segregation.

7.7.2.2 Optimization of the system’s response in term s of 

resolution in particle size classification

The ultimate intention in this study is to produce a minimum of five 

distinct size fractions using the segregation column. On the other hand, 

size determination of each fraction with the use of vibrating reed device 

requires more data in the finer particle size range. This is because of the 

fact that the technique has a higher resolution in the finer particle size 

range (< 400 pm).

In view of the above, it is therefore important to introduce appropriate 

size classes. On this basis the five particle size ranges 90, 212, 355, 600 

and 850 pm are chosen to classify the size distribution of various samples 

using vibrofluidization technique. Appendix B shows the results of an 

analytical investigation of this particle size classification.

The following sections describe further optimization and various 

modifications made to the segregation system in order to allow size 

segregation below 400 pm.
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1.1.2.2A The effect of support bed particles on the efficiency 

of the segregation column

1.1.2.2.\.\ The effect of diameter of the support bed particles

Figure 7.17a shows the effect of 1.3 mm supporting particle diameter on 

segregation efficiency presented in the form of the variation of the 

fractional weight per cent with successive sub-samples for 10 g of a two 

component sand sample with equal masses of the 212 pm and 355 pm. The 

frequency and the acceleration of vibration segregation are 30 Hz and 24g 

respectively. The mass of supporting particle is approximately 92 ±0.5 g . 

The results show no significant improvement in vibration segregation of 

the test sample as compared with those given in figure 7.17b . This 

finding is in contrast with the results reported by (Khan Ahmad and 

Smalley 1973). According to the data given in figures 7.17a and 7.17b, 

the ratio of the supporting particles diameter to the coarser particle size, 

0  is equal to ca.3.7 and 6.2 respectively. A possible explanation for this 

finding is that despite the changes in the size of supporting particles, the 

dynamic size of the voids and openings during vibrofluidization remains 

almost unchanged. Consequently, no improvement occurs in vibration 

segregation of the test sample.

1.1.2.2.1.2 The effect of frequency of vibration on the size 

selection of the supporting particles

Figure 7.18 shows the effect of frequency of vibration on segregation 

efficiency presented in the form of the variation of the fractional weight 

per cent with successive sub-samples for 10 g of a two component sand 

sample with equal masses of the 212 pm and 355 pm. The frequency and
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Figure 7.17 The variation of the fractional weight per cent with 
successive sub-samples for 10 g of a two component sand sample with 
equal masses of the 212 pm and 355 pm. The frequency and the 
acceleration of vibration segregation are 30 Hz and 24g respectively. The 
support bed is glass Ballotini spheres (ca. 92 g ).wifh ca. 13 cm static 
height and varies in mean diameter : (a) ca. 1.3 mm dia. , 2.46 g /cm 
and (6=3.7, (b) ca.2.2 mm dia. and 2.74 g /cm^ and (6=6.2 .
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Figure 7.18 The variation of the fractional weight per cent with 
successive sub-samples for 10 g of a two component sand sample. The 
frequency and the acceleration of vibration segregation are 10 Hz and 
2.6g respectively. The composition of the test sample and the rest of the 
experimental conditions are similar to those given in figure 7.17a .
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the acceleration of vibration segregation are 10 Hz and 2.6g respectively. 

The rest of experimental conditions are similar to those given in figure 

7.17a . The data in this figure shows a remarkable improvement in the 

size segregation of the test sample compared with the data given in figure 

7.17a . The ratio of the supporting particles diameter to the size of coarse 

particles, 0  in both experiments are the same and equal to 3.7 . Figure 

7.19 shows the variation of the fractional weight per cent with successive 

sub-samples for 10 g of a two component sand sample with equal masses 

of the 355 pm and 600 pm. It is worth noting that the size ratio, 0  in this 

system is similar to the corresponding value for the system shown in 

figure 7.18. The frequency and the acceleration of vibration segregation 

are 10 Hz and 2.6g respectively. The rest of experimental conditions are 

given in the figure legend. As the size ratio of the above systems are 

equal, it would therefore be expected that the degree of the size 

segregation increases at the similar vibration frequency, ie 10 Hz .

It appears so far that the size segregation of the test sample in the range

3.7 - 6.2 of the size ratio of the supporting particles to the coarse particles 

is almost dominated by the degree of vibrofluidization of the bed inside 

the column and the frequency of vibration therefore, is the key to control 

this process. There is however, a limit to this control parameter.

Figure 7.20 shows the effect of vibration frequency on segregation 

efficiency presented in the form of the variation of the fractional weight 

per cent with successive sub-samples for 10 g of a two component sand 

sample with equal masses of the 90 pm and 212 pm. The frequency and 

the acceleration of vibration segregation are 5 Hz and 2.5g respectively. 

The mass and the mean size of supporting particles are ca. 92 ±0.5 g and

1.3 mm respectively. The data in this figure shows no further
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Fiaure 7.19 The variation of the fractional weight per cent with 
successive sub-samples for 10 g of a two component sand sample with 
equal masses of the 355 pm and 600 um. The frequency and the 
acceleration of vibration segregation are 10 Hz and 2.6g respectively. The 
support bed is glass Ballotini spheres (ca.2.2 mm dia. and 2.74 g /cm , 
(p=3.7) with ca. 13 cm static height.
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Fieure 7 20 The variation of the fractional weight per cent with 
successive sub-samples for 10 g of a two component sand sample with 
equal masses of the 90 pm and 212 pm. The frequency and the 
acceleration of vibration segregation are 5 Hz and ^.5g respectively. The 
support bed is glass Ballotini spheres (ca.1.3 mm dia. and - .4 6  
g 1) with cq. 13 cm static height.
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Chapter 7 Particle size distribution analysis using vibration segregation method

improvement on the degree of size segregation by reducing the vibration 

frequency as compared with the results shown in figure B.4b (Appendix 

B). The size ratio of the supporting particles to the coarse particles, 0  in 

these two tests are equal to 6.1. One possible explanation would be the 

effect of spontaneous inter-particle percolation of the test sample on the 

whole, which occurs at such increased values of 0 . The test sample 

therefore, discharges from the segregation column at any vibration 

frequency without any improvement in size segregation of the system.

Figure 7.21 shows the results of particle size segregation presented in the 

form of the variation of the fractional weight per cent with successive 

sub-samples for 10 g of a two component sand sample with equal masses 

of the 90 jum.and 212 jum . The mass and the diameter of the supporting 

particles are ca. 92 ±0.5 g and 0.78 mm respectively. The sample is 

segregated at 10 Hz frequency and ca. 2.6g acceleration. The ratio of the 

supporting particles diameter to the coarser particle size, 0  is equal to 

ca.3.7 . Data in this figure as compared with the results shown in figure 

B.4b (Appendix B) indicate that changes in the size of supporting particles 

play a key roll in the efficiency of the particle size segregation .

It appears that in general, at constant amplitude of vibration, the 

frequency of vibration and the diameter of the supporting particles are the 

two important parameters affecting the efficiency of size segregation.The 

degree of importance of either parameter depends upon the dynamic size 

of the voids during vibrofluidization and the effect of spontaneous inter

particle percolation of the test sample.

Based on the above findings a decrease in the size of the bed voids results 

in an increase in the degree of particle size segregation of very fine
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Figure 7.21 The variation of the fractional weight per cent with 
successive sub-samples for 10 g of a two component sand sample with 
equal masses of the 90 pm and 212 pm. The frequency and the 
acceleration of vibration segregation are 10 Hz and 2.6g respectively. The 
support bed is glass Ballotini spheres (ca.0.78 mm dia. , 2.93 g /cm^ , 
<̂ b=3.7 and ca. 92 g ) with ca. 13 cm static height.
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Chapter 7 Particle size distribution analysis using vibration segregation method

particles. Returning to the results shown in figure 7.16, employing denser 

supporting particles on the other hand, improves segregation of particles 

less than 200 pm. It is therefore, possible to improve the degree of 

particle size segregation by employing a composite bed of supporting 

particles comprising of different sizes and densities. This is investigated in 

the following section.

7.7.2.2.1.3 The effect of composition of the support bed 

particles

Figure 7.22 shows the results of particle size segregation presented in the 

form of the variation of the fractional weight per cent with successive 

sub-samples for 10 g of a two component sand sample with equal masses 

of the 90 pm and 212 pm . 92 ±0.5 g supporting particles employed in 

the form of a mixture of glass spheres (1.3 mm diameter ,ca 2.46 g /cm^) 

and copper shots (ca 0.55 mm diameter , 8.70 g /cm^) with the mass ratio 

ca. 3:1 for the glass spheres to the copper shots respectively. The rest of 

the experimental conditions are similar to those given in figure 7.21 .A 

comparison between the results shown in figures 7.22 and 7.21 indicates 

that the mean size and the composition of the supporting particles are both 

important in the study of particle size segregation using vibration 

technique.

Particle size segregation is slower when size fractions of high densities are 

dealt with (Khan Ahmad and Smalley 1973). It appears that dense copper 

shots therefore, mix with the supporting particles during vibration. 

Random distribution of the smaller copper shots among the larger glass 

spheres decreases the size of voidages through out the supporting 

particles. Therefore, smaller particles still percolate down easily whereas
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Figure 7.22 The variation of the fractional weight per cent with 
successive sub-samples for 10 g of a two component sand sample. The 
support bed is ca. 13 cm height and comprises ca.92 g of a mixture of 
glass Ballotini spheres (1.3 mm diameter ,ca 2.46 g /cm^) and copper 
shots (ca 0.55 mm diameter , 8.70 g /cm^) with the mass ratio ca. 3:1 for 
the glass spheres to the copper shots respectively. The composition of the 
sample and the rest of the experimental conditions are similar to those 
given in figure 7.21
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coarser particles experience obstructions. The result is an improvement in 

particle size segregation.

7.7.2.3 Determination of particle size distribution using 

vibrofluidization

Figure 7.23 shows a comparison of particle size distribution data 

produced on the basis of sieving and the vibrofluidization method. The 

figure is presented in the form of cumulative weight percent undersize 

against the particle size for 9 g multicomponent sand mixture. The 

segregation vibration was performed by means of varying both the size of 

the support packing particles and the frequency of vibration. Curve A 

represents the data obtained on the basis of sieving analysis. Curve B on 

the other hand shows the data obtained from vibrofluidisation method. A 

slight deviation in the finer particle size range between the data obtained 

using the two methods is due to the poor size segregation. Figure 7.24 

shows similarly, the analytical results of particle size distribution obtained 

by the sieving and the vibrofluidisation methods. The results refer to the 

segregation of the fine particle size range by means of employing a 

composite packing of the glass beads (1.3 mm) and copper shots (0.55 

mm) with the mass ratio of ca. 3:1 respectively. The rest of the 

experimental conditions are the same as those given in figure 7.23. A 

close agreement between the two methods in the determination of particle 

size distribution establishes the principle of a reliable technique for on

line particle size analysis.
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Figure 7.23 Particle size distribution results in the form of 
cumulative weight percent undersize against average particle size. The test 
sample is 9 g sand particles comprising different masses of 850, 425, 
212, and 90 pm sized particles. The data refer to: curve A; sieving 
analysis and curve B; vibrating reed technique for which the test sample 
was segregated prior to size analysis. The height of the support bed is ca. 
13 cm . For values of d)<3.7 the frequency and intensity of vibration are 
tuned to 30 Hz and 24g respectively. For values of d>=3.7 the vibrating 
conditions are tuned to TO Hz frequency and 2.6g intensity.
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Figure 7.24 Particle size distribution results in the form of 
cumulative weight percent undersize against average particle size. Test 
sample is 9 g sand particles. The data refer to: curve A; sieving analysis 
and curve B; vibrating reed technique for which the test sample was 
segregated prior to size analysis. The support bed employed for 
segregation of fine particles (< 300 pm) comprises 92 g of a mixture of 
glass Ballotini spheres (1.3 mm diameter ,ca 2.46 g /cm^) and copper 
shots (ca 0.55 mm diameter , 8.7 g /cm^) with the mass ratio ca. 3:1 for 
the glass spheres to the copper shots respectively. The composition of the 
sample and the rest of the experimental conditions are similar to those 
given in figure 7.23
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7.8 Conclusion

In this chapter the feasibility of two different techniques for obtaining 

particle size distribution data were investigated.

The first relies on the utilisation of the vibrating reed device by 

attempting to relate particle size distribution data to the system's vibration 

characteristics such as its Quality Factor. It was not possible to obtain 

particle size distribution data using this approach.

An alternative method is based on vibrofluidization technique. Samples of 

different particle size distributions first undergo size segregation and 

classified into a number of sub-samples. The average size of each sub

sample is then measured using vibrating reed device.

The size classification technique adopted is based on mechanical vibration 

of the test powder in a column containing some relatively large diameter 

particles which act as a variable diameter filter in response to external 

vibration. A device based on mechanical vibration is considered to be 

advantageous as from a practical point of view it could, in principle, share 

the same drive and detection electronics as the vibrating reed device.

The voids present in the supporting particles result in first spontaneous 

inter-particle percolation of very fine particles which are then discharged 

from the vibrating column at the very beginning of the size segregation 

test. Intermediate size particles percolate down through the column 

following vibration. During this period, the coarser particles undergo 

mixing with the supporting particles.
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A number of parameters were investigated in order to define the best 

configuration of the column arrangement and determine the optimum 

conditions for the system response with respect to obtaining a high 

resolution in particle size segregation. The effects of supporting particles 

in terms of size, height, density and composition together with the 

frequency of vibration and the segregation time were studied in detail.

An increase in the height of the supporting particles improves the 

efficiency of size segregation at a cost of an increase in the total analysis 

time. Density of the supporting particles has insignificant effect on size 

segregation specifically for coarse particle size range (>200 pm). The 

composition of the supporting particles was found to improve the 

efficiency of the fine particle size segregation. An investigation of the size 

segregation time indicated that prolong size segregation promotes mixing. 

Fast segregation analysis is therefore, advantageous.

The size of supporting particles and the frequency of vibration 

segregation were found to play key rolls in this study. The degree of 

importance of either parameter depends upon the dynamic size of the 

voids during vibrofluidization and the effect of spontaneous inter-particle 

percolation of the test sample. The ratio of the supporting particles 

diameter to the size of coarse particle, 0  is a key factor governing 

particle size segregation. According to the experimental results when 0  > 

3.7, spontaneous inter-particle percolation of the test sample occurs. The 

frequency of vibration therefore, has little effect on size segregation. 

When 0  < 3.7, the separation of the coarse particles from the fine ones in 

the test sample is readily achieved by adjusting the frequency and 

therefore, the intensity of vibration.
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In addition to the above parameters, the use of a wire gauze primarily to 

hold the supporting particles was found useful in improving the degree of 

size segregation. The design and use of a nozzle at the discharge point 

improves the size segregation efficiency by mainly controlling the 

discharge rate of the sub-samples.
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CHAPTER 8

Particle size measurement using free vibration technique

8.1 Introduction

In addition to the use of forced vibrofluidization for particle size 

measurement, Mahgerefteh and Al-Khoory (1991) reported the results of 

some preliminary experiments for producing the same data using free 

vibration. In this approach, the partially filled cell was first driven into 

resonance, the driving power was then cut off and the amplitude of 

vibration was recorded as a function of time during free vibration. The 

authors found that particles with the same mass but different average sizes 

followed different amplitude/time decay profiles.

This chapter reports the results of a series of experiments which 

investigate the feasibility of producing particle size data using the free 

vibration technique. The various factors investigated include the effects of 

sample mass and density, internal diameter of the cell, resonant frequency 

and the amplitude of vibration at the onset of free vibration. A brief 

review of the relevant theory for free vibrating structures as described in 

the open literature is given first.

8.2 Free vibrating systems

Free vibrating structures may be subjected to either viscous or coulomb 

damping during oscillation. Viscous damping is described by an 

exponential decay of vibration whereas coulomb (dry friction) damping is 

identified by a linear decay of oscillation. However, there are many
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damped free vibrating systems with a combination of these two types of 

damping. In such structures, the decay of oscillation initially starts with 

viscous damping and is then followed by dry friction. It is always 

preferred to analyze the effect of these two damping individually. If the 

exponential and linear decays are difficult to separate then a decay 

function must be introduced by trial and error which can conform with 

the experimental data ( Beards 1983).

A simple exponential function for damped free oscillations by which the 
amplitude of vibration, at time, t can well describe the behaviour of a

structure over several cycles is given by (French 1970) :

’l l '

C D

where, Aq is the amplitude of vibration at resonance, y is decay constant 

(or damping coefficient) and should always be significantly less than the 

angular frequency of vibration (ie. y «  co).

For dry or coulomb damping, the difference in the amplitudes of two 
sequential cycles Aj and A2 is given by (Thomson 1993) :

(8.2)

where, Fj is force due to coulomb damping and, k is stiffness constant.

The frequency of system in this way remains unchanged and is equal to 

that of the undamped oscillation.
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8.3 Experimental set up

Each sample is vibrofluidized at resonance by the vibrating reed in a feed 

back mode. A trigger is used for power cut off. The amplitude of free 

oscillations as a function of time is captured by a Digital Storage Adaptor, 

(DSA524 : Thurlby Electronics Ltd.) over 2000 milliseconds (or 'ms') 

incorporating a 500 ms negative delay. The pre-delay improves the 

quality of the recorded waveform signals and is excluded later during the 

data analysis. The decay profiles together with the corresponding raw 

data are displayed using a personal computer.

8.4 Results

Figure 8.1 shows the variation of the decay of the amplitude of free 

vibration with time for 1 ±10"^ g glass Ballotini spheres (2.93 g /cm^) 

in the range 106 - 125 jum particle size. The system is vibrated at ca. 66 

±10"^ Hz resonant frequency and 7.3g acceleration prior to power cut 

off.

The non-linear damping of the amplitude of free oscillation at the 

beginning of oscillation is an indication of prevalence of viscous damping. 

Figures 8.2a and 8.2b show two approximations to the linear portion or 

dry friction for the decay of the amplitude of free vibrating system 

described in figure 8.1 taken at different time intervals. In figure 8.2a, 

the linear fit is initiated after 400 ms of free oscillation corresponding to 

a gradient equal to ca. 1.86x10“̂  milliVolts (or 'mV') decay per cycle. In 

figure 8.2b on the other hand, the linear approximation is initiated after 

600 ms. The slope of the fitted line is 1.65x10"^ mV decay per cycle. In 

the above set up, viscous or exponential damping therefore play a
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Figure 8.1 The variation of the decay of the amplitude of damped free 
vibration with time for 1.000 g glass Ballotini spheres(2.93 g /cm^) in 
the range 106 - 125 uni particle size. The frequency and acceleration of 
vibration prior to excitation shut off are ca. 66 Hz resonance and 7.3g 
respectively. ~
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Figure 8.2 Two approximations to the linear effect of dry friction for 
the decay of the amplitude of damped free vibration for the system 
described in figure 1. (a) After 400 ms with ca. 1.86><10'^ mV decay per 
cycle, (b) after 600 ms with ca. 1.65>< lO'"̂  mV decay per cycle.
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dominant role up to 600 ms following the excitation shut off. Based on 

this comparison, it is therefore reasonable to employ equation 8.1 in this 

period of time prior to the linear response taking over. In this study 

however, approximately 500 ms of the free damped oscillations after the 

excitation shut off is sufficient for the analysis of the experimental data.

8.4.1 The variation of decay constant with time during decay 

period

Mahgerefteh and Al-Khoory (1991) applied equation 8.1 in order to 

establish a simple mathematical relationship between the decay constant, y 

and the average particle size. This was based on the assumption that for a 

given particle size, y remained unchanged during the decay period. This 

assumption led to a limited agreement between experimental data and 

those predicted on the basis of the fitted equation.

Assuming that the variation of, y with time, t may be approximated in 

terms of a third degree polynomial of the following form, we have

2 3
Y = a  + PLn(t) + o(Ln(t)) + ô(Ln(t)) (g  3 )

a  ,p ,u and Ô are constants, found by iteration.

According to equation 8.1, the exponential damping equation for the data 

presented in figure 8.1 is given by :

- ( f )A, . = 255 X e
(t) (8.4)
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The vibration amplitude, A in this equation is expressed in mV. The 

decay constant, y for the viscous damping portion of the decay period (ca 

500 ms) has been estimated by trial and error (0.996 correlation 

coefficient) as :

Y = -  2  0402 X 10 ^ + 1 7 8 6 4 x  10 \ n { i )

-  3.5634x 10 ^(Ln(t)) +2.0829 X 10 '^(Ln(t))^ (8.5)

Figure 8.3 is a comparison of the decay profiles between the experimental 

data (curve A) shown in figure 8.1 and those calculated on the basis of the 

decay function given by equation 8.5 (curve B) up to 500 ms following 

excitation shot off. The agreement in the data clearly shows that damping 

coefficient of the free oscillation is a time dependent variable.

8.4.2 The dependency of decay function on particle size

Figures 8.4a - 8.4d show the variation of decay coefficient's constants a, 

P, u, and Ô with particle size during free damped oscillation for 1 ±10“̂  

g alumina particles (3.96 g /cm^). The system is vibrated at ca. 65.5 

±10'^ Hz resonance and ca. 7.6g acceleration prior to the power cut off. 

Analogous experiments conducted in conjunction with other materials 

such as glass, coal and bronze failed to produce any obvious trends. It was 

therefore not possible to establish a generalised empirical expression for 

predicting the variation of the decay coefficients constants a, p, u, and Ô 

with particle size.

Figure 8.5 shows the variation of the decay of the amplitude of free 

vibration with time for 1 ±10“̂  g glass Ballotini spheres in the 180-212
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Figure 8.3 The variation of decay of the amplitude of damped free 
vibration with time, for 1.000 g glass Ballotini spheres in the range of 
106 - 125 pm particle size (an exponential damping) up to 500 ms . The 
resonant frequency and acceleration of vibration prior to excitation shut 
off are ca. 66 Hz and 7.3g respectively. The data refer to: curve A; the 
experimental results and curve B; the mathematical values.
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Figure 8.4 The variation of decay coefficient's constants with particle 
size in damped free oscillation for 1.000 g alumina particles (3,96 
g /cm^). The system vibrated at ca. 65.5 Hz resonance and ca. 7.6g 
acceleration prior to excitation shut off. The data refer to : (a) constant a ,  
(b) constant p, (c) constant u, and (d) constant Ô.
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Figure 8.5 The variation of decay of the amplitude of damped free 
vibration with time recorded in two identical runs for 1.000 g glass 
Ballotini spheres (2.93 g /cm^) in the range of 180 - 212 pm particle 
size. The resonant frequency and acceleration of vibration prior to 
excitation shut off are ca. 65 Hz and 7.3g respectively. The data refer to 
repeatability of the tests: curve A; the first run and curve B; the second 
run.
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jum particle size range recorded in two identical runs showing typical 

repeatability in data. The system vibrated at ca. 65 ±10'^ Hz resonance 

and 7.3g acceleration prior to power cut off. According to this figure, the 

maximum deviation between the two sets of data is approximately 10 mV 

which occurs at 500 ms.

Figure 8.6 shows the effect of changes in average particle size on the 

variation of the decay of the amplitude of damped free vibration with 

time for 1 ±10"  ̂ g glass Ballotini spheres. Curve A refers to the 180 - 

212 jum and curve B refers to the 212 - 250 jum particle size ranges. The 

experimental conditions are the same as those described in figure 8.5. The 

maximum deviation in the amplitude of vibration is approximately 10 mV 

at 500 ms free oscillating time which is of similar magnitude to the 

repeatability in the experimental data shown in figure 8.5.

8.4.3 The effect of powder mass, density, cell diameter and 

vibration frequency on the system’s response

Figures 8.7 - 8.10 respectively show the variation of the constants a, P, 

u, and Ô with particle mass, density,cell diameter and vibration frequency 

during damped free vibration. The data were obtained in conjunction 

with glass Ballotini, coal, alumina and bronze with average sizes in the 

range 83 - 550 pm. The prevailing experimental conditions are given in 

the figure legends.

According to the data no obvious trends between the various fitting 

constants and the experimental conditions or the particulate characteristics 

are identifiable.
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Figure 8.6 The effect of changes in particle size range on the variation 
of decay of the amplitude of damped free oscillation v/ith time for 1.000 
g glass Ballotini spheres. The experimental conditions are the same as 
those given in figure 5. The data refer to: curve A; 1 8 0 - 2 1 2  pm and 
curve B; 212-250 pm .
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Considering the effect of the vibration frequency on the system’s

response, for a system of mass, m and stiffness constant, k experiencing 
viscously damped free oscillation, the critical damping, c  ̂ is given by

(Thomson 1993) :

Cc = 2 Æ  (8.6)

and C is the ratio of the viscous damping, c to the critical damping, ĉ  

which is in turn given by :

c = ^
(8.7)

For a viscously damped free oscillatory motion such as that experienced

by the present system, ( <1.0 (Thomson 1993). The angular frequency, 
cOjj during the decay for this system is therefore, given by :

where, is the natural angular frequency of the system during forced 

oscillation.

Referring to the data shown in figure 8.3, the resonance frequency of the 

system during forced vibration is found to be approximately equal to the 

frequency of damped oscillation (<±1 Hz deviation) during the viscous 

damping period. When investigating the effect of vibration frequency on 

the system’s response, it is therefore reasonable to record the resonant 

frequency during forced vibration as the system’s frequency during each 

test.
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Figure 8.7 The effect of changes in the size of test powder on the 
variation of various constants (equation 8.3) with the mass of vibrating 
bed for spherical glass particles (2.93 g /cm^). The resonant frequency 
and acceleration of vibration prior to excitation shut off are ca. 64 Hz 
and 6.9g respectively. The data refer to: (a) constant a  , (b) constant P , 
(c) consTant u , and (d) constant 5.
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Figure 8.8 The effect of changes in the size of test powder on the 
variation of various constants (equation 8.3) with density of vibrating bed 
for 1.000 g powders of: coal; 1.36 g /cm^, glass spheres; 2.93 g /cm^, 
alumina; 3.93 g /cm^ and bronze shots; 8.75 g /cm^. The resonant 
frequency and acceleration of vibration prior to excitation shut off are 
ca. 65 Hz and 7.2g respectively. The data refer to: (a) constant a  , (b) 
constant P , (c) constant u , and (d) constant Ô.
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variation of various constants (equation 8.3) with container internal 
diameter. The test sample is 1.000 g glass spheres (2.93 g /cm^). The 
resonant frequency and acceleration of vibration prior to excitation shut 
off are ca. 61.5 Hz and 6.5g respectively. The data refer to: (a) constant 
a  , (b) constant P , (c) constant i) , and (d) constant 5.
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vibration prior to excitation shut off. The test sample is 1.000 g glass 
Bailotini spheres (2.93 g /cm^). The data refer to: (a) constant a  , (b) 
constant p , (c) constant u , and (d) constant Ô.
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Chapter 8 Particle size measurement using free vibration technique

The resonant frequency was changed by altering the mass of the cell. 

Once again, the data fail to show any obvious trends.

8.4.4 The effect of initial amplitude on decay profile

Figure 8.11 shows the effect of particle size on the variation of the decay 

of the amplitude of free vibration with time for 1 ±10"^ g glass Bailotini 

spheres. In all cases the system was driven with the same driving power 

prior to shut off. The corresponding resonant frequency and vibration 

acceleration are ca. 64 ±10"^ Hz and 6.9g respectively. As expected, the 

initial amplitude of vibration increases with decreasing particle size. The 

same trend is conserved for the duration of the decay.

Figure 8.12 on the other hand shows the predicted effect of the initial 

amplitude of vibration on the generated decay profile calculated on the 

basis of the damping function given by equation 8.3 . The data relate to 1 

±10"^ g of glass Bailotini spheres with an average size of 137 pm.

All the decay profiles were generated with the same initial amplitude of 

vibration as those given in figure 8.11 for various particle sizes. The 

close agreement between the results shown in figures 8.11 and 8.12 

suggest that for the same mass of powder, the resulting decay profile 

following excitation shut off is primarily dictated by the initial amplitude 

of vibration and not the average particle size as previously suggested by 

Mahgerefteh and Al-Khoory (1991).
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Chapter 8 Particle size measurement using free vibration technique

8.5 Conclusion

On the basis of the findings described in this chapter, three important 

conclusions can be made. These are :

i) The decay of free vibration for the vibrofluidization system described 

in this work is a combination of viscous and coulomb dampings. Like 

many other free oscillating structures, as viscous damping gradually 

diminishes, coulomb damping takes over. It is however, difficult to 

identify the precise position of the transition between these damping 

phenomena.

ii)The modeling of the initial viscous damping behaviour is not possible 

using simple theory reported in the open literature for these types of 

systems as the results of this study indicate that the decay constant is a 

time dependent variable. However, a semi-empirical equation has been 

developed which satisfactorily describes the behaviour of the system.

iii) For the same mass of powder, the precise variation of the vibration 

amplitude with time during free oscillations depends on the initial 

resonant amplitude just prior to excitation shut off. The effect of particle 

size is only a secondary factor and hence despite its simplicity, this mode 

of operation offers little value for producing particle data using the 

vibrofluidization technique.
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CHAPTER 9 

Conclusions

In this thesis, the results of a series of experimental studies are presented 

which elucidate the main mechanism governing the response of a 

vibrofluidization technique for particle size analysis. The work also 

includes an investigation of the effect changes in a number of design and 

operating parameters on the system's response followed by its 

mathematical modelling. The thesis concludes by reporting the results of 

some preliminary studies which investigate the feasibility of the device in 

terms of producing particles size distribution data.

Early on in the study, it is shown that the damping of oscillations is 

primarily dictated by the extent of particle/base interactions the 

magnitude of which directly increases with increasing particle size. This 

is mainly confirmed by the observation that smaller particles are more 

readily fluidised and hence a smaller proportion of the test cell energy is 

lost or dissipated through particle/base collisions. In practice, this effect is 

manifested in terms of an increase in the damping of oscillations with 

increase in particle size. On the other hand, as denser powders are less 

readily fluidised, a larger fraction of the test cell energy is expected to be 

lost through particle/base interactions. This is consistent with the 

observation that for the same mass of powder, the degree of damping 

increases with increase in bed density and/or a reduction in the static bed 

height.

In view of the relative insensitivity of the instrument particularly at large 

particle sizes (> 400 pm) a semi-empirical, visco-elastic model has been
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developed for optimization purposes. The model predicts the amplitude of 

vibration of the particle sizer from a knowledge of a number of system 

design and operating parameters.

The finite disagreement of the results predicted by the model as compared 

to the experimentally obtained data, is accounted for in terms of the 

behaviour of powder and the vibrating system during vibrofluidization. 

For example, particle agglomeration effects are not considered in the 

model and the vibrofluidized particles are assumed to be mono-sized. 

Variations in the magnetic flux linkage between the vibrating cell and the 

electromagnet on the other hand, although present in practice, are not 

incorporated into the model.

The unexpected decrease in the damping of oscillations with increase in 

particle size at high vibration intensities coupled with the results of 

complimentary experiments discounting particle/wall friction as a 

primary source for damping of oscillations, promoted a series of studies 

in which the phase lag between the vibrating cell and the fluidised powder 

was determined. The results indicate that the damping of oscillations is 

directly proportional to the phase lag between the vibrating cell and the 

fluidised powder. The larger the average size of the fluidised particles, 

the greater the observed phase lag. The previously observed unexpected 

reduction in the damping of oscillations with increasing average particle 

size at high vibration intensities is shown to be a consequence of a 

reduction in the phase lag.

The feasibilities of two different techniques, both incorporating the 

vibrating reed for obtaining particle size distribution data were 

investigated. The first method, attempting to relate particle size
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distribution data to the system's vibration characteristics such as its 

Quality Factor was unsuccessful.

The second approach involves segregation of the test sample to different 

size fractions and determining the average size of each sub-sample using 

the vibrating reed device. The size classification step is based on 

mechanical vibration of the test powder in a column containing some 

relatively large diameter particles which act as a variable diameter filter 

in response to external vibration.

The effects of changes in a number of parameters including the 

supporting particles average size, height, density and composition 

together with variations in the vibration intensity and the segregation time 

on the segregation efficiency are investigated. Such studies are considered 

to be important as the resolution of the system in terms of producing 

particle size distribution data is primarily dictated by the degree of size 

segregation.

In general, it is found that an increase in the height of the supporting 

particles improves the efficiency of size segregation at a cost of an 

increase in the total analysis time. Density of the supporting particles has 

insignificant effect on size segregation particularly in the case of coarse 

particles (> 250 pm). The composition of the supporting particles on the 

other hand is found to improve the segregation efficiency of fine (< 300 

pm) particles.

The ratio of the diameter of supporting bed particles to the coarse particle 

size ,0  is found to be a major factor affecting size segregation. For 0  > 

3.7, spontaneous inter-particle percolation of the test sample becomes the
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dominant mechanism governing size segregation of the test sample. For 0  

<3.7 however, the frequency of vibration controls the degree of size 

segregation.

In addition to forced vibration, Mahgerefteh and Al-Khoory (1991) 

reported an alternative method for particle size analysis on the basis of 

damped free vibration of the test sample by proposing that samples of 

different particle sizes exhibit different decay profiles.

The results of the present study indicate that the decay profile depends on 

the initial resonant amplitude just prior to excitation shut-off. The effect 

of particle size is only a secondary factor and hence despite its simplicity, 

this mode of operation offers little value for producing particle size data 

using the vibrofluidization technique.

Further analysis indicates that the decay of free vibration is a combination 

of viscous and coulomb dampings. Like many other free oscillating 

structures, as viscous damping gradually diminishes, coulomb damping 

takes over. In the case of the present device, however, it is difficult to 

identify the precise location of the transition between these damping 

phenomena. It appears that the transition period comprises a combination 

of the two effects.

The modeling of the initial viscous damping behaviour is not possible 

using simple vibration theory as the results of this study indicate that the 

decay constant is a time dependent variable. However, a semi-empirical 

equation has been developed which satisfactorily describes the behaviour 

of the system.
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In conclusion, it is hoped that the present work lays the foundation for 

designing a practical device based on the vibrofluidization technique for 

particle size distribution analysis. It is envisaged that for such a device, 

the segregation and size analysis steps will be assembled in the form of an 

integrated unit.
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Nomenclature

Chapter 2

dh upper aperture size [m]

di arithmetic mean particle size of component ith [m]

d] lower aperture size [m]

S powder mean size [m]

mi mass of component ith [kg]

X mass fraction [-]
Xi mass fraction of component ith [-]

Greek letters

0  cumulative weight percent oversize (or undersize)

fraction [-]

Chapter 3

Ai Cunninggham constant [-]

an upper sieve aperture size [m]

an-1 lower sieve aperture size [m]

C particle concentration [g /cm^]

D distance of the particle from the axis of rotation of the

centrifuge [m]

d* resolution of microscope [pm]
dst Stokes diameter [m],[pm]

g gravitational acceleration [cm/s^]

L mean free path of the air molecules [pm]
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Nomenclature

m particle mass [g ]

N Avogadro constant [-]

n refractive index of the medium [-]

n* refractive index of the system [-]

Ni frequency of the sound [1/s]
P(0) particle scattering factor [-]

r particle radius [pm]
R0 intensity of scattering for unpolarized light [-]

s size of the mono-dispersed particles [pm]

t time [s]

V free falling velocity of particle [cm/s]

X amplitude of vibration of particles [m]
Xq amplitude of vibration of the sound wave [m]

Greek letters

(|) angular aperture [-]

q absolute viscosity of fluid, air viscosity [kg/(m.s)]

A wavelength of the light [pm]
0 angle of the scattered light, scattering angle [-]

p density of fluid [kg/m^],[g/cm^]

o density of particle [kg/m^],[g /cm^]

CO angular velocity [rad/s]

Chapter 4

A maximum amplitude of vibration [m]

f resonant frequency [Hz]

g acceleration due to gravity [m/s ]̂
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Nomenclature

Imax maximum intensity of vibration [m/s2]

m powder mass [g]

Greek letters

r dimensionless acceleration H
(0 angular frequency [1/s]

Chapter 5

A amplitude of vibration [mV],[V]

a acceleration of bed particles [m/s2]

Al coefficient [-]
B cross section area, base area.of the cell [m2]

B1 coefficient [-]
c powder viscous damping coefficient [kg/s]

c viscous damping coefficient(based on NELP) [kg/s]

Cl coefficient [-]
Cr coefficient of restitution [-]
D cell (or bed) diameter [m]

AF changes in driving force [N]
dp particle diameter [m]

Ax changes in reed displacement [m]

E constant [m2/kg2s]

e powder stiffness [kg/s2]

F force, driving force [N]

f frequency of oscillation [Hz]

^fw ratio of wall friction force to bed mass [m/s2]

/ function refers to damping of oscillation [-]
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Nomenclature

G the amount of gas held in the bed gap [kg]

§ acceleration due to gravity [m/s ]̂

H static height (of the bed) [m]

h dynamic height relative to the vibratory plane [m]

H* dynamic height relative to the bed centre of

h*

K

k
k

K

L

1

M

m
Mt

N

n

n*

NELP

P

Q

q
4p,w
R

r

S

gravity

dynamic height relative to distributor 

The ratio of horizontal pressure to that of 

vertical

vibrator or reed stiffness 

permeability constant 

dimensional value of constant K 

constant

depth of the bed 

element of depth of the bed 

mass of vibrated cell 

mass of powder
total mass of the bed and the cell 

normal vertical force at the bottom of bed 

dimensionless time

dimensionless drag force caused by air 

Number of the Equivalent Layers of Particles 

pressure

normal reaction force on the plate 

frictional constant
frictional constant of the layer next to the wall

specific gas constant 

side friction factor

the air gap thickness, bed throw height,

[m]

[m]

[-]
[kg/s2]

[Pa.s/m]
[ml-5s3/kg3]

[ml.5s3/kg3]

[m]

[m]

[kg]

[kg]
[kg]

[N]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[Pa]

[N]

[1/s]
[1/s]

[J/(kg.K)]

[-]
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Nomenclature

the difference between displacement of the bed 

and the vibratory plate [m]

T temperature m
t time [s]
'j'* free flight duration [s]

u superficial gas velocity, air velocity [m/s]

Up,w velocity of the layer next to the wall [m/s]

V volume [m3]

X element of height of the bed [m]

X parallel displacement coordinate of a 2D system [-]
Y perpendicular displacement coordinate of a 2D

system [-]
Z displacement relative to stationary coordinate

system [m]

Z intensity (or acceleration) of vibration [m/s2]

Z velocity of vibration [m/s]

Greek letters

X dimensionless displacement of vibration [-]
e voidage fraction. [-]

particle shape factor [-]
r dimensionless oscillating acceleration [-]

n coefficient of acceleration [1/m]

cp phase shift, phase lag between the fluidised bed

and the vibrating cell [-]
À friction coefficient [-]

p viscosity [Pa.s]

0 angle of elevation to the horizontal [-]
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Nomenclature

p density [kg/m^]

a normal vertical stress [N/m^]

a* ratio of particle drag force on the bed boundary

to that inside the bed [-]

T tangential stress at the wall [N/m^]

CO the angular frequency of oscillations. [rad/s]

Ç dimensionless air gap size [-]

tp dimensionless bed-permeability parameter [-]

Subscripts

1 first cyclic collision of the bed to the cell base.

2 second cyclic collision of the bed to the cell base.

A unit area [m ]̂

a atmospheric

b bed of particles

c vibrating cell or base

eg centre of gravity

cl collision of the bed of particles to the vibrating cell

D distributor plate

F fluid

f friction

g fluid gas, air within the vibrating bed

hf half the quantity

L refer to the air gap, bottom of the bed

1 lifting off of the bed of particles from the vibrating base

m maximum

o initial condition, initial cyclic lift off

p refers to the particles
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Nomenclature

R resistive parameter

St static (or stationary) parameter

t refers to the total quantity

w wall

X horizontal component of the quantity

X refers to the height

Y vertical component of the quantity

Chapter 6

A amplitude of vibration m,[rn>

g gravitational acceleration [m/s2]

Greek letters

(|) phase lag [ms]

Chapter 7

A cross section area of the fluidization column [m2]

Ar Archimedes number [-]
AP fluid pressure drop [N/m2]

dp diameter of particle [m]

I acceleration due to gravity [m/s2]

L distance [m]
Mp submerged mass of the powder in column [kg]

Umf minimum fluidization velocity [m/s]

Vo initial horizontal velocity [m/s]
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Nomenclature

Greek letters

0  ratio of the diameter of the supporting particles to the

size of coarse particles in segregation column. [-] 

p density [kg/m^]

|i fluid viscosity [kg/(m.s)]

Subscripts

p refers to particle

g refers to gas

f refers to fluid

mf minimum fluidization

0 initial

Chapter 8

A amplitude of vibration [mV],[m]

Ao amplitude of vibration at resonance [mV],[m]

c viscous damping [kg/s]

Cc critical damping [kg/s]

Fd , force due to coulomb damping [N]

k stiffness constant [N/m]

m mass attached to the spring [kg]

t time [ms]

Greek letters

a constant [1/ms]
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Nomenclature

P constant [1/ms]

ô constant [1/ms]

Y decay constant, damping coefficient [1/ms]

V constant [1/ms]

(0 angular frequency [1/s]
CO (j angular frequency of viscously damped free

oscillation [1/s]
(Ojj natural angular frequency [1/s]

C the ratio of the viscous to the critical dampings [-]

Subscripts

1 refer to the first of the two consecutive parameters

2 refer to the second of the two consecutive parameters

t time

Chapter 9

ratio of the diameter of the supporting particles to the 

size of coarse particles in segregation column [-]

Appendix A

A amplitude of vibration [m]

An resonant amplitude of an oscillating system [m]

fn natural frequency of an oscillating system [1/s]

f frequency of ocsillation [1/s]

Q quality factor [-]
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Nomenclature

Subscripts

1 refer to the first of the two consecutive parameters

2 refer to the second of the two consecutive parameters

2 7 1
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APPENDIX A

Quality Factor

According to Thomson (1993), when a structure is forced into resonance, 

the sharpness of resonance can be measured by a quantity known as 

Quality Factor, Q . This quantity is related to damping and is given by :

Q= f -  f2 n  (A.i)

where, fn is natural frequency of the system under investigation, {\ and f] 

are the two frequencies of oscillations at either side of resonance where 

the corresponding amplitude of oscillations, A are given by:

(A.2)

An is the resonant amplitude of oscillation. Figure A.I is schematic 

representation of an harmonic excitation in the form of the variation of 

the amplitude of vibration with frequency of oscillations around 

resonance. The above definitions are summarized in this figure.
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O h

e<

Frequency

Figure A.I Schematic representation of an harmonic excitation 
showing the variation of amplitude of vibration with frequency around 
resonance. The resonant frequency and the corresponding resonant 
amplitude of such a system are defined as fn and An respectively.
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APPENDIX B

Standard sizing in particle size distribution analysis

The following describes the results of a number of investigations with 

binary mixtures of different size sand particles. These experiments were 

conducted in order to identify the closest size cuts corresponding to 

maximum resolution in particle size distribution. An optimum size cut is 

defined as one having the narrowest size distribution.

Figure B.la for example shows the variation of fractional weight per cent 

with successive sub-samples received from the column fed with 10 g of a 

binary feed mixture comprising equal masses of 850 and 710 pm sand 

particles. The sample was passed through the segregation column packed 

with 13 ±0.1 cm long (equivalent to 93 ±0.5 g ) of ca.2.2 mm diameter 

supporting glass Ballotini spheres and its size distribution was determined 

using sieving conducted in accordance to British Standards for Test 

Sieving (BS 1796: Part 1: 1989). The vibration intensity and frequency 

were 24g and 30 Hz respectively. 850 pm was selected as the upper size as 

it corresponded to the largest particle size that can be determined using 

the reed device (see figure 4.3 in chapter 4).

Returning to figure B.la, the data indicate that the majority of the sub

samples still remain in a mixed state. The two sizes of 850 and 710 pm 

are therefore too close to one another in order for the column to affect 

any adequate segregation.

Figure B.lb shows the results of the same test but this time using a binary 

mixture of 850 and 600 pm sand particles. The data indicate that the
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initial sub-samples tend to be rich in fine particles however their relative 

proportion as compared to the larger particles decreases in successive 

runs. Sub-sample 9 for example is almost pure as it contains 

approximately 92% of the coarser particles. The 600 pm particle size is 

the most appropriate successive size range after the 850 pm particle size 

during segregation analysis.

Figures B.2 - B.4 show the results of analogous experiments aimed at 

identifying the most suitable remaining three size fractions. The 

appropriate experimental conditions are given in the figure legends. 

According to the figures these are 355 , 212 and 90 pm.
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Figure B.l The variation of fractional weight per cent with successive 
sub-samples for segregation of two different samples. Each sample is
10.000 g binary sand particles with equal compositions (50% by Wt). 
The support particles comprise ca. 13 cm packed bed, Ballotini particles 
(ca.2.2 mm dia., 2.74 g /cm^ and ca. 93 ±0.5 g ). The segregation 
frequency and acceleration are 30 Hz and 24g respectively. The data 
refer to: (a) 850 pm  and 710 pm  , (b) 850 pm  and 600 pm  .
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Figure B.2 The variation of fractional weight per cent with successive 
sub-samples for segregation of three different samples. Each sample is
10.000 g binary sand particles with equal compositions (50% by Wt). 
The experimental conditions are given in figure B .l. The data refer to: 
(a) 600 pm and 500 pm , (b) 600 pm and 425 pm , (c) 600 pm and 355 
pm .
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Figure B.2 (contd).
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Figure B.3 The variation of fractional weight per cent with successive 
sub-samples for segregation of two different samples. Each sample is
10.000 g binary sand particles with equal compositions (50% by Wt). 
The experimental conditions are given in figure B.l. The data refer to: 
(a) 355 jum and 250 pm , (b) 355 pm and 212 pm .
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Figure B.4 The variation of fractional weight per cent with successive 
sub-samples for segregation of two different samples. Each sample is
10.000 g binary sand particles with equal compositions (50% by Wt). 
The support particles comprise ca. 13 cm packed bed, Ballotini particles 
(ca.1.3 mm dia., 2.46 g /cm^ and ca. 92 ±0.5 g ). The segregation 
frequency and acceleration are 10 Hz and 2.6g respectively. The data 
refer to: (a) 212 pm and 150 pm , (b) 212 pm and 90 pm .
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APPENDIX C

1 c
2 -  ■' ■ -  ' ■ - -   ̂^
3 C
4 C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE AMPLITUDE OT VIBRATION FOR
5 C ANY GIVEN PARTICLE SIZE BY MEANS OF VARYING THE FREQUENCY AND
6 C THE AMPLITUDE OF VIBRATION, THE MASS AND DENSITY OF TESTING
7 C POWDER, AND DIAMETER OF THE VIBRATING CELL.
8 C
9 C - -  -  : —: -  " —   ----------------------

10 c
11 c .................................................................................................................................................
12 C DEFINING VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS .
13 C.................................................................................................................................................
14 C
15 CHARACTER*I YES , Y A , ANSI, ANS2 , ANS4 , ANS5 , ANSER, ANSLAW
16 CHARACTER* 1 ANS6
17 CHARACTER* 18 SECOND, LOGEQU, PARTIC
18 INTEGER PSIZE(1:20)
19 REALFRQ, AMP, DENS ,PMASS , DIA, X , DISP, FORC , K , INIDSP
20 REAL CVMASS , OMEGA, ADMASS , A , B , INTENS , TOTMAS , SOLAMP
21 REAL PFORCE , ANGULF, PDRNUM, INVNTP
22 REAL A 1, B 1 , C l , A2 , B2 , C2 , A3 , B3 , C3 , ACCEL , ACCEL2
23 INTEGER LOOP, L , M , N ,  I,  J, LIN, QUA, LOG, EXP,ANS3 ,JJ
24 INTEGER KNUM, OLDANS
25 REAL NUM(I:20), DAMP(1:20), SIZE(1:20),NTLP(I:20),INVNUM(1:20)
26 DAMP(1) = 0.0
27 YES = Y*
28 YA = y
29 QUA = 2
30 LOG = 3
31 M = 0
32 SECOND = 'QUADRATIC.
33 LOGEQU = "LOGARITHMIC. '
34 9 PRINT *,' PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
35 KNUM = 0
36 PRINT*,' WOULD YOU LIKE TO CONSIDER THE EFFECT OF DRIVING POWE
37 * R ? ( Y / N ) '
38 READ '(A)', ANSER
39 PRINT*,' WOULD YOU LIKE TO CONSIDER THE HOOK LAW ? ( Y / N ) '
40 READ'(A)', ANSLAW
41 PRINT*,' WOULD YOU LIKE TO PRINT OUT THE INTENSITY AND DAMPING
42 * V A L U E S?(Y /N )'
43 READ'(A)', ANS2
44 PRINT *,' STATE THE DAMPING EQUATION BY THE ITEM NUMBER. '
45 PRINT *,' 1. QUADRATIC ’
46 PRINT *,' 2. LOGATITHMIC '
47 PRINT *,' '
48 READ *, ANS3
49 PRINT *,' THE NAME OF THE PARTICLE YOU USE ? '
50 READ’(A)', PARTIC
51 IF (ANSLAW EQ. YES OR. ANSLAW EQ. YA) THEN
52 PRINT *,' THE REED STIFFNESS FACTOR ; k ( N/m ) ? '
53 READ *, K
54 KNUM= 1
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55 ENDIF
56 PRINT*,’ THEMASSOFPOWDER(g)? ’
57 READ *, PMASS
58 PRINT*,’ THEMASSOFCAVITY(g)? ’
59 READ *, CVMASS
60 PRINT*,’ THE ADDED MASS ( g )  ? ’
61 READ *, ADMASS
62 TOTMAS = CVMASS + PMASS + ADMASS
63 IF (ANSER .EQ. YES OR. ANSER EQ. YA) THEN
64 PRINT*,’ CHOOSE THE RESONANT AMPLITUDE OF VIBRATION IN THE
65 *LACK OF POWDER BETWEEN 0.700 AND 7.000 ( V ) .  ’
66 READ *, SOLAMP
67 CALL INTERP (TOTMAS , SOLAMP, FRQ)
68 ELSE
69 SOLAMP = 0.0
70 PRINT*,’ THE FREQUENCY OF VIBRATION ( Hz ) ?  ’
71 READ *, FRQ
72 PRINT *,’ THE DISPLACEMENT FORCE ( N ) ? ’
73 READ *, FORC
74 OMEGA = ANGULF (FRQ)
75 IF (KNUM EQ. 1) THEN
76 INIDSP = FORC * 1000 / K
77 ELSE
78 INIDSP = SOLIDX (FORC)
79 K = STIFF (INIDSP)
80 ENDIF
81 INTENS = ((FORC / K) * OMEGA **2 ) /  9.81
82 ENDIF
83 PRINT *,’ THE CAVITY DIAMETER ( cm ) ? ’
84 READ *, DIA
85 PRINT *,’ THE PARTICLE DENSITY ( g/cm  ̂) ? ’
86 READ *, DENS
87 IF (DAMP(l) .NE. 0.0) THEN
88 PRINT*,’ USE THE SAME PARTICLE SIZE(S) ? ( Y / N ) ’
89 READ ’(A)’, ANS4
90 IF (ANS4 EQ. YES OR. ANS4 EQ. YA) GO TO 10
91 ENDIF
92 PRINT*,’ PLEASE TYPE IN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SIZE(S). ’
93 READ *, N
94 PRINT*,’ PLEASE TYPE IN THE SIZE(S) OF PARTICLE YOU USE (THIS
95 *SHOULD NOT BE MORE THAN 20 SIZES).’
96 PRINT *,’ ’
97 READ *,(PSIZE(JJ), JJ = 1, N)
98 D 0 4 J J = 1 , N
99 SIZE(JJ) = PSIZE(JJ) / 1.0

100 4 CONTINUE
101 C
102 C.................................................................................................................................................
103 C CONVERSION OF THE AMPLITUDE OF VIBRATION TO THE
104 C DISPLACEMENT AND CONSIDERING THE DAMPING EQUATION .
105 C ................................................................................................................................................
106 C
107 10 IF (DAMP(1) .NE. 0.0) THEN
108 PRINT *,’ USE THE SAME EQUATION FOR THE AMPLITUDE /DISPLACEMEN
109 *T CALIBRATION ? ( Y / N )  ’
110 READ’(A)’, ANS5
111 IF (ANS5 EQ. YES OR. ANS5 EQ. YA) GO TO 999
112 ENDIF
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113 PRINT STATE THE EQUATION OF DISPLACEMENT AS A FUNCTION OF A
114 *MPLITUDE IN THE FORM OF Y(mm) = a*X( V)  + b ’
115 PRINT*; a = . . . ? ’
116 READ* A
117 PRINT*; b=. . . ? '
118 READ* B
119 999 IF (DAMP(l) .NE. 0.0) THEN
120 IF (OLDANS EQ. ANS3) THEN
121 PRINT*; USE THE SAME DAMPING EQUATION? ( Y / N ) ’
122 READ’(A)’, ANS6
123 IF (ANS6 EQ. YES OR. ANS6 EQ. YA) GOTO II
124 ENDIF
125 ENDIF
126 IF (ANS3 EQ. 1) THEN
127 PRINT*; STATE THE VALUES OF Ai,Bi AND Ci FOR THE QUADRATIC EQ
128 *UATION OF DAMPING: Y = Ai * X^2+ Bi * X + Cl ’
129 PRINT*; Al = ... ,A2 = ... ,A3 = . . . ? ’
130 READ*, A 1 , A2, A3
131 PRINT*; Bl = ... , B2 =... ,B3 = ... ? ’
132 READ *, B 1 , B2 , B3
133 PRINT*; Cl = ... ,C2 = ... ,C3 = . . . ? ’
134 READ *, C l , C2 , C3
135 ELSE
136 PRINT *,’ STATE THE VALUES OF M AND Bi FOR THE LOGARITHMIC
137 *EQUATION OF DAMPING: Y = B + A * LOG(X) ’
138 PRINT*; AI = ... , A2 = ... , A3 = ...?’
139 READ *, A 1 , A2 , A3
140 PRINT*; BI = ... ,B2 = ... ,B3 = ...?’
141 READ *, B l , B2 , B3
142 Cl = 0.0
143 C2 = 0.0
144 C3=0.0
145 ENDIF
146 C
147 C ................................................................................................................................................
148 C THE NUMBER OF EQUIVALENT PLATES BASED ON DIAMETER OF THE
149 C VIBRATING CELL, MASS AND DENSITY OF THE TESTING POWDER IS
150 C CALCULATED.
151 C ................................................................................................................................................
152 C
153 1 1 D 0 1 2 L 0 0 P = 1 , N
154 NUM(LOOP) = (4.0 / 3.1416)*(1.0 / DIA**2)*(10000.0 / SIZE(LOOP)) *
155 * (SIZE(LOOP)**0.5/(DENS*PMASS**3))*(PMASS/DENS)*(3.1416/4.0)
156 12 CONTINUE
157 X = 0.
158 C
159 C ................................................................................................................................................
160 C THE MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT AT RESONANCE IS CALCULATED BY
161 C USING THE SIMPLIFIED VISCO-ELASTIC MODEL WITH ONLY ONE
162 C DAMPER. THIS IS THEN FOLLOWED BY PRINT OUT COMMANDS .
163 C ................................................................................................................................................
164 C
165 OMEGA = ANGULF (FRQ)
166 OPEN ( UNIT = 4 , FILE = 'SIZE.OUT, STATUS = ’UNKNOWN)
167 PRINT *,’ ’
168 WRITE (4,*) ’ ’
169 PRINT*,’=  - ■ "  ̂ — -----------
170 * ..............................- ’
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171 WRITE (4,*) ’=
172 * = = = = —
173 PRINT ♦, PARTIC
174 WRITE (4,*) PARTIC
175 PRINT V  ------
176 * = _ = ,
177 WRITE (4,*) ’=
178 * = = = = =
179 TOTMAS = (CVMASS + PMASS + ADMASS)/1000
180 IF (SOLAMP .NE. 0.0) THEN
181 INIDSP = A*S<XAMP + B
182 INTENS = INIDSP * (OMEGA **2)/(9.81 * 1000)
183 IF (KNUM .NE. 1) THEN
184 K = STIFF (INIDSP)
185 FORC = DRIVFO (INIDSP)
186 ELSE
187 CALL FORCE (K , INIDSP, FORC)
188 ENDIF
189 ENDIF
190 PRINT V  DRIVING FORCE = ’, FORC , ' N*
191 WRITE (4,*) ' DRIVING FORCE = ’, FORC,' N*
192 PRINT REED STIFFNESS CONSTANT = ', K , ' N/m’
193 WRITE (4,*) ' REED STIFFNESS CONSTANT = ', K , ' N/m’
194 PRINT V  FREQUENCY = *, FRQ,’ Hz’
195 WRITE (4,*) ’ FREQUENCY = ’, FRQ, ’ Hz’
196 PRINT*,’ CAVITY DIAMETER = ’, DIA,’ cm’
197 WRITE (4,*) ’ CAVITY DIAMETER = ’ , DI A, ’ cm’
198 PRINT*,’ POWDER MASS = ’, PMASS,’ g’
199 WRITE (4,*)’ POWDER MASS = ’ , PMASS,’ g’
200 PRINT*,’ CAVITY MASS = ’, CVMASS ,’ g’
201 WRITE (4,*) ’ CAVITY MASS = ’ , CVMASS , ’ g’
202 PRINT*,’ ADDED MASS (INCLUDING THE CAP) = ’, ADMASS,’ g’
203 WRITE (4,*)’ ADDED MASS (INCLUDING THE CAP) = ’, ADMASS,’ g’
204 PRINT*,’ POWDER DENSITY = ’, DENS ,’ g/cc’
205 WRITE (4,*)’ POWDER DENSITY = ’ , DENS , ’ g/cc’
206 DO 1 4 1 = 1 , N
207 ESrVNUM(J) = (0.001/NUM(J))*((INTENS*9.81)**2)
208 CALL DAMPIG (INVNUM(J) , INTENS , A1 , B1, C l , A2 , B2 , C2 , A3
209 * , B3 , C3 , ANS3 , DAMP(J))
210 DISP = 1000 * FORC /  (( K - TOTMAS * OMEGA **2 ) **2 + ( DAMP(J) *
211 * OMEGA ) **2 ) ** 0.5
212 IF(J.EQ. 1)THEN
213 PRINT*,’ INTENSITY OF VIBRATION = ’, INTENS ,’ g’
214 WRITE (4,*)’ INTENSITY OF VIBRATION = ’ , INTENS , ’ g’
215 PRINT*,’ DISPLACEMENT / AMPLITUDE CALIBRATION EQUATION IS’
216 WRITE (4,*) ’ DISPLACEMENT / AMPLITUDE CALIBRATION EQUATION IS’
217 PRINT*,’ Y(mm) = a*X( V)  + b’
218 WRITE(4,*)’ Y(mm) = a*X( V)  + b’
219 PRINT*,’ a = ’, A , ’ b = ’,B
220 WRITE (4,*) ’ a = ’, A , ’ b = ’ ,B
221 PRINT *,’- ---------------------------------------------------------------  = = = = = = = : .
222 * = = = ’

223 WRITE (4,*) ’=
224 * = = = = = =
225 PRINT *,’ CAVITY WITH NO POWDER DISP. (mm) = ’,INIDSP
226 WRITE (4,*)’ CAVITY WITH NO POWDER DISP. (mm) = ’,INIDSP
227 ENDIF
228 PRINT *,’ SIZE (um) =’,PSIZE(J),’ DISP. (mm) = ’,DISP
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229 WRITE (4,*) ’ SIZE (mm) =',PSIZE(J),’ DISP. (mm) = *,DISP
230 14 CONTINUE
231 PRINT * /- - = = = = - - — - -------------------------- ------- -----------------------
232 * = = = '
233 WRITE (4,*) '..........   ■ ..
234 * = = = = = ’
235 PRINT '
236 WRITE (4,*) ’ ’
237 WRITE (4,*) ******************************************************
233 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

239 WRITE (4,*) ’ '
240 IF (ANS2 .EQ. YES OR. ANS2 EQ. YA) THEN
241 D 0 9 9 8 J = I , N
242 PRINT V  NTLP = ’,NUM(J)
243 WRITE (4,*) 'NTLP = *,NUM(J)
244 NTLP(J) = I/NUM(J)
245 PRINT */ INVERSE NTLP = %NTLP(J)
246 WRITE (4,*) ' INVERSE NTLP = ’,NTLP(J)
247 PRINT*/ INV.NTLP = ',INVNUM(J)/ DAMPING = ',DAMP(J)
248 WRITE (4,*) ' INV.NTLP = %INVNUM(J)/ DAMPING = %DAMP(J)
249 998 CONTINUE
250 ACCEL = INTENS*9.81
251 ACCEL2 = ACCEL**2
252 PRINT */ INTENSITY =',ACCEL
253 WRITE (4,*) ' INTENSITY = ACCEL
254 PRINT */INTENSITY SQUARE =%ACCEL2
255 WRITE (4,*) ' INTENSITY SQUARE = %ACCEL2
256 ENDIF
257 PRINT*/ WOULD YOU LIKE TO TRY AGAIN? ( Y / N )  ’
258 READ’(A)’, ANSI
259 IF(ANSI EQ. YA OR. ANSI EQ. YES) THEN
260 OLDANS = ANS3
261 GO TO 9
262 ELSE
263 PRINT*/ GOODBYE !'
264 ENDIF
265 END
266
267 C
268 C ............................................................................................................................................
269 C FUNCTION ANGULF CALCULATES THE ANGULAR FREQUENCY OF THE
270 C SYSTEM AT RESONANCE. FUNCTION STIFF CALCULATES THE REED
271 C STIFFNESS CONSTANT . FUNCTION SOLIDX CALCULATES THE INITIAL
272 C DISPLACEMENT OF THE VIBRATING CELL AT RESONANCE . AND
273 C FUNCTION INFORC CALCULATES THE DRIVING FORCE BASED ON THE
274 C INITIAL DISPLACEMENT OF THE CELL IN THE LACK OF THE HOOK’S LAW
275 C ............................................................................................................................................
276 C
277 REAL FUNCTION ANGULF (F)
278 REAL F
279 ANGULF = F* 2.0 *3.1416
280 END
281 C
282 C ............................................................................................................................................
283 C
284 REAL FUNCTION STIFF (SLDDSP)
285 REAL SLDDSP,Z
286 Z = SLDDSP * 0.001
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287 STIFF = 2*6.5344E05*Z + 2867.6
288 END
289 C
290 C ....................................................................................................................................................
291 C
292 REAL FUNCTION SOLIDX (FORCE)
293 REAL FORCE , UMM
294 UMM = (-2867.6 + (2867.6**2 - 4*6.5344E05*(4.5966E-2*FORCE))**0
295 *.5)/(2*6.5344E05)
296 SOLIDX = UMM * 1000.0
297 END
298 C
299 C ......................................................................................................................................
300 C
301 REAL FUNCTION DRIVFO (INIX)
302 REAL INIX, XMETER
303 XMETER = INIX * 0.001
304 DRIVFO = 4.5966E-2 + (2867.6*XMETER) + (-6.5344E05*(XMETER)**2)
305 END
306 C
307 C ......................................................................................................................................
308 C SUBROUTINE INTERP INTERPOLATES THE AMPLITUDE OF VIBRATION
309 C AND THEN CALCULATES THE FREQUENCY OF RESONANCE ON THE
310 C BASES OF MASS AND THE AMPLITUDE OF VIBRATION .
311 C ......................................................................................................................................
312 C
313 SUBROUTINE INTERP (MASS,AMP,FRE)
314 REAL AMPl , AMP2 , FRQI, FRQ2 , MASS , AMP, FRE
315 INTEGER M
316 M = 0
317 IF (AMP LE. 0.769) THEN
318 FRE = 86.210 + (-28.233)*LOG10(MASS)
319 ENDIF
320 IF (AMP.GT. 0.769 AND. AMP LT. 1.885) THEN
321 AMPl =0.769
322 AMP2 = 1.885
323 FRQI = 86.210 + (-28.233)*LOG10(MASS)
324 FRQ2 = 88.287 + (-29.205)*LOG10(MASS)
325 M = 1
326 ENDIF
327 IF (AMP EQ. 1.885) THEN
328 FRE = 88.287 + (-29.205)*LOG10(MASS)
329 ENDIF
330 IF (AMP GT. 1.885 AND. AMP LT. 3.099) THEN
331 AMPl = 1.885
332 AMP2 = 3.099
333 FRQI = 88.287 + (-29.205)*LOG10(MASS)
334 FRQ2 = 88.368 + (-29.133)*LOG10(MASS)
335 M =1
336 ENDIF
337 IF (AMP EQ. 3.099) THEN
338 FRE = 88.386 + (-29.133)*LOG10(MASS)
339 ENDIF
340 IF (AMP GT. 3.099 AND. AMP LT. 4.418) THEN
341 AMPl = 3.099
342 AMP2 = 4.418
343 FRQI = 88.368 + (-29.133)*LOG10(MASS)
344 FRQ2 = 89.286 + (-29.540)*LOG10(MASS)
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345 M = 1
346 ENDIF
347 IF (AMP .EQ. 4.418) THEN
348 FRE = 89.286 + (-29.540)*LOG10(MASS)
349 ENDIF
350 IF (AMP .GT. 4.418 AND. AMP .LT. 5.488) THEN
351 AMPl =4.418
352 AMP2 = 5.488
353 FRQl = 89.286 + (-29.540)*LOG10(MASS)
354 FRQ2 = 89.826 + (-29.539)*LOG10(MASS)
355 M = 1
356 ENDIF
357 IF (AMP EQ. 5.488) THEN
358 FRE = 89.826 + (-29.539)*LOG10(MASS)
359 ENDIF
360 IF (AMP GT. 5.488 AND. AMP LT. 6.310) THEN
361 AMPl = 5.488
362 AMP2 = 6.310
363 FRQl = 89.826 + (-29.539)*LOG10(MASS)
364 FRQ2 = 89.929 + (-29.601)*LOG10(MASS)
365 M = 1
366 ENDIF
367 IF (AMP GE. 6.310) THEN
368 FRE = 89.929 + (-29.601)*LOG10(MASS)
369 ENDIF
370 IF (M EQ. 1) THEN
371 PERCNT = (AMP - AMPl) / (AMP2 - AMPl)
372 FRE = ((FRQ2 - FRQl) * PERCNT) + FRQl
373 ENDIF
374 END
375 C
376 C ...............................................................................................................................................
377 C SUBROUTINE FORCE CALCULATES THE DRIVING FORCE ON THE BASIS
378 C OF THE REED STIFFNESS CONSTANT AND THE RESONANT DISPLACEMENT.
379 C ...............................................................................................................................................
380 C
381 SUBROUTINE FORCE (KFACT, INIX, F)
382 REAL KFACT, INIX, F , FIRSTX
383 FIRSTX = DSfIX/1000
384 F = KFACT * FIRSTX
385 END
386 C
387 C ...............................................................................................................................................
388 C SUBROUTINE DAMPIG CALCULATES THE DAMPING OF THE VIBRATING
389 C SYSTEM ON THE BASIS OF NELP AND INTENSITY OF VIBRATION.
390 C   .....................................................................................................................................
391 C
392 SUBROUTINE DAMPIG (INVNTP, ACC , A 1 , B l , C l , A2 , B2 , C2 , A3
393 * , B3 , C 3 , A N S , C )
394 REAL INVNTP, ACC, C , A1 ,B1, C l , A2 , B2 , C2 , A3 , B3 , C3
395 REAL A A , BB , CC
396 INTEGER ANS
397 AA = A1*ACC**2 + B1*ACC + Cl
398 BB = A2*ACC**2 + B2*ACC + C2
399 CC = A3*ACC**2 + B3*ACC + C3
400 IF (ANS .EQ. 1) THEN
401 C = AA*INVNTP**2 + BB*INVNTP + CC
402 ELSE
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403 C = BB + AA*LOG10(INVNTP)
404 ENDIF
405 END
406
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